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Debi Shintia. 2018. Vocabulary Distribution In When English Rings A Bell At The 
Eight Grade Students Of Junior High School Published By Pusat Kurikulum Dan 
Perbukuan, Balitbang, Kemdikbud. Thesis. Surakarta: English Education 
Program, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
 
Advisor  : Dr. Imroatus Solikhah, M.Pd 
Key Words : Vocabulary Distribution, When English Rings A Bell 
  textbook 
 
Vocabulary is central to language and of critical importance to typical 
language learner. It has purposed students must understand the vocabulary to get 
the meaning of textbook.The aims of this research were (1) To find out the kinds 
of dominant vocabularies classification in When English Rings a Bell Textbook. 
(2) To find out the frequency of vocabulary distribution in When English Rings A 
Bell. 
This research used qualitative method which content analysis design. The 
data that were collected came from the English textbooks. The object of this study 
was English textbook for eight grade of Junior High School entitled “When 
English Rings a Bell” which was published by Pusat Kurikulum Dan Perbukuan, 
Balitbang, Kemdikbud in 2014. The researcher used coding to classify word 
classes of vocabulay by Riyanto theory (2008). In this research, the researcher 
used data triangulation for using the multiple data sources, method triangulation 
for using the multiple research method, and theory triangulation for interpreting 
and explaining the data. This strategy used to get the trustworthiness of the data. 
Based on the analysis, it was found that First the dominant vocabulary 
classification occur in the 12 chapter with 4 sub chapter in speaking is verb 
classification. It was found in 533 times (68%) sentences out of 782 sentences 
obtain in the 12 chapter of the textbook. It indicated that the sentences pattern in 
the textbook designed for Junior High School has minimum simple sentence 
which consist of S and V. Therefore, verb classification is frequently occur in the 
textbook. Second the analysis of the frequency of vocabulary distribution  in each 
chapter of  the English Textbook, showed that in the form classes (also known as 
content words or open classes) including Noun Class; Verb Class, Adjective 
Class, and Adverb Class, the Verb Class mentioned 1073 times (25,69%) out of 
4176 words in the textbook. This means that Junior High School have been 
introduced with basic vocabulary in the sentence structure for simple writing, 
whereas function word is introduced for academic writing in the higher level. 
Meanwhile, the other structure classes (also known as function words or closed 
classes) including Determiner, Pronoun, Auxiliary, Conjunction (or Conjunct), 
Qualifier, Interrogative, Preposition, Expletive, and Article are rarely mentioned 
in the textbook. Interrogative becomes the least vocabulary that mentioned in the 
textbook. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Research 
Nowdays, people live in globalization era. Therefore, they need to learn 
English in their daily life. Richards (1985: 2) states that “in countries where 
English is not an official language it may still have a significant role to play. 
It may be an important school subject and it may be necessary to pass an 
examination in English to enter a university. It may be the language of certain 
courses at a university, or at least of a large percentage of the students’ 
textbooks. It may be needed for people who work in tourism, business, and 
for some sections of the civil service”. It means that learning English is 
important to live (to enter university) and to work (tourism, business, civil 
service).  
The successful of teaching English can be seen from how far the 
learners can communicate in the target language. One of aspect taught to the 
students is vocabulary. Vocabulary knowledge is often viewed as a critical 
tool for second language learners because a limited vocabulary in a second 
language impedes successful communication. Underscoring the importance of 
vocabulary acquisition, Schmitt (2000: 55) emphasizes that “lexical 
knowledge is central to communicative competence and to the acquisition of 
a second language”.  
Nation (2001: 39) further describes the relationship between vocabulary  
knowledge and language use as complementary: knowledge of vocabulary 
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enables language use and, conversely, language use leads to an increase in 
vocabulary knowledge. The importance of vocabulary is demonstrateddaily in 
and out the school. In classroom, the achieving students possess the most 
sufficient vocabulary. 
In Indonesia, English is as a foreign language. Indonesian government 
implements English as one of main subject in the school. The teacher should 
teach the students about English as their needs. The other things that the 
teachers should know well is the curriculum. It is because of curriculum is 
considered to be the main source for teachers determining the way, how to 
teach, and what the material to take the time allotment and also deal with 
testing devices. Hence, we need textbook which is appropriate with 
curriculum.  
Richards (2001:1) states that “Teaching materials is a key component in 
most language programs. Whether the teacher uses a textbook, institutional 
prepared material or make use of his or her own materials, instructional 
materials generally serve as the basis for much of the language input learners 
receive and the language practice that occurs in the classroom”. Furthermore, 
we need textbook to help students to learn the material which is given by the 
teacher. 
Textbook is one of many learning resources used in learning. It can 
provide information and subject matter in the form of printed media. 
Buckingham (1958) in Tarigan (1993:11) states that “A textbook is a book 
which usually used by teacher to support the teaching learning process in 
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school and universities”. Then, Cunningsworth (1995) in Richards (2001:1) 
summarizes the role of materials (particularly coursesbooks) in language 
teaching as: (1) A resource for presentation materials (spoken and writer); (2) 
A source of activities for learner practice and communicative interaction; (3) 
A reference source for learners on grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, etc; 
(4) A source of stimulation and ideas for classroom activities; (5) A syllabus 
where they reflect learning objectives which have already been determined; 
(6) A support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in 
confidence. 
Textbook is a source of knowledge. It can help students to increase 
knowledge and help them to understand what has been taught by teacher. 
Hornby (1995:34) says a textbook means a book giving instruction in a 
branch of learning. It means that a textbook is a kind of textbook used in 
some studies at school and made to support the materials in teaching learning 
process. Fatima, Shah, and Sultan (2015) suggests some problematic areas 
that textbooks need improvement regarding the four skills and culture 
representation. There is an exposure of only foreign culture and basic skills 
are not emphasized equally. Different portions of skills are also very 
influential for students. Because there are many textbooks whose material has 
many conversations while in reality on the exam there are many questions 
about reading. So in selecting of textbook teachers must be careful because 
they need to select whether the textbook is appropriate for students or not. 
Selecting a good textbook is also important. A good textbook should be 
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suitable with the curriculum in order to support the success of teaching 
learning process.  
Many school used textbook to support teaching learning activities but 
the problem is whether the vocabulary of textbook is appropriate with the 
English curriculum or not, whether the portion of skills are  appropriate or not 
and the whether the textbook is appropriate with criteria of good textbook or 
not. As we know, there are some problems on the content of its textbooks 
which are not appropriate for students. It is because there are problems on the 
material, presentation, illustration and language. Besides that, we need to be 
careful in choosing textbook, because there are several passages in the 
textbook which are not supposed to be involved on a student textbook. 
Therefore, we must choose a good textbooks for our students because 
textbooks can help students in teaching learning activity. 
In this research, the researcher tried to analyze about the vocabulary 
distribution on the textbook as the source of English lesson in junior high 
school. One of textbook used as source in English teaching learning process 
is “When English Rings a Bell”. The researcher chose this textbook to be 
analyzed was because this textbook was provided by the government to 
facilitate the students in learning English, especially for eight grade students. 
Then, it also considered to the curriculum applied in the present time that was 
2013 curriculum. This textbook also used in many junior schools which 
implementeds 2013 curriculum in their school. It is caused that the textbook 
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was published and relised by the government. So any schools which 
implement 2013 curriculum should use that textbook. 
One of the skills’ component needs to be mastered by students junior 
high level is vocabulary. Fauziati (2002: 34) vocabulary is central to language 
and of critical importance to typical language learner. In anotherside, students 
must understand the vocabulary to get the meaning of textbook. Allen (2007: 
3) said that most of educators believe that vocabulary is critical in any 
classroom. The issue is not whether we should have vocabulary instruction, 
but how to make that vocabulary instruction have meaning beyond assigned 
word list. Most of us have struggle and continue to puzzle over how to teach 
the words in their reading, writing, and thinking. 
Research about vocabulary content on the textbook also had often been 
researched. One of vocabulary content research was from Fatima, Shah, and 
Sultan (2015). The researcher identified how well a pre-use textbook matches 
the needs of a learning program and how much appropriate the activities are. 
The results suggests some problematic areas that textbooks need 
improvement regarding the four skills and culture representation. There is an 
exposure of only foreign culture and basic skills are not emphasized equally. 
The findings accentuate the need to revisit the material by the authors that 
would contribute to the improvement of the English textbooks at these levels. 
The second previous research was from Podpis (2016). The aim of the 
research was to point out the frequency aspect presence amongst other 
vocabulary aspects and discuss its contribution to the EFL teaching. The 
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results showed the distribution of the six wordlists in the frequency levels of 
two reference vocabulary frequency lists. The NGSL covered 60 – 82 % of 
the six textbook wordlists. This proportion of the wordlists stands for the high 
frequency vocabulary. The research proved that the high-frequency 
vocabulary is present and covers the majority of items in the six textbook 
wordlists. 
In this reserach, the researcher focused on the English textbook “When 
English Rings a Bell” from Ministry of Education which is used in Junior 
High School. The researcher interested to analyze the vocabulary distribution 
in English textbook. From the background of the research above, the 
researcher interested to conduct research entitle “VOCABULARY 
DISTRIBUTION IN WHEN ENGLISH RINGS A BELL AT THE EIGHT 
GRADE STUDENTS OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUBLISHED BY PUSAT 
KURIKULUM DAN PERBUKUAN, BALITBANG, KEMDIKBUD”. 
 
B. Problem Indentification 
1. The suitable content of vocabulary in When English Rings a Bell textbook 
with the syllabus of Eight grade students. 
2. The different of vocabulary level for beginner level readers (elementary to 
junior high students), medium level readers (senior high students), and 
advanced level readers (university students). 
3. The level of vocabulary is appropriate with the students at eight grade 
students. 
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C. Problem Limitation 
This research focused on the analysis of parts of speech in English 
textbook based on the new curriculum used for junior high school level. It 
focused on the analysis of When English Rings a Bell textbook. The 
researcher limited the research only on the material in each chapters such as 
the words formed, and the vocabulary distributed on the textbook.  
 
D. Problem Statement 
1. What are the kinds of dominant vocabulary classification occur in the 
When English Rings A Bell?  
2. What are the frequency of vocabulary distribution in each chapter of  
When English Rings A Bell? 
 
E. The Objectives of The Research 
1. To find out the kinds of dominant vocabulary classification in the When 
English Rings a Bell Textbook. 
2. To find out the frequency of vocabulary distribution in each chapter of 
When English Rings A Bell. 
 
F. Benefit of the research 
The researcher really hopes that this research has benefits that are 
divided into theoretical  and practical benefits, they are as follow: 
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1. Theoretical Benefits 
The finding of this research is useful to the knowledge who interest is 
analyzing the most dominant of vocabularies in the When English 
Rings A Bell. 
 
2. Practical Benefits 
a. For teacher 
The benefit of this research is that the teacher can select a good English 
textbook. 
b. For student 
The benefits of this research are to give the students some information 
and large knowledge about the most dominant of vocabularies in the 
When English Rings A Bell. 
c. For reader 
The writer hopes that the readers can know the most dominant of 
vocabularies in the When English Rings A Bell. 
d. For other researchers 
The result of this research can be used as reference for others who 
conducted similar problem. 
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
The researcher would clarify the terms used in the title to make this 
thesis easy understand: 
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1. Vocabulary 
Vocabulary choice is a strong indicator of whether a writer has 
adopted the conventions of the relevant discourse community. Vocabulary 
is not about knowing words, but also knowing them so well that they can 
be fluently used. (Nation, 2001).  
2. Textbook  
A textbook can be referred to as a published book specially designed 
to help language learners to improve their linguistic and communicative 
abilities (Sheldon, 1980). The students’ book usually comes with other 
materials such as workbook, a teachers’ book or even additional 
multimodal texts for reference as a textbook package (Masuhara & 
Tomlinson, 2008). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Review on Vocabulary 
1. Definition of Vocabulary 
Vocabulary plays an important role in majoring English. Without 
having a lot of vocabularies, students will be difficult to achieve their 
foreign language. There are many definitions of vocabulary proposed by 
some expert. It is very important to know what vocabulary is before 
discussing about vocabulary distribution. 
According to Fauziati (2002 : 155) vocabulary is central to language 
and of critical importance to typical language learner. Having limited 
vocabulary is a barier that precludes learners from learning a foreign 
language. It means that a sufficient vocabulary is very crucial for the 
students. They can communicate effectively and express their idea in both 
oral and written from. Then, Rivers (in Nunan, 1991 : 117) vocabulary 
regarded as the important element in acquisition of a second language. It is 
very important for  learners to master the vocabulary of the target language 
because vocabulary is essential part of communication. 
Based of the definition above the researcher concludes that 
vocabulary is an important word which is used by the learners to major the 
foreign language. 
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2. The Importance of Vocabulary 
Watkins (2005 : 34) asserts that learning new words are important 
part of learning a new language. It is because of words allow the people to 
start communicating at once. Vocabulary is essential and becomes 
increasingly central to language teaching. It shows obviously that 
vocabulary is important element within a language as the basic medium for 
people to communicate in the foreign language.  
Another opinion about the importance of vocabulary is stated by 
Nunan (2000: 116) states that the status of vocabulary has been 
considerable enhanced. This has come about partly as a result of 
the development of communicative approaches to language teaching. 
Then, Wilkins (in Thornbury, 2002 : 13) who argues that without grammar 
very little can be conveyed and without nothing can be conveyed. It means 
that even the students major the grammar well but they don‟t master the 
vocabulary, it is very hard for them for learning the foreign language. 
Hence, it can be constructed that vocabulary is absolutely crucial 
element of language because it is the central of learning English. Students 
who have sufficent vocabulary will be easier to understand the language 
and express their own ideas to communicate using foreign language. It is 
neccesary to distinguish between what the spoken, written and meaning in 
context while learning vocabulary. 
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3. Vocabulary Distribution 
The three corpus-based word ranges defined by Nation (2001, 2006) 
are indicative of three consecutive stages in language command, as 
reflected in vocabulary use: beginners, intermidiate and advanced. This is 
precisely the organizational scheme of most textbooks. It is therefore to be 
expected that coursebooks for each one of those levels keep close to the 
three vocabulary ranges mentioned above. Beginner courses should 
roughly include range 1 words, intermediate courses should cover word 
range 2 and advanced courses should include word range 3. Textbooks can 
be analysed against this expected pattern and the vocabulary. They contain 
evaluated according to the model described in each word range.  
The  analysis  will  reveal  how  textbooks  adjust  to  the  word  
range  they  have  been designed for. Moreover, a closer look at the 
vocabulary presented will allow us to discover and define with accuracy 
in which way and how much a specific textbook deviates from the word 
range it claims to represent. The requirement is that we compare the 
vocabulary in the textbook against each one of the three predefined ranges. 
The sequence of ranges and the conditions derived from the 
cognitive processes underlying language acquisition ask for some 
additional requirements regarding vocabulary distribution along textbooks. 
Firstly, new words must be gradually introduced, possibly within the 
adequate communicative context; secondly, new words should mainly 
pertain to the range the textbook belongs to; thirdly, the working 
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vocabulary as a whole should include enough instances  and  offer  
abundant  opportunities  for  practicing  the  new  words  previously 
introduced, be it in the same word range or in the previous ones. The 
result of such an analysis, implemented with computational tools, will 
clearly reveal if textbooks are the right instruments and if they can be 
considered suitable guides for teaching/learning vocabulary in a most 
efficient way. 
4. Elements of Vocabulary 
There are some explanations about types of vocabulary which we 
can see in any sources, but the writer takes the explanation about types of 
vocabulary which consists of lexemes, including single words, compound 
words and idioms as have been explained in Longman Dictionary of 
Language Teaching and Applied Linguistic. It is mentioned that 
vocabulary is a set of lexemes, including single words, compound words 
and idioms. 
a. Lexemes 
Lexeme is the smallest unit in the meaning system of a language 
that can be distinguished from other similar units. A lexeme is an 
abstract unit. It can occur in many different forms in actual spoken or 
written sentences, and is regarded as the same lexeme even when 
inflected. For example, in English, all inflected forms such as give, 
gives, given, giving, gave would belong to the one lexeme give. 
14 
 
Inflection/inflexion (noun) or inflects (verb) (in morphology) is 
the process of adding an affix to a word or changing it in some other 
ways according to the rules of the grammar of a language. For 
example, in English, verb is inflected for third person singular: I work, 
he/she works and for past tense: I worked. Most nouns may be 
inflected for plural: horse – horses, flower – flower, man – men. 
b. Compound Words 
Compound word is a combination of two or more words which 
functions as a single word. For example self-made (a compound 
adjective) as in „He was a self-made man‟ and flower shop (a 
compound noun) as in „They went to the flower shop‟. Compound 
words are written either as a single word (e.g. headache), as 
hyphenated words (e.g. self-government), or as two words (e.g. police 
station). 
c. Idioms 
Idiom and idiomatic is an expression which functions as a single 
unit and whose meaning cannot be worked out from its separate parts. 
For example: She  washed  her  hands  of  the  matter.  It  means  “She  
refused  to  have anything more to do with the matter”. Todd (2000: 86) 
defines that idiom is a group of words whose meaning cannot be 
explained in terms of the habitual meanings of the words that  
make up  the  piece of  language. For  example, “fly off  the handle” 
which means “lose one‟s temper”.  
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On the other hand, vocabulary can be classified bases on part of 
speech. Riyanto (2008) states that there are eight parts of speech, they 
are: 
a. Noun 
Noun is often defined as a word which names a person, place or 
thing. Here are some examples of nouns: boy, river, friend,  Los 
Angeles, triangle, day, school, truth, university, idea, Abraham Lincoln, 
movie, aunt, vacation, eye, dream, flag, teacher, class, grammar. 
Abraham Lincoln is a noun because it is the name of a person; Los 
Angeles is a noun because it is the name of a place; and boy is a 
noun because it is the name of a thing. Many nouns have a special 
plural form if there is more than one. For example, we say one book 
but two books. Plural are usually formed by adding an – s (books) or 
–es (boxes), but some plurals are formed in different ways (child – 
children, person – people, mouse – mice, and sheep – sheep). 
According to (Hartanto, 1996: 9), that Noun is one of important 
part of speech its arrangement with the verb help to from sentences 
there are some types of noun in English as follows ; 
1) Concrete noun. A concrete noun is a word for physical object can 
be perceived by the sense. We can see, and touch e.g; Andrew 
(name of man), Jakarta, gold, table, iron etc. 
2) Abstract noun. An abstract noun is a word for concept it is an 
idea that exist in our mind only, e.g.; justice, wisdom, happiness, 
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faith etc. 
3) Proper noun. Proper noun is naming of a particular person, place 
etc. written with capital letter. 
4) Countable noun. Countable noun is the name objects, people, 
ideas etc. which can be counted. (Swan, 1996: 136). 
5)  Uncountable  noun.  Uncountable  noun  is  the  name  of  
materials, liquids, abstract qualities, collections and other things 
which we see as  masses  without  clear  boundaries, and  not  as  
separate  objects. (Swan, 1996: 136). 
6) Collective noun. Collective noun is a word for group people, 
animal or object considered as a single unit. 
7) Noun compound. Noun compound is as a part of speech used refer 
to a group of words, usually two but sometimes more joined 
together into vocabulary unit friction as a single part of speech.  
b. Verb 
Verb is often defined as a word which shows action or state of 
being. The verb is the heart of a sentence – every sentence must have a 
verb. According to al Khuli (1976: 59) says that in teaching vocabulary 
has to distinguish to types of vocabulary, there are; First, passive 
vocabulary. Passive vocabulary is taught to be merely recognized and 
understand by the student upon hearing or reading that kind of 
vocabulary and the other definition of passive vocabulary is learned 
for recognition. Second, active vocabulary. Active vocabulary is taught 
to be produced by the student whenever. It is needed during speaking 
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or reading that kind of vocabulary active vocabulary is learned for 
production. 
According to Lowry, Lauren (2016) said that Verbs are very 
important for language development because they allow children to 
start building early sentences. Every sentence needs a verb. And the 
choice of verb determines many of the grammatical forms in a sentence. 
In Summaries Children need to learn all kinds of words in order to talk. 
Verbs are especially important because they help children 
communicate about events in the world by combining words into 
sentences. Using some of the tips above, you can help your children 
learn verbs and pave the way for his language to develop. 
c. Adjective 
Adjective is often defined as a word which describes or gives 
more information about  a  noun or pronoun. Adjectives describe nouns 
in terms of such qualities as size, color, number, and kind. The 
adjective does not change the basic meaning or structure of the 
sentence, but it does give a lot of information about the subject and 
the rug. When more than one adjective is used, a comma (,) is used 
between the adjectives. 
According to Neufeldt (1986;72) that adjective is word used to 
qualify a noun. There are nine kinds of adjectives, namely: 
1) Proper Adjective. Proper adjective restrict the application of a 
noun to such persons or things as are included within the scope of 
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some proper name. 
2) Descriptive adjective. A descriptive adjective in a word used to 
show quality of a person or thing. 
3) Numeral Adjective. Numeral adjective restrict the application of a 
noun to such person or things as are of the number or in the serial 
order denoted by the adjective. There are two main classes in the 
numeral adjectives; first, Definite numeral adjectives, such as; one, 
two three etc. second, indefinite numeral adjectives, such as: all, 
some, few, several etc. 
4) Adjective of quality or description adjectives 
5) Adjective of quality which tells how many or how much. 
6) Possessive adjective which shows possession 
7) Distributive adjectives which shows that the persons or things 
shown by the noun are taken singly. 
8) Interrogative adjectives which is used in question. 
9) Demonstrative adjectives 
d. Adverb 
Adverb can modify a verb, an adjective, another adverb, a 
phrase, or a clause. An adverb indicates manner, time, place, clause or 
degree and answer questions such as “how”, “when”, “where”, “how 
much”. 
While some adverbs can be identified by their characteristic “ly” 
suffix, most of them must be identified by untangling the grammatical 
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relationships within the sentence or clause as a whole. Unlike an 
adjective, an adverb can be found in various places within the sentence. 
e. Pronoun 
Pronoun can replace a noun or another pronoun. You use 
pronouns as like “he”, “which”, “none”, and “you” to make your 
sentence less cumbersome and less repetitive. Some grammar books 
classify pronouns into several types, including the personal pronoun, 
the demonstrative pronoun, the interrogative pronoun, the indefinite 
pronoun, the reflexive pronoun, and the intensive pronoun. 
Table 2.1. Personal Pronoun in Standard Modern English 
 
Singular Plural 
Subject Object 
Possessive 
Adjective 
Possessive 
Pronoun 
Subject Object 
Possessive 
Adjective 
Possessive 
Pronoun 
First I Me My + noun Mine We Us Our + noun Ours 
Second You You Your + noun Yours You You Your + noun Yours 
Third 
Feminine She Her Her + noun Hers 
They Them Their + noun Theirs Masculine He His His + noun His 
Impersonal It It Its + noun  
 
f. Preposition 
Proposition is a word placed before noun or a noun equivalent 
to show in that relation the person  or thing denoted thereby stands to 
something stand to something. 
g. Conjunction 
Conjunction is  a  word  which  links  together  sentence  parts  
(clause) phrase or words. The kinds of conjunction are two kinds, 
namely; coordinate conjunction and subordinate conjunction. 
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h. Interjection 
Interjection is not a part of speech, since it has not grammatical 
connection with any other word or words I the sentence. It is merely 
an exclamatory sound thrown into sentence to denote some strong 
feelings or emotion. 
The above are totality of word kinds used in a sentence or a 
paragraph which are observed from the words form, main classify of the 
words or from their function in sentence. 
 
5. Kinds of Vocabulary 
There are some kinds of vocabulary in English. The researcher limits 
the kinds of vocabulary in order to make easier of this research. Four kinds 
of vocabulary are described by Fries (1967:44). They are as follows: 
a. Function Words 
The first kinds of vocabulary is "function words", although some 
of them may have full word meaning content, primarily or largely 
operate as means of expressing relations of grammatical structure. 
These include auxiliaries, prepositions, conjunctions, interrogative 
particles, etc. 
1) Auxiliaries, include; have be, shall, will, may, can, must, 
might, could, would, should, do, get, keep, etc. 
2) Preposition 
a) Preposition-adverb,  include at, by, for, from, in, into, 
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of, on, to, and with. 
b) Prepositions of Place, include; behind, in front of, over, 
under, above, below, beside, between, beyond, around. 
c) Preposition of direction, include; through, into, out of, 
toward, away from, up, down, across. 
d) Preposition of Time, include; before, after, during, since 
and until. 
e) Preposition  of  Comparison,  include;  like,  different  
from,  as....as,...than... 
3) Conjunctions 
The important conjunctions, the function words used with word 
groups (and, that, which, if, as, but, so, who, when, while, what, 
where), conjunctions  express  such  relationships  as time  
(after,  before,  since, until),  cause (for,  because,   since),  
purpose (in  order  that,  so,  that), comparison (as...as,    
...than),   concession (although), condition (unless, weather), 
conclusion (therefore) 
4) Interrogative Particles, includes who, whose, which, what, 
when, where, why, how), articles (the, a, an), degree words 
(more, most), generalizing particle (ever) and special uses of 
there, it and one 
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b. Substitute Words 
The second  kind of vocabulary  items consist  of the 
"substitute" words,  those  words  which  represent  not  individual  
things  or  specific actions, but function as substitutes for whole 
form-classes of words. In this group, they are; 
1) Personal pronouns, include I, me, we, us, you, he, him, she, 
her, it, they, them, my, our, your, his, its, their, mine, ours, 
yours and theirs 
2) The   indefinites,    include;    anyone,    anybody,   anything,    
everyone, anywhere, everybody, everything, everywhere, 
someone, somebody, something, somewhere 
3) The negatives, include; none, nobody, nothing and nowhere 
4) Quantity  of  number,  include;  each,  both,  all,  some,  any,  
few,  many, several, much, one, ones, two, etc. 
It can be conclude that kinds of vocabulary can be divided 
into function word and subtitute words. In this research the 
analysis of vocabulary distribution is analyzed based on the 
grammar book by Slamet Riyanto (2008). 
c. Grammatical matters as presence or absence of a negative 
The third kind of vocabulary item consists of those that are 
distributed in use according to such grammatical matters as the 
presence or absence of a negative. 
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Table 2.1. Grammatical Matters 
 
Vocabulary 
Example 
Affirmative 
Sentence 
Negative Sentence 
some – any " They have some." 
"There are some here" 
"I wrote some letters 
yesterday." 
"They don't have any." 
"There aren't any here." 
"I  didn't  write  any  
letters yesterday." 
too – either "He can speak 
Spanish and she can 
too." 
"I went to Jakarta and 
Dina did too." 
"He can't speak Spanish 
and she can't either." 
"I  didn't  go  to  Jakarta  
and Dina didn't either." 
already – yet "It  is eight o'clock 
and the boy has begun 
to study already." 
"It  is  eight  o'clock and  
the boy  hasn't  begun  to  
study already." 
still - any more "Mr. Barton moved to 
New York a year ago. 
He still lives there." 
"He  doesn't  live  there  
any more." 
(exception) Quite "The coffee is quite 
hot." 
"The man is quite 
ready." 
"The coffee isn't quite hot." 
"The man isn't quite ready." 
d. Content Words 
Fries (1967:46) said that  the large body of "content" words 
constitutes the fourth group of vocabulary items and the chief 
material usually  considered  when  the  vocabulary  of  a  language  
is  discussed. These are the words that function as symbols for the 
phenomena which we react upon as the world of reality about us, 
symbol for "thing", for "action" and for "qualities." 
Fries (1967:47) also writes in Teaching and learning English as 
a Foreign Language book that in English, words fall roughly into 
three classes; class I, class II and class III. 
1) Class I is the words for "things" 
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The  words  of  class  I  represent  sets  of  phenomena  that  
seem  to endure with some stability,  such as chair, book, hat, 
stone, water, paper, food, blood, etc. 
2) Class II is the words for "action" 
The  words  of  class  II represent  sets  of  phenomena  that  
seem  to change or be in process, such as sit, read, cover, lift, 
drink, write, cut, eat, etc. 
3) Class III is the words for "qualities" 
The words of class III express judgments and the precise 
meanings shift with the various "thing" to which the "quality" 
word is attached as a modifier. In fact these words can be said to 
have no meaning except in relation to the particular objects to 
which they are attached. 
e. The Meaning of Words 
Meaning  isn't  as  precise  as  we  might  feel  it  to  be.  
Screvener (1994:75) argues that translation of words cannot be exact 
because different cultures have interpreted the world around them in 
different ways. These are obviously difficulties for learners and 
teachers. Furthermore, he analyze the way to study the meaning 
effectively. Three ways of doing this are looking at the components 
of meaning of lexical items, the meaning of lexical items in context 
and meaning in relation to other words. 
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In English h a v e  at least four very important kinds or levels 
of meaning (Fries, 1967:38), they are: 
1) Lexical content 
The lexical content of the various words is the words as listed 
and defined in a dictionary. 
2) Syntactical 
Syntactical meaning absolutely essential to any understanding of  
the utterance is expressed by the word order. 
3) Morphological meaning 
Morphological meaning is the forms of the words that indicate 
the action. 
4) Pitch contours 
Pitch contours with which the words are spoken is the fourth 
type of meaning. Even single words constitute very different 
utterances when spoken with different intonations. This table 
bellow explains the sample of each kinds of meaning. 
 
Table 2.2 Words Meaning 
No 
Kinds of 
meaning 
Example : 
"the old man killed the little bear" 
1 Lexical meaning man= 'orang laki-laki, manusia, suami', bear= 
'beruang', old= 'tua', little= 'kecil sedikit' killed= 
'membunuh' 
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2 Syntactical the man that is old 
the bear that is little 
the old man precedes the words killed(as a subject) 
the little bear follow the words killed(as an object) 
3 Morphologi
cal meaning 
man is single words, men is plural 
bear is single words, bears is plural 
killed  indicates  the  fact  that  the  action  has  
already occurred 
4 Pitch contours - 
 
6. Vocabulary Frequency 
In Honeyfield´s (Long and Richards, 1987:318) opinion, word 
frequency is important for vocabulary selection. Furthermore, for Harmer 
(1991:154), it is “a general principle” of selecting vocabulary. With the 
term frequency we understand that the teacher should teach the words 
which occur most frequently among speakers of the language (Harmer, 
1991:154). In order to find out which words are highly used, we can have a 
look at English newspapers, magazines, books or listen to the English 
radio or television.  
Many researches were led to discover which words are the most 
frequent ones. An early research was done by Michael West (1953), writes 
Harmer (1991:155). Another one that he mentions is done by Hindmarsh 
(1980) whose list of most frequent words was used by exam and books 
designers. However, nowadays, thanks to the computer, we can get much 
more information about word frequency. Harmer (1991:155) points out the 
computer offers a wide range of computer-based corpuses and there are 
universities and research projects that also created computer-based 
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corpuses. As McCarten (2007:4) conveys, e.g. a list from the Cambridge 
International Corpus gives the learner a lot of information about the most 
frequent words used in the spoken language.  
For instance, according to the Cambridge International Corpus, the 
most common word is “I”, the most common verbs (apart from be and 
have) are “know, think, get, go and mean”, the most common nouns are 
“people, time and things” and the most used adjective is “good, she 
describes”. Additionally, McCarten (2007:7) says that “frequency lists” 
can be very helpful in making choices about “what to teach and in what 
order.” McCarten (2007:26) is also convinced that it is important that 
teachers should start with “the most frequent, useful and learnable” 
vocabulary items and introduce “more difficult” words and “less frequent” 
items later. Nevertheless, McCarten (2007:34) claims that vocabulary may 
be impossible to use all the items in the list because some words may be 
cultural inappropriate or “not suitable for the class”. 
7. Vocabulary Level 
There is no doubt that every teacher´s responsibility is to think over 
how many words he or she wants to include in one lesson and what is the 
optimum “number of items that should be covered over the duration of the 
course” (Gairns and Redman, 1986:66). Although the final number can 
vary, they suggest that on average, eight (at lower levels) to twelve (at 
higher levels) vocabulary items should be presented in one lesson. So, 
Gairns and Redman (1986:66) guess that the learners at lower levels are 
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able to learn about “1,000 items over 125 hours of study.” So, it is obvious 
that for most ESL learners it would be impossible to learn so many words.  
Further, McCarten (2007:1) points out that another possibility how 
to discover the number of lexical items the learner needs is to enumerate 
the number of words which “are used in an average spoken or written 
text.” McCarthy (2004) and O´Keeffe et al. (2007) state that there are 
approximately 1,800 vocabulary items which “make up over 80 percent of 
the spoken corpus.” Therefore, McCarten (2007:2) concludes that it is 
necessary to specify what words (2,000 to 5,000) are most frequent and to 
focus on them in teaching. 
In Indonesia, the government also pays attention to the English 
education for students. As one of main subject taught, English has been 
taught to students from elemntary till university level. In the 2004 
curriculum explained that standart vocabulary for each level is different, 
namely : (1) Standart 500-1500 mastery of vocabulary including category 
beginner level readers with education level of primary school (SD) until 
junior high school (SMP). (2) Standarts 1500-3000 mastery of vocabulary 
including category readers with a medium school level (SMA). (3) 
Standart mastery more than 3000 vocabulary including category advanced 
level reader with a college education (Depdiknas, 2004, Kurrikulum 
Bahasa Inggris). 
 
8. Vocabulary in the Classroom 
Vocabulary is central to language and of critical importance to 
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typical language learner (Fauziati, 2005:155). Without a sufficient 
vocabulary, one cannot communicate effectively or express his ideas in 
both oral and written form. Furthermore, she states that having   limited 
vocabulary is also a barrier that precludes students from learning a 
foreign language and when they do not know how to enrich their 
vocabulary, for example they often gradually lose interest in learning. 
Scrivener (1994:75) states that the roles of vocabulary in the 
classroom have five initials conclusion; 
a. Vocabulary is very important and needs to be dealt with 
systematically in its own right; it is not simply add on grammar or 
skills lesson. 
b. Our job does not finish as soon as a learner  has first met some 
new vocabulary, we need to help them practice, learn, store, recall 
and use the items. 
c. Training in the use of English-English dictionaries provides learners 
with a vital tool for self-study. 
d. We need to distinguish between vocabulary for 'productive' use and 
for 'receptive' recognition and adapt our classroom work 
appropriately. 
e. We need to deal not only with single word lexical items, but also 
with longer, multiword items. 
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B. Review on Textbook 
1. Definition of Textbook 
The success or the failure of English language teaching does not only 
depend on students and teachers, but also the use of visual aids, 
methodology, teaching materials and other facilities. In a teaching and 
learning process textbook plays an important role.Textbook is one of the 
teaching aids that are used by the teachers to teach their students. It is an 
effective media to get a broaden knowledge. 
In teaching students, the teachers need some media to make the 
teaching learning process easier. The media that they always use to teach 
their students is textbook to support their teaching process. It is not only 
easy to buy, to carry, and to study but also it can be used as the references 
in teaching materials for the students. Hornby (1995:34) says a textbook 
means a book giving instruction in a branch of learning. It means that a 
textbook is a kind of textbook used in some studies at school and made to 
support the materials in teaching learning process. Meanwhile, 
Langenbeach (1997: 563) asserts in the strict case of term, a textbook is a 
book that presents a body of knowledge in an organized and usually 
simplified manner for purpose of learning. 
From the definitions above, a textbook has an important role not 
only for the students but also the teachers. The roles of textbooks in the 
learning or teaching process can very considerably, reflecting the nature of 
the partnership between the teacher and the textbook. So, the textbook is 
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very useful for both the students and the teachers to support their learning 
process. 
2. Function of Textbook 
A textbook has many functions for teachers in order to make the 
teaching and learning process well. Greene and Petty explain some 
functions of the textbook as quoted by Sundjojo (1991: 6) as follows: 
a. To express a taught and modern view of lessons and also demonstrate 
its application in the teaching materials. 
b. To present a various, readable subject matter, which is suitable with 
the students‟ needs and interests, as source of the learning programs to 
make a real condition just like in the students‟ real life. 
c. To provide an arranged, gradual source in the expressional skills of 
communication. 
d. To present together with the supplementary books 
e. To provide an evaluation and remedial teaching program suitable and 
useful for both teachers and students. 
f. To present exercises and practical tasks. 
From the above explanation, it describes that the content of the 
textbook has to be relevant to the curriculum, especially with the syllabus. 
Because syllabus also has an important function to support the curriculum. 
There are schools where have a syllabus but no set textbook and where 
teachers, working within the overall syllabus, construct their own lessons 
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and sequences of lessons from a large array of published and individually 
produced material. 
Each lesson needs at least one textbook and a teacher may use some 
supplementary books to support the textbook and to have the students do 
some tasks and exercises. So the teacher has many references in giving 
materials for the students and the teacher can select the best available 
textbook. 
3. The Role of Textbook  
Textbooks are a key component in most language programs. In some 
situations they serve as the basis for much of the language input learners 
receive and the language practice that occurs in the classroom. They may 
provide the basis for the content of the lessons, the balance of skills taught 
and the kinds of language practice the students take part in.  
Lawrence (2011:5) stated that there are some important roles of 
textbook in EFL/ ESL classroom, such as: 
a. A textbook can be referred to as a published book specially designed 
to help language learners to improve their linguistics and 
communicative abilities 
b. To be learning instrument, textbook are also used as supporting 
teaching instrument for teacher in classroom activities 
c. The student‟s book usually come with other materials such as 
workbook, a teacher‟s book or even addition multimodal text for 
references as a textbook packages 
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d. Textbook are designed to give cohesion to the language teaching and 
learning process by providing direction, support and specific 
language-based activities aimed at offering classroom practice for 
students and foster effective and quick learning of language.  
4. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Textbooks 
Richards (2011:254) stated that the use of commercial textbook in 
teaching has advantages and disadvantages, depending on how they are 
used and the contexts for their use. Among the principal Advantages are:  
a. They provide structure and a syllabus for a program 
Without textbooks a program may have no central core and learner 
may not receive a syllabus that been systematically planned and 
developed. 
b. They help standardize instruction 
The use of a textbook in program can ensure that the students in 
different classes receive similar content and therefore can be tested in 
the same way. 
c. They maintain quality 
If a well developed textbook is used students are exposed to material 
that have been tried and tested, that are based on sound learning 
principals, and that are paced appropriately 
d. They provide a variety of learning resources 
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Textbooks are often accompanied by workbooks, CDs and cassettes, 
video, CD ROM‟s, and comprehensive teaching guides, providing a 
rich and varied resource for teachers and learners.  
e. They are efficient 
They save teacher‟s time, enabling teacher to devote time to teaching 
rather than material‟s production. 
f. They can provide effective language models and input 
Textbook can provide support for teacher whose first language is not 
English and who may not be able to generate accurate language input 
on their own. 
g. They can train teachers 
If teachers have limited teaching experience, a textbook together with 
the teacher‟s manual can serve as a medium of initial teacher training. 
h. They are visually appealing 
Commercial textbook usually have high standards of design and 
production and hence are appealing to learners and teachers. 
However there are also potential negative effects. For example the 
disadvantages of commercial textbook that explained by Richards 
(2001:255-256): 
a. They may contain inauthentic language 
Textbook sometimes present inauthentic language since texts, dialogs, 
and other aspects of content tend to be specially written to incorporate 
teaching points and are often not representative of real language use. 
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b. They may distort content 
Textbook often present an idealized view of the world or fail to 
represent real issues. In order to make textbooks acceptable in many 
different contexts controversial topics are avoided and instead an 
idealized white middle class view of the world is portrayed as the 
norm. 
c. They can deskill teachers 
If teachers use textbooks as the primary source of their teaching 
leaving the textbook and teacher‟s manual to make the major 
instruction decision for them the teacher‟s role can become reduced to 
that of an technician whose primarily function is to prepared by 
others.  
d. They may not reflect students‟ needs 
Since textbooks are often written for global markets they often do not 
reflect the interests and need of students and hence may require 
adaptation. 
e. They are expensive 
Commercial textbooks may represent a financial burden for students 
in many part of the world. 
 
5. Criteria of Good Textbooks 
To evaluate textbooks, some criteria of good textbooks need to be 
understood. These criteria help the evaluator to make a textbooks 
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evaluation instrument which will be used to assess the aspects being 
evaluated. Riddell (2003:100) propoes five criterias of good textbooks. 
They are: 
a. textbooks should be written by experience teacher.  
b. textbook should be appropriate to the students‟ level.  
c. textbooks should be visually appealing and well laid-out.  
d. texbook should contain thought provoking issue to challenge the 
students. 
e. textbook should have varied and balanced language works, skill work 
pronunciation, etc. 
Masuhara (1998: 236-266) states that a good textbook meets the needs 
of students, teachers, and administrators. In students‟ need Masuhara 
divides into two aspects, as personal learning and professional needs. On 
the students‟ needed show in the personal need. The personal needs appear 
as students have different age, sex, cultural background, educational 
background, learning need by their own learning style, experience, gap 
between target level, and course goal. On the other hand professional 
needs deal with skills and competencies needed in the future.  
On the teacher‟s needed the categorized into two aspects. They are 
personal needed with age, educational background, cultural background, 
interests, and their language proficiency. The second aspect is professional 
need that related to their professional factors.  
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The last factors of good textbook appear from administrator need that 
related to the institutional aspects affecting the decision making. The 
aspects cover issues related to the sociological needs, educational policy, 
market needs, and time and budget constraints. In sociological context is 
to control of the textbook regulation by publishing laws. This will affect 
the educational policy context in which the textbook should be based on 
certain curriculum used.  
Good textbook should at least consider four aspects namely the 
curriculum, the teacher, the students and the institutional aspects. These 
aspects need to be put in designing the textbooks. Good textbook also 
takes into consideration those aspects will maximize the contribution of 
textbook in an instructional system. 
The type of evaluation a textbook receives, however, will also reflect 
the corcern of evaluator. The teacher perhaply chose a good textbook to 
help the teaching-learning process. Cunningsworth (1995: 54) purposes 
four criteria for evaluating textbooks: 
a. They should correspond to learner‟s needs. They should match the 
aims and objectives of language-learning program. 
b. They should reflect the uses (present or future) which learners will 
make of the language. Textbook should be chosen that will help equip 
students to use language effectively for their own purposes. 
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c. They should take account of students‟ needs as learners and should 
facilitate their learning processes, without dogmatically imposing a 
rigid “method”. 
d. They should have a clear role as a support for learning. Like teachers, 
they mediate between the target language  and the learner. 
There are many textbooks that used to teach students in a classroom. 
A teacher has to be selective to choose an available textbook that 
demanded by the curriculum. The textbook is not only used for students 
but also for teachers. Celce-Murcia (2001: 416-417) suggests that textbook 
must be addressed in a textbook evaluation system as follows: 
a. The fit between curriculum and texts 
Generally, the first area included in textbook analysis is the fit between 
the materials and the curriculum. For large educational systems, 
publishers create materials based on published curriculum statements. 
b. The fit between students and texts 
Textbooks are for students. To meet their needs, the textbook ust have 
not just the English language or communication skill content demanded 
by the curriculum, but it must also fit the needs of students as learners 
of English. 
c. The fit between teachers and texts 
Textbooks are also for teacher. As with students, techers seek three 
things from textbooks: content/explanations, examples, and exercises or 
tasks. The evaluation-for-selection process needs to find out if the 
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textbook can be used effectively by the teachers to whom it will be 
assigned. 
From the above explanation, it concludes that selecting textbooks 
involves matching the material against the context in which it is going to 
be used. A teacher has to select which one is the best available textbook 
used in teaching learning English subject in a classroom to support the 
material given. The aim of this research is to know about the textbook 
designed by goverment is fit, not only fit both the curriculum but also fit to 
the students‟ needs, especially on their vocabulary mastery.  
 
C. Previous Related Study 
There are some previous studies which analysis about vocaulary content 
in the English textbook conducted by some researchers. To valid this 
research, the researcher explained the differences between this research 
contain and the previous researches. The first previous study was from 
Fatima, Shah, and Sultan (2015). The researcher identified how well a pre-use 
textbook matches the needs of a learning program and how much appropriate 
the activities are. The design of the research was document analysis. The 
results suggests some problematic areas that textbooks need improvement 
regarding the four skills and culture representation. There is an exposure of 
only foreign culture and basic skills are not emphasized equally. The findings 
accentuate the need to revisit the material by the authors that would 
contribute to the improvement of the English textbooks at these levels. 
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The second previous research was from Podpis (2016). The aim of the 
research was to point out the frequency aspect presence amongst other 
vocabulary aspects and discuss its contribution to the EFL teaching. The 
results showed the distribution of the six wordlists in the frequency levels of 
two reference vocabulary frequency lists. The NGSL covered 60 – 82 % of 
the six textbook wordlists. This proportion of the wordlists stands for the high 
frequency vocabulary. The research proved that the high-frequency 
vocabulary is present and covers the majority of items in the six textbook 
wordlists. 
The differencess between this research with the previous reseach are; 
first, the subject of document analysis in this research is “When English 
Rings a Bell” which is published by Ministry of Education and Culture 
Indonesia in 2014. Second, in this research the researcher more focus on the 
vocabulary on the textbook which appropriate for eight grade the students of 
junior high school. The similiarities is on the design of the research; 
document analysis, and the focus of the research is on vocabulary. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
This research used qualitative method which designs in document 
analysis. This research was conducted by using content analysis because the 
data that were collected came from the textbooks. Rapley (2007) said that like 
other analytical methods in qualitative research, document analysis requires 
that data be examined and interpreted in order to elicit meaning, gain 
understanding, and develop empirical knowledge. Documents contain text 
(words) and images that have been recorded without a researcher’s 
intervention.  
According to Atkinson and Coffey (1997: 47) the purpose of document 
analysis refers to documents as social facts, which are produced, shared, and 
used in socially organised ways. Labuschagne (2003) stated that the analytical 
procedure entails finding, selecting, appraising (making sense of), and 
synthesising data contained in documents. Document analysis yields data-
excerpts, quotations, or entire passages-that are then organised into major 
themes, categories, and case examples specifically through content analysis. 
Krippendorff (2004:37), “Content analysis is a research technique for making 
replicable and valid inferences from texts (printed matter, recorded speech, 
visual communications, works of art, artifacts) or other meaningful matter to 
the contexts of their use”. 
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B. Subject of the Research 
Focusing on the topic about Vocabulary Distribution in the English 
Textbook “When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of 
Junior High School. In this study, the researcher chose “When English Rings 
a Bell for Junior High School” published by Pusat Kurikulum dan 
Perbukuan, Balitbang, Kemdikbud as the object of the study. The researcher 
wanted to know vocabulary distribution in the textbook.  
The object of this study was English student book for eight graders of 
Junior High School entitled “When English Rings a Bell” which was 
published by Ministry of Education and Culture Indonesia in 2014. The 
writers of this book are the book writer team from Ministry of Education and 
Culture of Indonesia. 
This book was written based on the 2013 curriculum. The textbook 
consist of 12 chapters and 226 pages. The materials of each unit are organized 
into 4 parts based on the Scientific Approach; (1) Observing and Questioning, 
(2) Collecting Information, (3) Associating, (4) Communicating. The 
objective of the textbook in Chapter I are introduction, opinion and attention. 
Chapther II are Asking something. Chapter III is responding. Chapter IV is 
invitation. Chapter V is appreciating. Chapter VI are informating and 
explaining. Chapter VII are comparing people, animal and thing. Chapter VIII 
are describing people, animals and things. Chapter IX is communicating past 
event. Chapter X is sharing experience. Chapter XI are writing a short 
message and making notice. Chapter XII is fable. Researcher focused on 
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speaking activities in the textbook in the scope of first semester and second 
semester. 
 
C. The Research Instrument  
In identifying the research, the researcher needed some instruments 
to support in collecting the data. So, the instruments made the researcher 
easier to finish the research. According to (Meleong, 2004: 163) states that 
for a qualitative research characteristics “it uses the researcher or by 
helping the data analysis to other people as the research instrument”, he 
also states that in a qualitative research which the researcher as a planner, 
collector, and analyse of the data. 
The instruments divided in to main instrument and supporting 
instrument. The first was the researcher herself who as the main point of the 
instrument, because the researcher used qualitative research. The supporting 
instruments are, pen, papers, computer, and electronic dictionary. Those 
things which were used by the researcher in collecting and analyzing the 
data are supporting instruments. 
 
D. Technique of Collecting The Data 
In this research, the researcher used technique collecting data 
documents. So the data will be collected by: 
1. Document  
Document is a note about past event or phenomenon. Document 
can be form of writing, picture, or monumental works of someone. The 
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examples of written document are daily note, life histories, story, 
biography, rules, and regulation. The examples of picture document are 
photo, life picture, sketch, etc. document in form of works for example arts 
which can be in form of picture, statue, movie, etc. Document review is a 
complement for the use of observation and interview method in qualitative 
research. (Sugiyono, 2013 : 329). 
In collecting the data, the researcher does the document analysis. 
Ary, Jacobs, Sorensen (2010:223) stated that document represent a good 
source for text (word) data for a qualitative study. Document consist of 
public and private record that qualitative researcher obtain about a site or 
participants in a study, and they can include newspapers, minute of meeting, 
personal journals, and letters. 
The researcher used checklist or coding in analyzing the textbooks. 
The checklist was design to know the distribution of vocabularies in the 
textbook of When English Rings a Bell used by Eight grade of Junior High 
School. The researcher used the checklist of classification of vocabulay by 
Slamet Riyanto (2008). The classification of vocabularies were coded as 
follows: 
Table 3.1 The Classsification of Vocabulary by Slamet Riyanto (2008) 
Vocabulary Distribution 
Code Total 
Word Classes Vocabulary 
Noun    
Verb     
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Continue 
Vocabulary Distribution 
Code Total 
Word Classes Vocabulary 
Adjective    
Adverb    
Pronoun    
Preposition    
Conjunction    
Interjection    
 
After the researcher found the data needs, then the researcher counted 
the vocabulary distribution in the When English Rings a Bell textbook to 
know the most dominant frequent vocabulary appears in it. The researcher 
used the theory from Sujiono in counting the vocabulary distribution. Then, 
to know the vocabularies formed which had been coded, the researcher used a 
grammar understanding about part of speech. The researcher used the theory 
from Slamet Riyanto (2008). 
 
E. Technique of Analyzing The Data 
The data analyzed by using descriptive qualitative method. The 
researcher uses the interactive model consisting of data collection, data 
reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing the data Slamet Riyanto 
(2008). The explanations of interactive models in data analysis are below: 
1. Data Collection 
Data collection deals with the activities done by the researcher in 
her attempt to find the early data. This activity was done by the 
following steps: 
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a. Reading the vocabulary in the English textbook 
b. Classifying the vocabulary and entering the vocabulary to the 
checklist table  
c. Coding the data of vocabulary  
d. Counting the data of vocabulary  
e. Distributing the data of vocabulary 
2. Data Reduction 
Miles and Hubberman (1992:16), with data reduction, the 
potential univese of data is refuced in an anticipatory way as the 
researcher chooses a conceptual framework, research queations, cases, 
and instruments. 
3. Data Display 
Miles and Huberman (1992:17) stated that data display defined as 
an organized, compressed assembly of information that permits 
conclusion drawing and/or action talking, is a second, inevitable, part of 
analysis. 
In this research, the data display was conducted in some steps, 
including sample data (C1/001/VCNC) or code, topic, number of pages, 
each type of vocabulary classification; (C1/001/VCNC) means: 
C... = Chapter-... 
00.. = the order of the data number 
VCNC  = Vocabulary Classification of Noun Class 
VCVC  = Vocabulary Classification of Verb Class 
VCAdjC = Vocabulary Classification of Adjective Class 
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VCAdvC = Vocabulary Classification of Adverb Class, etc. 
To make classification of data analysis, the researcher gave codes 
to each data. These were written bellow: 
a. The code of C.....(number). Example C1 is used to show the order 
of part of chapter inside of textbook means Chapter-1. 
b. The numeral 001, 002,003… are used to show the order of the data 
number. 
c. The alphabetic capital letters are used to classify the eight 
classifications of word classes. These are written bellow: 
VCNC  : Vocabulary Classification of Noun Class 
VCVC  : Vocabulary Classification of Verb Class 
VCAdjC : Vocabulary Classification of Adjective Class 
VCAdvC : Vocabulary Classification of Adverb Class  
VCProC : Vocabulary Classification of Pronoun Class 
VCPrepC : Vocabulary Classification of Preposition Class 
VCConC : Vocabulary Classification of Conjunction Class 
VCIntC : Vocabulary Classification of Interjection Class 
4. Conclusion Drawing 
The final step is drawing conclusion which the result of the 
research is to describe the vocabulary distribution found in the textbook 
relied on the theory by Slamet Riyanto (2008). To determine the 
dominant frequency vocabulary distribution, the researcher uses the 
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theory from Sujiono (in Prasojo, 2014:30). Below is the formula to help 
the researcher presented the data: 
 
P = precentage 
f1 = total number of vocabulary classes 
n = total number of vocabulary distribution in the textbook 
 
F. Trustworthiness The Data 
Trustworthiness of data was needed to check the trust of data. In this 
research, the researcher involved the prove reader of textbook receives in 
checking the data. After the researcher collected the data from When English 
Rings a Bell textbook, the data was delivered to the prove reader to gain the 
trust of the data. There are four criteria in the examining the data, such as 
credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability.  
The trustworthiness of the data can be done by participation 
prologation, diligence of research, triangulation, colleague checking, and 
sufficiency of references, negative cases analysis, and member check 
(Moleong, 2000:175). In this research, the researcher used triangulation and 
member check. 
The researcher chose triangulation to get the validity of the data. 
Moleong (2001:178) stated that triangulation is checking technique of data 
validity that employing something in other of the data for checking and 
compare the data. According to Denzin (in Moleong, 2001: 178) defined 
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that there are four kinds of triangulation to check the validity with source, 
method, researcher, and theory. 
According to Johson (in Lauri, 2011:2) discusses that the issue of the 
use of triangulation in qualitative research and makes reference to work by 
different authors who discuss strategies to maximize credibility and 
dependability in qualitative research. A list of these strategies compiled by 
Johnson includes : 
1. Data triangulation (the use of multiple data sources to help understand a 
phenomenon) 
2. Method triangulation (the use of multiple research method to study a 
phenomenon) 
3. Investigator triangulation (the use of multiple researcher in collecting 
and interpreting data) 
4. Theory triangulation (the use of multiple theories and perspectives to 
help interpret and explain the data)  
In this research, the researcher used data triangulation for using the 
multiple data sources, method triangulation for using the multiple research 
method, and theory triangulation for interpreting and explaining the data. 
This strategy used to get the validity and reliability of the data. 
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 CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
1. Description of Research Subjects 
The source data of this research are the vocabulary distribution in 
the English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade 
Students of Junior High School. In this research, the researcher obtained 
the data from the English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell for 
Junior High School” published by Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, 
Balitbang, Kemdikbud. 
This research aims to describe of the vocabulary classification in 
English textbooks currently used by the teachers at junior high schools. 
The distribution of classification could provide information about the 
vocabulary in the textbooks that belong to form classes (also known as 
content words or open classes) including Noun Class; Verb Class, 
Adjective Class, and Adverb Class. The Noun Class words and Verb Class 
words are the most common and easiest words found in any text. The 
Adverb Class words are those words that are less common and less 
frequent in a text; therefore, these Adverb Class words are more difficult 
than the Noun Class words. These Classification of words; Noun Class, 
Verb Class, Adjective Class, and Adverb Class should be understood by 
the students at the junior school level. The Noun Class and Verb Class 
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words are those words that are commonly used in academic texts. The Off-
list words are usually names of places or people or specialized terms used 
in a specific discipline that students in junior high schools may not need to 
learn. Each of these classifications can also be used to provide information 
about the proportion (percentage) of the words used in the textbooks in 
comparison to the well-established word lists; the Noun Class, Verb Class, 
and Adjective Class, Adverb Class. This classification is very useful for 
teachers and students in selecting the vocabulary that is needed and most 
relevant for learning. 
The first part of this section presents the overall vocabulary 
distribution of the textbooks showing the proportions of the vocabulary 
frequency levels of the form classes which consists of the Noun Class, 
Verb Class, Adjective Class, Adverb Class, and the cumulative 
proportions of the vocabulary distribution for the textbooks. The second 
part of the findings describes the vocabulary distribution of the chapters in 
each of the textbooks. This part also distribute the frequency of structure 
classes (also known as function words or closed classes) including 
Determiner, Pronoun, Auxiliary, Conjunction (or Conjunct), Qualifier, 
Interrogative, Preposition, Expletive, and Particle. 
2. Data Analysis of Vocabulary Distribution in the English Textbook 
“When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior 
High School published by Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, 
Balitbang, Kemdikbud. 
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In the English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” at the 
Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School provides 12 chapters to be 
analyzed. There were around 782 sentences in the 12 chapters of the 
English Textbook analyzed in this research.  
Below are the details of each distribution of vocabulary 
classification found based on the analysis: 
a. Vocabulary Classification of Noun Class 
A noun is often defined as a word which names a person, place 
or thing.  Here are some examples of nouns: boy, river, friend, 
Mexico, triangle, day, school, truth, university, idea, John F. Kennedy, 
movie, aunt, vacation, eye, dream, flag, teacher, class, grammar. John 
F. Kennedy is a noun because it is the name of a person; Mexico is a 
noun because it is the name of a place; and boy is a noun because it is 
the name of a thing.  
Some grammar books divide nouns into 2 groups - proper 
nouns and common nouns.  Proper nouns are nouns which begin with 
a capital letter because it is the name of a specific or particular person 
place or thing.  Some examples of proper nouns are: Mexico, John F. 
Kennedy, Atlantic Ocean, February, Monday, New York City, Susan, 
Maple Street, Burger King. If you see a word beginning with a capital 
letter in in the middle of a sentence, it is probably a proper noun.  
Most nouns are common nouns and do not begin with a capital letter.  
Many nouns have a special plural form if there is more than 
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one.  For example, we say one book but two books.  Plurals are 
usually formed by adding an -s (books) or -es (boxes) but some plurals 
are formed in different ways (child - children, person - people, mouse - 
mice, sheep - sheep).  
The number of data contain noun in the English Textbook of 
“When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior 
High School is 526 of 782 data. 
Example 1 
Datum C/I/002/VCNC 
 
My name – is – Budi 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCNC. It 
is proven by word “Budi” is categorized as noun. And It is belonging 
to noun since “Budi” is a name of person. 
Example 2 
Datum C/I/027/VCNC 
 
Are - we all - ready - to - learn – English 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCNC. It 
is proven by word “English” is categorized as noun since it has 
function as complement of the verb. The word “English” is a proper 
noun since the word is started by using the capital letter. The word 
“English” is one of subject matter in the school. 
Example 3 
Datum C/I/065/VCNC 
 
Great - I - think -  is - a beautiful- invitation card 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCNC. It 
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is proven by phrase invitation card is belonging to noun classification 
of vocabulary. The word is categorized as noun since it has function as 
an object of the adjective. Besides, “invitation card” is described as 
countable noun, a card or piece of paper that you use to invite someone 
to something. 
The accumulation of data number contains noun in the English 
Textbook can be seen in the following table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Vocabulary Classification of Noun Class (VCNC) 
Vocabulary 
Classification  
Data Numbers Total 
VCNC 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,2
1,24,25,26,27,28,30,31,32,33,34,38,40,41,42,4
3,44,45,46,48,49,50,51,53,58,60,61,63,65,67,6
8,70,72,75,76,77,79,82,84,86,87,88,89,91,92,9
3,95,96,97,98,101,102,105,106,107,109,110,11
1,115,116,118,119,120,121,122,123,124,126,1
27,128,129,137,138,139,141,142,143,144,146,
148,149,150,151,155,156,159,160,162,163,164
,165,168,169,171,172,173,176,178,180,181,18
3,184,185,186,190,191,192,193,194,196,197,1
98,200,201,203,204,206,207,208,210,212,213,
215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,223,224,225
,226,227,228,229,230,231,232,233,234,235,23
6,238,239,240,242,243,244,245,246,247,249,2
51,253,254,256,257,262,264,265,266,267,268,
269,270,271,272,274,276,278,280,281,282,284
,287,289,290,291,293,294,296,297,299,301,30
2,304,305,306,310,311,312,313,314,315,316,3
17,318,319,320,321,322,323,324,325,327,328,
329,332,333,334,335,336,338,339,340,341,342
,343,345,346,348,349,350,351,352,353,356,35
7,358,361,362,364,365,367,368,375,377,379,3
80,382,383,386,387,390,391,292,394,395,397,
399,400,402,403,404,405,407,408,410,412,413
,415,416,417,418,419,420,421,423,424,428,42
9,430,431,433,436,436,438,439,440,441,444,4
46,447,448,449,451,452,453,455,456,460,461,
464,465,466,467,469,471,472,474,475,476,477
,478,479,480,482,483,484,487,488,491,493,49
4,494,495,496,497,499,500,502,504,505.507,5
10,513,514,515,516,517,518,519,520,525,528,  
526 
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Continue  
Vocabulary 
Classification  
Data Numbers Total 
VCNC ,529,530,531,532,533,534,535,537,539,540,54
1,542,546,547,548,549,551,553,555,556,557,5
58,559,560,562,563,564,566,567,568,569,570,
571,572,573,574,575,576,577,578,579,580,581
,582,583,584,585,587,588,589,590,591,592,59
3,594,595,596,597,598,599,600,601,603,604,6
05,606,608,609,610,611,612,613,614,615,616,
617,619,620,621,622,625,628,629,630,632,633
,634,635,636,637,640,641,642,643,644,646,64
7,649,650,651,652,655,657,658,659,660,662,6
64,666,667,669,670,673,674,675,676,677,678,
679,681,682,683,684,685,686,687,689,690,691
,692,693,695,697,698,701,702,704,705,706,70
7,708,709,711,712,716,717,718,720,721,722,7
23,724,726,727,728,729,731,732,733,734,735,
736,738,739,740,741,742,744,745,747,748.751
.752,753,754,758,759,60,761,762,763,764,765,
766,767,772,775,777,778,779,781,782  
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b. Vocabulary Classification of Verb Class 
A verb is word that is used to express an action, an event, or a 
state of being. A verb can be used to indicate a single action, event or 
state of being, or it can be used to indicate two or more actions, events, 
or states of being, by joining with another verb, called a helping verb. 
A verb that is joined with a helping verb is called a compound verb. A 
verb is often defined as a word which shows action or state of being. 
The verb is the heart of a sentence - every sentence must have a verb. 
Recognizing the verb is often the most important step in understanding 
the meaning of a sentence. In the sentence The dog bit the man, bit is 
the verb and the word which shows the action of the sentence.  In the 
sentence The man is sitting on a chair, even though the action doesn't 
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show much activity, sitting is the verb of the sentence.  In the sentence 
She is a smart girl, there is no action but a state of being expressed by 
the verb is. The word be is different from other verbs in many ways 
but can still be thought of as a verb.  
Unlike most of the other parts of speech, verbs change their 
form.  Sometimes endings are added (learn - learned) and sometimes 
the word itself becomes different (teach-taught).  The different forms 
of verbs show different meanings related to such things as tense (past, 
present, future), person (first person, second person, third person), 
number (singular, plural) and voice (active, passive). Verbs are also 
often accompanied by verb-like words called modals (may, could, 
should, etc.) and auxiliaries (do, have, will, etc.)  to give them different 
meanings.  
One of the most important things about verbs is their 
relationship to time.  Verbs tell if something has already happened, if it 
will happen later, or if it is happening now.  For things happening now, 
we use the present tense of a verb; for something that has already 
happened, we use the past tense; and for something that will happen 
later, we use the future tense.  
The number of data contain verb in the English Textbook of 
“When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior 
High School is 533 of 782 data.  
Example 1 
Datum C/II/095/VCVC 
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Can – you- play - the guitar/ Angklung 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCVC. It 
is proven by word “play” is the verb of the sentence. It is categorized 
as verb since it shows an action to do something. In the sentence, the 
word “play” is intended to an action to produce sound from guitar or 
angklung. 
Example 1 
Datum C/II/114/VCVC 
 
I – will - do – it  
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCVC. It 
is proven by word “do” is the verb of the sentence. It is categorized as 
verb since it lays after the subject pronoun “I”. The word located after 
subject is belonging to the verb classification. 
The accumulation of data number contains verb in the English 
Textbook can be seen in the following table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 Vocabulary Classification of Verb Class 
Vocabulary 
Classification 
Data Numbers Total 
VCVC 1,8,9,10,11,13,16,18,21,22,34,35,36,37,38.39,4
1,42,43,45.46.48,49,50,51,54,55,57,59,60,62,6
3,64,65,66,69,72,79,80,81,85,89,91,95,97,99,1
00,101,103,105,107,109,111,113,114,115,119,
121,123,127,128,131,132,135,137,139,145,146
,147,149,151,152,153,154,155,159,160,161,16
2,163,164,169,173,173,174,175,17176,178,179
,186,188,190,193,194,198,201,204,206,207,20
8,209,210,212,216,218,221,223,224,225,227,2
28,228,230,231,232,233,234,235,238,238,240,
241242,243,244,245,246,247,248,249,250,251,
252,253,254,255,256,257,258,259,260,261,262
,263,364,265,266,267,268,268,269,270,271,27
2,273,274,275,276,278,279,280,281,282,283, 
533 
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Continue  
Vocabulary 
Classification 
Data Numbers Total 
VCVC 284,285,285,286,287,288,289,290,291,292,293
,294,296,297,299,300,301,302,307,309,311,31
4,319,320,321,322,334,341,342,345,348,351,3
54,356,357,358,360,363,364,365,368,375,377,
380,381,382,383,384,386,387,392,394,395,396
,397,399,400,402,404,405,407,408,409,410,41
2,413,415,417,418,419,420,421,423,424,425,4
27,428,429,430,431,432,433,434,435,436,437,
438,439,440,441,442,443,444,445,446,447,448
,449,450,451,452,453,454,455,456,457,458,45
9,461,562,463,464,465,466,467,468,469,470,4
71,472,474,475,476,477,478,479,480,481,482,
483,484,485,486,488,489,490,491,492,493,494
,495,496,499,500,501,502,504,505,6,507,508,5
10,511,512,515,519,521,522,523,524,525,527,
529,530,533,534,535,537,539,540,545,546,548
,549,551,553,558,560,561,562,563,567,568,57
0,571,576,577,578.580,581,582,584,585,586,5
87,588,590,591,592,593,594,596,597,598,599,
600,601,602,603,604,605.606,607,608,608,609
,610,611,612,613,614,615,616,617,618,619,62
0,621,622,623,624,625,626,627,629,630,631,6
32,633,634,635,636,637,638,638,639,641,642,
643,644,645,646,647,648,649,650,651,652,653
,654,655,656,657,658,659,660,661,662,663,66
4,665,666,667,669,670,671,673,674,675,676,6
77,678,679,680,681,682,683,684,685,687,688,
690,691,692,693,694,695,696,697,698,701,702
,703,704,705,706,707,708,709,710,711,712,71
4,715,716,717,718,719,720,721,722,723,724,7
25,726,727,728,729,730,731,733,734,735,736,
738,739,740,741,742,743,744,745,746,747,748
,749,750,751,752,753,754,755,756,757,758,75
9,760,761,762,763,764,765,766,767,768,769,7
70,771,772,773,774,775,776,777,778,779,780,
781,782 
533 
 
c. Vocabulary Classification of Adverb Class 
An adverb is a part of speech used to describe a verb, adjective, 
clause, or another adverb. It simply tells the readers how, where, when, 
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or the degree at which something was done. In addition, adverbs are 
words that are used to give more information about verbs. They can be 
used to describe the action, give more information about the when, 
where, and how of the action, or to compare actions. Adverbs can also 
be used to give more information about adjectives (words that describe 
a noun - a person, place, or thing), or join two phrases together. 
Adverbs that join together two phrases are called conjunctive adverbs. 
The number of data contain adverb in the English Textbook of 
“When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior 
High School is 257 of 782 data.  
Example 1 
Datum C/VI/283/VCAdvC 
 
I thought it will be raining today 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCAdvC. 
It is proven by word “today” is categorized as an adverb word. It is 
belonging to the adverb of time since it tells us when an action 
happened.  
 
Example 2 
Datum C/II/473/VCAdvC 
 
He does not get angry easily 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCAdvC. 
It is proven by word “easily” in the sentence is categorized as an 
adverb. It is belonging to adverb of manner since it tells us the way or 
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how something is done. Adverbs of manner are usually placed after the 
main verb or after the object. 
The accumulation of data number contains adjective in the 
English Textbook can be seen in the following table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Vocabulary Classification of Adverb Class (VCAdvC) 
 
 
d. Vocabulary Classification of Adjective Class  
An adjective is a part of speech which describes, identifies, or 
quantifies a noun or a pronoun. So basically, the main function of an 
adjective is to modify a noun or a pronoun so that it will become more 
Vocabulary 
Classification 
Data Numbers Total 
VCAdvC 24,83,85,99,104,125,135,152,162,174,177,179,
185,187,189,193,195,198,199,210,211,213,220
,223,226,227,228,236,237,260,261,262,263,27
1,274,276,280,282,283,285,287,290,294,299,3
00,301,306,314,319,321,323,326,331,332,334,
336,338,339,345,346,347,348,352,356,360,364
,367,370,379,380,381,383,392,393,395,397,40
0,405,407,409,412,414,421,424,428,431,434,4
37,441,444,446,447,450,453,456,457,458,459,
561,463,470,473,475,476,477,478,479,480,482
,483,485,487,489,492,493,494,495,496,500,50
1,503,510,511,515,518,519,520,522,525,527,5
28,529,530,533,535,536,538,539,542,544,545,
546,547,548,549,552,558,559,560,561,562,564
,569,570,578,581,584,585,586,590,592,598,59
9,603,609,611,612,617,620,622,624,625,626,6
30,634,65,636,637,639,640,642,643,644,645,6
46,648,650,651,652,653,654,656,657,659,661,
662,664,665,669,679,682,683,686,687,688,688
,691,696,700,702,705,706,707,709,711,714,71
5,716,722,726,735,736,740,741,742,743,744,7
45,746,747,748,750,751,752,756,759,760,761,
762,763,764,766,767,768,769,770,771,772,773
,774,775,776,778,779 
257 
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specific and interesting. Instead of just one word, a group of words 
with a subject and a verb, can also function as an adjective. When this 
happens, the group of words is called an adjective clause. 
According to Geoffrey Finch (2000: 82), adjectives are words 
which specify the attributes of nouns. Typically, they give information 
about the size, color, shape and appearance of entities. 
An adjective phrase is a phrase with an adjective as head, as in 
“very happy”. There are simple adjectives which are formed through 
adding suffixes to nouns and verb, such as –able adorable, -ful careful, 
-ic economic, -ive talkative, -ous dangerous, etc. 
Adjective are usually defined by their distribution, that is, 
where they can occur in words strings. They are characteristically 
found in two places: first, in an attributive position within a noun 
phrase and a predicative position (Quirk and Greenbaum, 2008: 127). 
The number of data contain adjective in the English Textbook 
of “When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior 
High School is 220 of 782 data.  
Example 1  
Datum C/I/030/VCAdjC 
 
it is easy ma'am 
  
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCAdjC. 
It is proven by word “easy” is categorized as an adjective word since it 
is located after the linking verb “is”. 
Example 2 
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Datum C/III/130/VCAdjC 
 
Sorry, I'm busy 
 
From the example above, first the datum contains  in VCAdjC. 
It is proven by word “busy” is categorized as an adjective word since it 
is located after the linking verb “am”.  
The accumulation of data number contains adjective in the 
English Textbook can be seen in the following table 4.3. 
Table 4.4 Vocabulary Classification of Adjective Class (VCAdjC) 
Vocabulary 
Classification 
Data Numbers Total 
VCAdjC 14,22,23,24,27,29,30,36,47,52,53,54,56,58,59,
61,64,65,68,69,71,72,81,82,88,90,91,100,108,1
30,132,136,138,139,140,151,153,154,155,157,
158,162,167,172,181,190,191,193,194,196,198
,199,202,217,230,231,232,285,286,287,288,29
1,292,293,294,296,298,299,306,307,308,309,3
13,314,315,322,327,331,336,337,338,348,350,
355,360,362,364,365,366,370,375,376,378,385
,389,391,393,398,401,405,408,409,410,412,41
6,426,427,428,432,443,444,445,447,451462,46
6,473,480,481,486,487,490,491,492,495,497,4
98,500,506,508,509,510,512,513,514,516,517,
518,520,521,522,523,524,528,529,530,536,538
,540,541,543,544,547,549,552,554,556,557,55
9,560,561,563,565,566,568,571,581,586,588,5
89,590,595,596,598,599,601,602,603,605,609,
618,623,624,626,636,640,643,645,648,653,654
,663,664,666,674,680,699,701,711,714,722,73
3,737,739,741,749,752,754,755,766,767,768,7
69,770,777 
220 
 
 
3. Data Analysis of Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in the English 
Textbook “When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students 
of Junior High School  
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For the next analysis, the researcher describes the frequency of 
vocabulary distribution in each chapter of the English Textbook of  “When 
English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School. 
There are 782 sentences taken from 12 chapter of the English 
Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of 
Junior High School analyzed in this research. 
The distribution of vocabulary is classified into two category, they 
are form classes (also known as content words or open classes) including 
Noun Class; Verb Class, Adjective Class, and Adverb Class and structure 
classes (also known as function words or closed classes) including 
Determiner, Pronoun, Auxiliary, Conjunction (or Conjunct), Qualifier, 
Interrogative, Preposition, Expletive, and Particle. 
The detail of frequency of vocabulary distribution in each chapter 
of the English Textbook is as follow. 
Chapter I 
Table 4.5: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter I 
  
  
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 88 31,88 
Verb 95 34,42 
Adjective 30 10,87 
Adverb 7 2,54 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 10 3,62 
Auxiliary 11 3,99 
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Continue  
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Conjunction 6 2,17 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 13 4,71 
Preposition 16 5,80 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 276 100 
 
In chapter I of It’s English Time!, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 88 times (31.88%). Verb occurs 95 times 
(34.42%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 30 times (10.87%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
7 times (2.54%). Pronoun occurs 10 times (3.62%). Auxiliary occurs 
11 times (3.99%). Conjunction occurs 6 times (2,17%). Interrogative 
occurs 13 times (4.71%). Preposition occurs 16 times (5.80%). Verb  
classification is the highest vocabulary found in chapter I in the 
textbook and it construes relationships of description. Meanwhile, the 
classification of conjunction has the lowest frequency of occurrence 
and it only occurs six times (2.17%) in the textbook. 
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Chapter II 
Table 4.6: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter II 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 53 34,19 
Verb 39 25,16 
Adjective 16 10,32 
Adverb 5 3,23 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 12 7,74 
Auxiliary 11 7,10 
Conjunction 7 4,52 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 0 0,00 
Preposition 12 7,74 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 155 100 
 
 
In chapter II of Can You Play The Guitar?, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 53 times (34.19 %). Verb occurs 39 times 
(25.16%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 16 times (10.32%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
5 times (3.23%). Pronoun occurs 12 times (7.74%). Auxiliary occurs 
16 times (7.10%). Conjunction occurs 7 times (4.52%). Preposition 
occurs 12 times (7.74%). Noun  classification is the highest vocabulary 
found in chapter II in the textbook and it construes the material world 
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of doing. Meanwhile, the classification of adverb has the lowest 
frequency of occurrence and it only occurs five times (3.23%) in 
chapter II in the textbook. 
Chapter III  
Table 4.7: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter III 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 48 21,43 
Verb 50 22,32 
Adjective 15 6,70 
Adverb 16 7,14 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 58 25,89 
Auxiliary 12 5,36 
Conjunction 11 4,91 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 0 0 
Preposition 14 6,25 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 224 100 
 
In chapter III of Would You Like To Come?, the classification 
of vocabulary of noun occurs 48 times (21.43%). Verb occurs 50 times 
(22.32%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 15 times (6.70%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
16 times (7.14%). Pronoun occurs 58 times (25.89%). Auxiliary occurs 
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12 times (5.36%). Conjunction occurs 11 times (4.91%). Preposition 
occurs 14 times (6.25%). Pronoun  classification is the highest 
vocabulary found in chapter III in the textbook and it construes the 
material world of doing. Meanwhile, the classification of conjunction 
has the lowest frequency of occurrence and it only occurs five times 
(4.91%) in chapter III in the textbook. 
 
Chapter IV 
Table 4.8: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter IV 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 13 22,41 
Verb 14 24,14 
Adjective 0 0,00 
Adverb 3 5,17 
Determiner 0 0,00 
Pronoun 11 18,97 
Auxiliary 4 6,90 
Conjunction 2 3,45 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 1 1,72 
Preposition 4 6,90 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 6 10,34 
Total 58 100 
 
In chapter IV of You are Invited!, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 13 times (22.41%). Verb occurs 14 times 
(24.14%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
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doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adverb occurs 3 times (5.17%). Pronoun occurs 11 times 
(18.92%). Auxiliary occurs 4 times  (6.90%). Conjunction occurs 2 
times (3.45%). Interrogative occurs 1 times (1.72%). Preposition 
occurs 4 times (6.90%). Verb classification is the highest vocabulary 
found in chapter IV in the textbook. Meanwhile, the classification of 
interrogative has the lowest frequency of occurrence and it only occurs 
seven times (1.72%) in chapter IV in the textbook. 
Chapter V 
Table 4.9: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter V 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 61 42,96 
Verb 30 21,13 
Adjective 7 4,93 
Adverb 8 5,63 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 11 7,75 
Auxiliary 0 0 
Conjunction 5 3,52 
Qualifier 0 0,00 
Interrogative 2 1,41 
Preposition 14 9,86 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 4 2,82 
Total 142 100 
 
 
In chapter V of My Uncle is a Zookeeper, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 61 times (42.96%). Verb occurs 30 times 
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(21.13%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 7 times (4.93%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
8 times (5.63%). Pronoun occurs 11 times (7.75%). Conjunction 
occurs 5 times (3.52%). Interrogative occurs 2 times (1.41%). 
Preposition occurs 14 times (9.86%). Noun classification is the highest 
vocabulary found in chapter V in the textbook. Meanwhile, the 
classification of interrogative has the lowest frequency of occurrence 
and it only occurs five times (1.41%) in chapter IV in the textbook. 
Chapter VI 
Table 4.10: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter VI 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 63 17,60 
Verb 128 35,75 
Adjective 15 4,19 
Adverb 18 5,03 
Determiner 14 3,91 
Pronoun 88 24,58 
Auxiliary 0 0 
Conjunction 22 6,15 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 1 0,28 
Preposition 6 1,68 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 3 0,84 
Total 358 100 
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In chapter VI of What are you doing?, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 63 times (17.60%). Verb occurs 128 times 
(35.75%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 15 times (4.19%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
18 times (5.03%), determiner occurs 14 times (3.91%). Pronoun occurs 
88 times (24.58%). Conjunction occurs 22 times (6.15%). 
Interrogative occurs 1 times (0.28%). Preposition occurs 6 times 
(1.68%). Verb classification is the highest vocabulary found in chapter 
VI in the textbook. Meanwhile, the classification of interrogative has 
the lowest frequency of occurrence and it only occurs four times 
(0.28%) in chapter VI in the textbook. 
Chapter VII 
Table 4.11: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter VII 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 81 24,25 
Verb 86 25,75 
Adjective 22 6,59 
Adverb 27 8,08 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 49 14,67 
Auxiliary 2 0,60 
Conjunction 53 15,87 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 0 0 
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Continue  
 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Interrogative 0 0 
Preposition 14 4,19 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 334 100 
 
In chapter VII of Bigger is not always better!, the classification 
of vocabulary of noun occurs 81 times (24.25%). Verb occurs 86 times 
(25.75%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 22 times (6.59%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
27 times (8.08%). Pronoun occurs 49 times (14.67%). Auxiliary occurs 
2 times (0.60%). Conjunction occurs 53 times (15.67%). Preposition 
occurs 14 times (4.19%). Verb classification is the highest vocabulary 
found in chapter VII in the textbook. Meanwhile, the classification of 
auxiliary has the lowest frequency of occurrence and it only occurs 
four times (0.60%) in chapter IV in the textbook. 
Chapter VIII 
Table 4.12: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter VIII 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 338 22,21 
Verb 346 22,73 
Adjective 130 8,54 
Adverb 147 9,66 
Determiner 0 0 
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Continue  
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Pronoun 315 20,70 
Auxiliary 1 0,07 
Conjunction 130 8,54 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 13 0,85 
Preposition 102 6,70 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 1522 100 
 
In chapter VIII of I’m proud of Indonesia!, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 338 times (22.21%). Verb occurs 346 times 
(22.73%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 130 times (8.54%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
147 times (9.66%). Pronoun occurs 315 times (20.70%). Auxiliary 
occurs 1 times (0.07%). Conjunction occurs 130 times (8.54%). 
Interrogative occurs 13 times (0.85%). Preposition occurs 102 times 
(6.70%). Verb classification is the highest vocabulary found in chapter 
VIII in the textbook. Meanwhile, the classification of auxiliary has the 
lowest frequency of occurrence and it only occurs three times (0.07%) 
in chapter VIII in the textbook. 
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Chapter IX 
Table 4.13: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter IX 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 64 15,27 
Verb 121 28,88 
Adjective 20 4,77 
Adverb 47 11,22 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 109 26,01 
Auxiliary 0 0 
Conjunction 36 8,59 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 8 1,91 
Preposition 14 3,34 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 419 100 
 
In chapter IX of When I was a child, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 64 times (15.27%). Verb occurs 121 times 
(28.88%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 20 times (4.47%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
47 times (11.22%). Pronoun occurs 109 times (26.01%). Conjunction 
occurs 36 times (8.59%). Interrogative occurs 8 times (1.91%). 
Preposition occurs 14 times (3.34%). Verb classification is the highest 
vocabulary found in chapter IX in the textbook. Meanwhile, the 
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classification of interrogative has the lowest frequency of occurrence 
and it only occurs four times (1.91%) in chapter IX in the textbook. 
Chapter X 
Table 4.14: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter X 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 147 22,48 
Verb 155 23,70 
Adjective 27 4,13 
Adverb 64 9,79 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 143 21,87 
Auxiliary 0 0 
Conjunction 77 11,77 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 12 1,83 
Preposition 29 4,43 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 654 100 
 
 
In chapter X of Yes, we made it!, the classification of 
vocabulary of noun occurs 147 times (22.48%). Verb occurs 155 times 
(23.70%) and it refers to process of construing material world of 
doing. It refers to process of thinking, knowing, liking, wanting, and 
perceiving. Adjective occurs 27 times (4.13%) which refers to the 
process of construing something said by its participant. Adverb occurs 
64 times (9.79%). Pronoun occurs 143 times (21.87%). Conjunction 
occurs 77 times (11.77%). Interrogative occurs 12 times (1.83%). 
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Preposition occurs 29 times (4.43%). Verb classification is the highest 
vocabulary found in chapter X in the textbook. Meanwhile, the 
classification of interrogative has the lowest frequency of occurrence 
and it only occurs six times (1.83%) in chapter X in the textbook. 
Chapter XI 
Table 4.15: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter XI 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 5 19,23 
Verb 6 23,08 
Adjective 0 0 
Adverb 4 15,38 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 5 19,23 
Auxiliary 0 0 
Conjunction 3 11,54 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 0 0 
Preposition 3 11,54 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 26 100 
 
 
In chapter XI of the English Textbook of Don’t forget it, 
please!, the classification of vocabulary of noun occurs 5 times 
(19.74%). Verb occurs 6 times (23.08%) and it refers to process of 
construing material world of doing. It refers to process of thinking, 
knowing, liking, wanting, and perceiving. Adverb occurs 4 times 
(15.38%). Pronoun occurs 5 times (19.23%). Conjunction occurs 3 
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times (11.54%). Preposition occurs 3 times (11.54%). Verb 
classification is the highest vocabulary found in chapter XI in the 
textbook. Meanwhile, the classification of preposition has the lowest 
frequency of occurrence and it only occurs three times (11.54%) in 
chapter XI in the textbook. 
Chapter XII 
Table 4.16: The Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in Chapter XII 
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Frequency of 
Occurance 
Percentage (%) 
Noun 2 25,00 
Verb 3 37,50 
Adjective 0 0 
Adverb 0 0 
Determiner 0 0 
Pronoun 1 12,50 
Auxiliary 0 0 
Conjunction 1 12,50 
Qualifier 0 0 
Interrogative 1 12,50 
Preposition 0 0 
Expletive 0 0 
Particle 0 0 
Total 8 100 
 
In chapter XII of the English Textbook of Mousedeer And 
Crocodile, the classification of vocabulary of noun occurs 2 times 
(25.00%). Verb occurs 3 times (37.50%) and it refers to process of 
construing material world of doing. It refers to process of thinking, 
knowing, liking, wanting, and perceiving. Pronoun occurs 1 times 
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(12.50%). Conjunction occurs 1 times (12.50%). Interrogative occurs 1 
times (12.50%). Verb classification is the highest vocabulary found in 
chapter V in the textbook. Meanwhile, the classification of 
interrogative has the lowest frequency of occurrence and it only occurs 
two times (12.50%) in chapter IV in the textbook. 
The accumulation of the frequency of vocabulary distribution 
in 12 chapter of the English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” 
at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School can be seen in the 
following table 4.17. 
Table 4.17 The Accumulation of Frequency of Vocabulary Distribution in 
12 Chapter  
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Ch 
1 
Ch 
2 
Ch 
3 
Ch 
4 
Ch 
5 
Ch 
6 
Ch 
7 
Ch 
8 
Ch 
9 
Ch 
10 
Ch 
11 
Ch 
12 
Total 
Noun 88 53 48 13 61 63 81 338 64 147 5 2 963 
Verb 95 39 50 14 30 128 86 346 121 155 6 3 1073 
Adjective 30 16 15 0 7 15 22 130 20 27 0 0 282 
Adverb 7 5 16 3 8 18 27 147 47 64 4 0 346 
Determiner 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
Pronoun 10 12 58 11 11 88 49 315 109 143 5 1 812 
Auxiliary 11 11 12 4 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 41 
Conjunction 6 7 11 2 5 22 53 130 36 77 3 1 353 
Qualifier 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Interrogative 13 0 0 1 2 1 0 13 8 12 0 1 51 
Preposition 16 12 14 4 14 6 14 102 14 29 3 0 228 
Expletive 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Continue  
Vocabulary 
Distribution 
Ch 
1 
Ch 
2 
Ch 
3 
Ch 
4 
Ch 
5 
Ch 
6 
Ch 
7 
Ch 
8 
Ch 
9 
Ch 
10 
Ch 
11 
Ch 
12 
Total 
Particle 0 0 0 6 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 
Total 276 155 224 58 142 358 334 1522 419 654 26 8 4176 
 
From the table above, it can be concluded that the most 
dominant vocabulary classification found in the textbook were related 
to vocabulary classification of noun class, which is appear 474 times. 
This indicated that in most of the sentences in the textbook contain the 
word class of noun.  
Meanwhile, interrogative word class is the least vocabulary 
classification that appear in the textbook. This indicated that sentences 
in the textbook seldom use interrogative word. In English grammar, an 
interrogative (pronounced in-te-ROG-a-tiv) is a word that introduces a 
question which can't be simply answered with yes or no. Also known 
as an interrogative word. Interrogatives are sometimes called 
question words because of their function, or wh- words because of 
their most common initial letters: who (with whom and whose), what, 
where, when, why, . . . and how).  A sentence that asks a question 
(whether or not it contains an interrogative word) is called an 
interrogative sentence. This shows that in the English textbook of the 
English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade 
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Students of Junior High School in the Academic Year 2018/ 2019 does 
not use many interrogative words in the sentences. 
B. Discussion of the Research 
In this sub chapter, the researcher discussed about the problem 
statements and  how they are answered. As stated in Chapter I, there are two 
problem statements in this research. The first problem is the kinds of dominant 
vocabulary classification occurs in the English Textbook of “When English 
Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School.  
Based on the analysis of the vocabulary distribution in the textbook 
which consists of 12 chapter, it was found that noun, verb, adjective, and 
adverb.  The other structure classes (also known as function words or closed 
classes) including Determiner, Pronoun, Auxiliary, Conjunction (or Conjunct), 
Qualifier, Interrogative, Preposition and Particle. the most dominant 
vocabulary classification appear in the textbook is vocabulary classification of 
verb class. It can be seen from the distribution of the vocabulary in the 782 
sentences taken from the 12 chapter of the textbook which shows that most of 
the sentences contains verb. There are 533 verbs found in the sentences of the 
textbook. Meanwhile, vocabulary classification of adjective class becomes the 
least that occur in the sentences of the textbook. Only 220 adjective class 
found in the overall data number of sentences taken from the textbook. 
Second, the analysis of the frequency of vocabulary distribution in 
each chapter of the textbook shows that the most dominant vocabulary 
classification occur is the word class of verb. The textbook contains many 
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verbs which appear mostly in the sentences of each chapter, 1073 times and 
the texts occur as what happen in giving instructions and examples. From 12 
chapter of the textbook, obtained 4176 words that dominated by the word 
class of noun and verb. The least word class occurs are interrogative, qualifier, 
and adverb. This indicated that the use of those three classes of words is rare 
in the textbook. It also shows that the vocabulary introduced to the eighth 
grade students are in the form classes which includes noun, verb, adjective, 
and adverb. The other structure classes (also known as function words or 
closed classes) including Determiner, Pronoun, Auxiliary, Conjunction (or 
Conjunct), Qualifier, Interrogative, Preposition, Expletive, and Particle are not 
significant for the junior level. 
Nation (1990:4) describes that vocabulary can be divided into high-
frequency (3000 words), low-frequency (2000 words), and specialized 
vocabulary. Based on this frequency level, teachers need to decide which 
words are needed by the learners, how to select words for teaching, and how 
often those words should be exposed to the students for acquisition. The 
decision for teaching the selected words will affect how words are learned, the 
time needed for learning, and the type of learning goal, receptive or 
productive. 
Studies have suggested that high-frequency (3000 words) have to be 
prioritized especially at the beginning years of learning. Coxhead (2011), for 
example, argues that high-frequency vocabulary items are very essential in 
language learning. This indicates that instruction has to focus on those words 
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that belong to most frequently used words in the high-frequency group. Once 
these words have been adequately acquired, instruction can continue to words 
within the lower-frequency level (Douglas, 2013). Stahr’s (2008) study shows 
that teaching lower-level learners should aim at 2000 vocabulary level because 
this is an important learning goal and the teaching of these words has to be 
explicit. In light of this principle, Horst (2013) strongly suggest that 
vocabulary teaching has to be based on frequency-informed decisions. Such a 
decision can be made by utilizing a user-friendly software tool called 
Vocabulary Profiler (VP). With this tool it is easy to see which words in a text 
belong to 1000 level, 2000 level and so-on. Instructional materials with this 
vocabulary coverage can be designed in such a way that takes into account the 
strengths of communicative and task-based approaches with frequent 
recycling of high-frequency vocabulary items, motivating interactive tasks, 
and use of language functions. 
English instruction in schools may under-utilize frequency-informed 
vocabulary learning. One reason for this could be that English teachers do not 
consider frequent words as fundamentally essential and those words do not 
need to be taught systematically. Students will acquire them incidentally 
during classroom reading or speaking activities. While incidental learning may 
occur during learning, researchers such as Horst, Cobb & Mearan (1998), as 
cited in Horst (2013), argue that this incidental teaching of vocabulary is not 
sufficient and the speed of students’ vocabulary knowledge is low. In fact, 
according to Schmitt (2000), Nation (2001), and Horst (2013), high-frequency 
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words, 1000 or 2000 word level, have to be taught quickly in the program 
because it is worth-it and pedagogically imperative. 
In recent years, the importance of vocabulary in language learning has 
received a growing recognition. Research in this area has come out from 
corpus studies (Horst & Nicolae, 2013) showing the need for learners to know 
most frequent words in the language being learned. Similar studies (Zhang & 
Li, 2011; Read, 2004) have also revealed that vocabulary knowledge forms a 
fundamental basis for proficiency in second language learning. Lacking in 
vocabulary knowledge will hamper students from communication in the 
second or foreign language because vocabulary is a necessary component for 
improving all areas of communication (Godwin-Jones, 2010). 
Learning vocabulary is one of the components in language teaching that is 
essential to reading comprehension. With sufficient vocabulary knowledge, 
learners will be able to access knowledge, express ideas, communicate, and learn 
new concepts. According to Hirsch (2003), the learner needs to know about 95% 
of the words in a text for adequate comprehension. Much research on vocabulary 
acquisition has found out that there is a high correlation between word 
knowledge and reading comprehension (Sedita, 2005). A linear relationship 
between vocabulary knowledge and comprehension is also indicated in 
Schmitt’s and Grabe’s (2011) study, the more vocabulary learners know in a 
text, the better their comprehension is. A vocabulary coverage point of 98% to 
enable learners to read English text independently (Laufer & Ravenhorst-
Kalovski (2010) and comprehension with incidental vocabulary learning 
(Nation, 2011) is considered necessary. 
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For learners in an EFL environment such as that in Indonesian schools, 
the only source of input for vocabulary development is, to a large extent, from 
reading sources necessary for receptive vocabulary knowledge. Schmitt (2000) 
suggests that at early stages of learning, students should learn about 1000-
2000 high-frequency words and then increase to about 3000-5000 word 
families necessary to read authentic texts that may include academic words for 
reading texts at university level. In his latest edition (Schmitt, 2010) he 
suggests that teachers do not have to teach every word in the text. Any other 
words will have to be left to the students to learn them through any form of 
exposure; particularly helpful is exposure through extensive reading. 
It needs to note that learners have more difficulty with developing 
productive vocabulary than receptive vocabulary (Zheng, 2012). In the 2013 
curriculum explained that standart vocabulary for junior high school at least 
500-1500 words (Depdiknas, 2004, Kurikulum Bahasa Inggris). As Schmitt 
(2000) acknowledges, vocabulary acquisition is a developmental process, 
therefore, it has to become the attention of teachers that vocabulary 
development, receptive and productive, is a long-term process especially 
noticeable in an acquisition-poor EFL context that may be found in school 
contexts in Indonesia. Such an environment can not provide learners with 
adequate opportunity to use English words they learn in class. This condition, 
in turn, may weaken their motivation to develop communicative skills because 
their language learning outside class is not socially functional; hence, their 
vocabulary development may be diminishing. 
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The discussion above points to the needs for a principled and 
systematic analysis of vocabulary that can be effectively used for the 
development of students’ reading comprehension. Therefore, it is concluded 
that it is necessary for the educators or teachers to recognize the vocabulary 
distribution in each textbook given to the learners in order they can teach the 
appropriate vocabulary in accordance to the level of the learners and in order 
that the material in the textbook can be delivered effectively. 
In addition, the distribution of vocabulary or words in the English 
Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” has fulfill the qualification of good 
English textbook with the total number of words of 4176 which is accordances 
to the level criteria of English Curriculum for junior level that is 500-1500 
words level. Based on the first and second of problem statement, the highest 
data is verb. It is relevant to the genre promoted by the textbook, which is 
descriptive that used simple present tense which consist of S and V. And also 
relevant with Lowry theory (2016) that children need to learn all kinds of 
words in order to talk. Verbs are especially important part of speech because 
they help children communicate about events in the world by combining 
words into sentences.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the analysis result in previous chapter, the conclusion is 
drawn as follows: 
1. The dominant vocabulary classification occur in the 12 chapter with 4 sub 
in speaking of the English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” at 
the Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School published by Pusat 
Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, Balitbang, Kemdikbud  is verb classification. 
It was found in 533 sentences (68%) out of 782 sentences obtain in the 12 
chapter of the textbook. Vocabulary classification of verb is as the highest 
frequency of occurrence in the textbook. This is also relevant to the genre 
promoted by the textbook, which is descriptive. Furthermore, in the 
English Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” obtained 4176 words, 
therefore, the use of words in the Textbook of “When English Rings a 
Bell” is in accordance to the level criteria for Junior High School textbook 
that should consists 1500 words. Based on this result, it is concluded that 
the Textbook of “When English Rings a Bell” has completed the 
requirements of word distribution for junior high school textbook and 
categorized as a good book for junior level. 
2. Based on the analysis of the frequency of vocabulary distribution  in the 
12 chapter with 4 sub in speaking of  the English Textbook of “When 
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English Rings a Bell” at the Eighth Grade Students of Junior High School 
published by Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, Balitbang, Kemdikbud,  it 
was found that in the form classes (also known as content words or open 
classes) including Noun Class; Verb Class, Adjective Class, and Adverb 
Class. Meanwhile, the other structure classes (also known as function 
words or closed classes) including Determiner, Pronoun, Auxiliary, 
Conjunction (or Conjunct), Qualifier, Interrogative, Preposition, and 
Article are rarely mentioned in the textbook. The verb Class mentioned 
1073 times (25,69%) in the textbook. This is also relevant to the genre 
promoted by the textbook, which is descriptive. And also relevant with 
Lowry theory (2016) that children need to learn all kinds of words in order 
to talk. Verbs are especially important because they help children 
communicate about events in the world by combining words into 
sentences. Interrogative becomes the least vocabulary that mentioned in 
the textbook. This indicated that the textbook mostly deliver the form 
classes of vocabulary to the eighth grade of junior high school.  
B. Suggestion  
After analyzing the data and drawing some conclusions, the researcher 
proposes some recommendations. 
1. For Teacher 
a. It is recommended for the teachers to know the vocabulary distribution 
in the textbook used for English teaching in order the material can be 
delivered effectively and in accordance to the level of learners. 
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b. It is suggested for teachers and to always use grammar book to check 
the classification of vocabulary in order to get the precise meaning. 
 
2. For students 
It is expected for students of certain level, particularly the junior 
level to know about the vocabulary distribution in the textbook given by 
the teacher and always use grammar book or consult to the teacher about 
the classification of vocabulary in order to know the relevant and 
appropriate entities inside the textbook. This is done in order the students 
can improve their vocabulary acquisition. 
3. For Researcher  
Since this research is only focused the analysis on the vocabulary 
distribution of English textbook, it will be better for the next research to 
involve the lexical meaning or cultural content in the textbook so that the 
research can complete the analysis. 
Furthermore, it is also expected that the other researcher can do the 
same research on textbook analysis but with a more specific analysis and 
by using different theories of analysis. 
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Appendix 1
ANALYSIS OF VOCABULARY DISTRIBUTION IN “WHEN ENGLISH RINGS A BELL” GRADE VIII 
Data Number Themes/ Topic Sentences Words Word Classes Vocabulary 
Classification
C/I/001 It‟s English
Time
Hi, May - I -
Introduce –
Myself
C/I/001 Hi Interjection interjection
C/I/001/VCMV May Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/001/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/001/VCVC Introduce Regular verb Verb
C/I/001/VCRP Myself Personal 
pronoun
Reflexive 
pronoun
C/I/002 My name – is –
Budi
C/I/002/VCPA My Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
adjective
C/I/002/VCNC name Collective noun Noun
C/I/002/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/I/002/VCNC Budi Concrete noun Noun
C/I/003 I'm Lina
C/I/003/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/003/VCVC am to be Linking verb
C/I/003/VCNC Lina  Concrete noun Noun
C/I/004 I'm Dayu
C/I/004/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/004/VCVC am to be Linking verb
C/I/004/VCNC Dayu Concrete noun Noun
C/I/005 I'm Siti
C/I/005/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/005/VCVC am to be Linking verb
C/I/005/VCNC Siti Concrete noun Noun
C/I/006 I'm udin
C/I/006/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/006/VCSP am to be Linking verb
C/I/006/VCNC udin Concrete noun Noun
C/I/007 I'm Edo
C/I/007/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/007/VCVC am to be Linking verb
C/I/007/VCNC edo Concrete noun Noun
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C/I/008 Everybody –
May – I – have
– Your-
attention –
please
C/I/008/VCpr Everybody Indefinite 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/I/008/VCMV May Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/008/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/008/VCVC have Irregular verb Verb
C/I/008/Vcposadj Your Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
adjective
C/I/008/VCNC Attention Abstract noun Noun
C/I/008/Vccomm Please imperative Command
C/I/009 What - do - you -
think - if - we -
use - English -
in -our –English-
class
C/I/009/VCpr What Interrogative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/I/009/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb Verb
C/I/009/VCSP You Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/009/VCVC Think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/009/Vcconj If conjunction Conjuntion
C/I/009/VCSP We Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/009/VCVC Use Regular verb Verb
C/I/009/VCNC English complement Noun
C/I/009/Vcprep In Preposition of
place
Preposition
C/I/009/Vcpossad
j
Our Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
adjective
C/I/009/VCNC English class complement Noun
C/I/010 we will use
English in our
class
C/I/010/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/010/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/010/VCVC Use Regular verb Verb
C/I/010/VCNC English complement Noun
C/I/010/Vcprep in Preposition of
place
Preposition
C/I/010/VCPossa
dj
our Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
adjective
C/I/010/VCNC class complement Noun
C/I/011 Do - You -
understand –
me?
C/I/011/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb Verb
C/I/011/VCSP You Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
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C/I/011/VCVC Understand Irregular verb Verb
C/I/011/Vcobjvrb Me Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/012 yes ma'am
C/I/012/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/012/VCNC ma'am complement Noun
C/I/013 we will use
English in our
english class
C/I/013/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/013/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/013/VCVC Use Regular verb Verb
C/I/013/VCNC English class complement Noun
C/I/013/Vcprep in Preposition of
place
Preposition
C/I/013/Vcpossad
j
our Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
adjective
C/I/013/VCNC English complement Noun
C/I/013/VCNC class complement Noun
C/I/014 Everybody - are
- you - ready -
to learn -
English -now?
C/I/014/VCPr Everybody Indefinite 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/I/014/VCVC Are to be Linking verb
C/I/014/VCobjvrb You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/014/Vcadj Ready Adjective Adjective
C/I/014/VCInft To learn To infinitive  infinitive 
C/I/014/VCNC English complement Noun
C/I/014/VCadv Now adverb of time Adverb 
C/I/015/ what about you
Edo?
C/I/015/VCInter what Interrogative 
particle
Interrogative 
C/I/015/VCPrep about Preposition of
adverb
Preposition 
C/I/015/VCobjvrb you Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/015/VCVN Edo Concrete noun Noun
C/I/016 what do you
think if we use
English in our
English class?
C/I/016/VCIP what Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/016/VCVC do Auxiliary verb Verb
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C/I/016/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/016/VCVC Think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/016/VCSC if Conjunction Subordinate 
Conjunction
C/I/016/VCVC use Regular verb Verb
C/I/016/VCNC English class complement Noun
C/I/016/VCprep in Preposition of
place
Preposition 
C/I/016/VCpossad
j
our Personal 
pronoun
Possesive 
adjective
C/I/016/VCNC English Complement Noun
C/I/016/VCNC class complement Noun
C/I/017 yes ma'am
C/I/017/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/017/VCNC ma'am complement Noun
C/I/018 yes, we will use
English in our
English class.
C/I/018/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/018/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/018/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/018/VCVC Use Regular verb Verb
C/I/018/VCNC english complement Noun
C/I/018/Vcprep in Preposition of
place
Preposition
C/I/018/Vcpossad
j
Our Personal 
pronoun
Possesive 
adjective
C/I/018/VCNC english Complement Noun
C/I/018/ VCNC class complement Noun
C/I/019 attention please
C/I/019/VCNC attention Interjection Noun
C/I/019/Vccomm please imperative Command
C/I/020 yes ma'am
C/I/020/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/020/VCNC ma'am complement Noun
C/I/021 Dayu, please
look at me! 
C/I/021/VCNC Dayu Concrete noun Noun
C/I/021/Vccomm Please imperative Command
C/I/021/VCVC look Regular verb Verb
C/I/021/Vcprep at Preposition of
place
Preposition
C/I/021/Vcobjvrb Me Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/022 Would you stop
doing that
please?
C/I/022/VCMV would Modal auxiliary Modal verb
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C/I/022/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/022/VCVC stop Regular verb Verb
C/I/022/VCVing doing Regular verb Verb ing
C/I/022/VCadjC that Demonstrative 
pronoun
adjective
C/I/022/Vccomm please? imperative Command
C/I/023 are you ready
to learn?
C/I/023/VCVC Are tobe Linking verb
C/I/023/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/023/VCadjC Ready adjective Adjective
C/I/023/VCInft To learn To infinitive Infinitive 
C/I/024 I - ‟m - so sorry -
ma‟am 
C/I/024/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/024/VCVC am to be Linking verb
C/I/024/VCadvC so adverb Adverb of
degree
C/I/024/VCadjC sorry adjective adjective
C/I/024/VCNC ma‟am complement noun
C/I/025 yes, I am
C/I/025/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/025/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/025/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/I/026 attention please
C/I/026/VCNC attention imperative Noun
C/I/026/Vccomm please imperative Command
C/I/027 are we ready to
learn english?
C/I/027/VCVC Are tobe Linking verb
C/I/027/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/027/VCadjC Ready adjective adjective
C/I/027/VCVC To learn To infinitive Infinitive
C/I/027/vcnc english complement Noun
C/I/028 yes, ma'am
C/I/028/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/028/VCNC ma'am Concrete noun Noun
C/I/029/ VCadjC good good adjective Adjective
C/I/030 it is easy ma'am
C/I/030/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/030/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/030/VCadjC easy adjective Adjective
C/I/030/VCNC ma'am Concrete noun Noun
C/I/031 excuse me,
ma'am
C/I/031/VCNC excuse me Interjection Noun
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C/I/031/VCNC ma'am Concrete noun Noun
C/I/032 what is
attention in
bahasa?
C/I/032/VCIP what Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/032/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/032/VCNC attention Abstract noun Noun
C/I/032/Vcprep in Preposition of
adverv
Preposition
C/I/032/VCNC bahasa? Abstract noun Noun
C/I/033 attention is
perhatian
C/I/033/VCNC perhatian attention Abstract noun Noun as subject
C/I/033/VCVC is To  be Linking verb
C/I/033/VCNC perhatian complement noun
C/I/034 sir, may I wash
my hands?
C/I/034/VCNC sir Concrete noun Noun
C/I/034/VCMV may Auxiliary verb Modal verb
C/I/034/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/034/VCVC wash Regular verb Verb
C/I/034/Vcpossad
j
my Personal 
pronoun
Possesive 
adjective
C/I/034/VCNC hands? Complement Noun
C/I/035 hey, let's go to
the canteen!
C/I/035/VCrqst hey imperative request
C/I/035/VCVC let's go Regular verb verb
C/I/035/Vcprep to preposition preposition
C/I/035/Vcart the article article
C/I/035/VCadvC canteen complement Adverb of place
C/I/036 Sure - let‟s – go
C/I/036/VCadjC Sure Distriibutive 
adjecive
adjective
C/I/036/VCrqst let‟s imperative request
C/I/036/VCVC go Regular verb verb
C/I/037 Don‟t - you -
understand – of -
what – she –
said
C/I/037/VCVC Don‟t Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/037/Vcobjvrb You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/037/VCVC Understand Irregular verb verb
C/I/037/VCPrep Of preposition preposition
C/I/037/VCIP What Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/037/VCSP She Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
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C/I/037/VCVC said Irregular verb verb
C/I/038 yes- She - said -
that - we -
should - speak -
English - in our
English class
C/I/038/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/038/VCSP She Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/038/VCVC Said Irregular verb verb
C/I/038/VCconj That conjunction conjunction
C/I/038/VCSP We Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/038/VCVC Should Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/038/VCVC Speak Irregular verb verb
C/I/038/VCNC English complement noun
C/I/038/VCPrep in preposition Preposition of
place
C/I/038/Vcpossad
j
our Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
adjective
C/I/038/VCNC English class complement noun
C/I/039 Do - you - know
- what -I -
mean
C/I/039/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/039/Vcobjvrb You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/039/VCVC Know Irregular verb verb
C/I/039/VCIP what  Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/039/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/039/VCVC mean Irregular verb verb
C/I/040 yes, sir
C/I/040/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/040/VCNC sir Abstract noun Noun
C/I/041 Do you
understand the
text
C/I/041/VCVC do Auxiliary verb Verb
C/I/041/VCobjvrb you Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/041/VCVC Understand Irregular verb verb
C/I/041/VCart the  article article
C/I/041/VCNC Text complement noun
C/I/042 I'm trying
ma'am
C/I/042/VCPr i Personal 
pronoun
pronoun
C/I/042/VCVC am To be Liniking verb
C/I/042/VCVC trying Irregular verb verb
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C/I/042/VCNC ma'am complement noun
C/I/043 How - do - you -
say - this word
C/I/043/VCIP How Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/043/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/043/Vcobjvrb You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/043/VCVC Say Irregular verb verb
C/I/043/VCPr this Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/I/043/VCNC word complement noun
C/I/044 what is it in 
bahasa?
C/I/044/VCIP what Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/044/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/044/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/I/044/Vcprep in Preposition of 
Adverb Preposition
C/I/044/VCNC bahasa?
Abstract noun Noun
C/I/045 do you
understand of
what our
teacher ask to
do?
C/I/045/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/045/VCobjvrb You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/045/VCVC Understand Irregular verb verb
C/I/045/VCPrep Of preposition of
adverb
preposition
C/I/045/VCIP what Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/045/VCPr Our Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/I/045/VCNC teacher complement noun
C/I/045/VCVC ask Regular verb verb
C/I/045/VCinft To do To Infinitive Infinitive
C/I/046 we should use
english in our
english class
C/I/046/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/046/VCMV should Auxiliary verb Modal verb
C/I/046/VCVC Use Regular verb Verb
C/I/046/VCNC english
Concrete noun Noun
C/I/046/VCPrep in Preposition of 
Adverb Preposition
C/I/046/VCPr our Personal 
pronoun
Possesive 
pronoun
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C/I/046/VCNC English class
complement Noun
C/I/047 it is difficult
C/I/047/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/I/047/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/047/VCadjC difficult adjective adjective
C/I/048 what do you 
think of the 
picture?
C/I/048/VCIP what Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/048/VCVC do Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/048/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/I/048/VCVC think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/048/VCPrep of Preposition of 
Adverb Preposition
C/I/048/VCart the Article Article
C/I/048/VCNC picture complement Noun
C/I/049 What - do - you -
think of - the
picture
C/I/049/VCIP What Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/049/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/049/VCPr You Personal 
pronoun
pronoun
C/I/049/VCVC think of Verb phrase verb
C/I/049/VCart the article article
C/I/049/VCNC picturer complement noun
C/I/050 Beni - did - it -
well - didn‟t he
C/I/050/VCNC Beni Concrete noun noun
C/I/050/VCVC Did Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/050/VCobjvrb It Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/050/VCadvC Well Adverb of
manner
Adverb 
C/I/050/VCtag didn‟t he Tag question Tag question
C/I/051 yes, he did
C/I/051/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/051/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/I/051/VCVC did Auxiliary verb Verb
C/I/052 It - is - very
beautiful
C/I/052/VCSP Beautiful It Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/052/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/I/052/VCadvC very adverb of
degree
Adverb 
C/I/052/VCadjC beautiful adjective adjective
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C/I/053 The meal - is
not – delicious
C/I/053/Vcart The article article
C/I/053/VCNC Meal noun noun
C/I/053/VCVC is not To be Linking verb
C/I/053/VCadjC delicious adjective adjective
C/I/054 is that how you
say it?
C/I/054/VCVC is tobe Auxiliary verb
C/I/054/VCadjC that Demonstrative 
pronoun
adjective
C/I/054/VCIP how Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/054/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/054/VCVC say Irregular verb Verb
C/I/054/VCOP it? Personal 
pronoun
Object Pronoun
C/I/055 I don't think so
C/I/055/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/055/VCVC Don‟t Auxiliary verb
negative form
Verb
C/I/055/VCVC think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/055/VCconjC so conjunction conjunction
C/I/056 It‟s - nice
C/I/056/VCSP It Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/056/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/I/056/VCadjC nice adjective adjective
C/I/057 what do you
think?
C/I/057/VCIP what Interrogative 
pronoun
Interrogative 
Particle
C/I/057/VCVC do Auxilary verb Verb
C/I/057/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/057/VCVC think? Irregular verb Verb
C/I/058 is english easy
or difficult?
C/I/058/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/058/VCNC english complement Noun
C/I/058/VCadjC easy adjective adjective
C/I/058/VCconj or conjunction conjunction
C/I/058/VCadjC difficult? adjective adjective
C/I/059 I think it's easy
C/I/059/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/059/VCVC think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/059/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun
Object Pronoun
C/I/059/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/059/VCadjC easy adjective adjective
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C/I/060 I – love –
English
C/I/060/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/060/VCVC Love Irregular verb verb
C/I/060/ VCNC English complement Noun
C/I/061 He - ‟s - a
diligent student
C/I/061/VCSP He Personal 
pronoun
Subject 
Pronoun
C/I/061/VCVC ‟s To be Linking verb
C/I/061/VCart a article Article
C/I/061/VCadjC dilligent adjective Adjective
C/I/061/VCNC student complement Noun
C/I/062 don't you think
so?
C/I/062/VCVC don't Auxilary verb
negative form
Verb
C/I/062/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/062/VCVC think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/062/Vcconj so conjunction conjunction
C/I/063 yes, he is
C/I/063/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/063/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/063/VCVC is Linking verb verb
C/I/064 He – is - diligent
and smart too
C/I/064/VCSP He Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/064/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/I/064/VCadjC diligent adjective adjective
C/I/064/VCconj and conjunction conjunction
C/I/064/VCadjC smart adjective adjective
C/I/064/VCadvC too preposition Adjective 
modifier
C/I/065 Great - I - think
- is-a beautiful-
invitation card
C/I/065/VCadjC Great adjective adjective
C/I/065/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/065/VCVC Think Irregular verb verb
C/I/065/VCPr that Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/I/065/VCPr is To be Linking verb
C/I/065/VCart a article article
C/I/065/VCadjC beautiful adjective adjective
C/I/065/VCNC Invitation 
card
complement noun
C/I/066 I - like - it
C/I/066/VCPr I Personal 
pronoun
Subject 
Pronoun
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C/I/066/VCVC Like Irregular verb verb
C/I/066/VCobjvrb it Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/067/VCNC thank you thank you complement Noun
C/I/068 Your picture -
is - beautiful
C/I/068/VCPr Your Personal 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/I/068/VCNC picture complement Noun
C/I/068/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/I/068/VCadjC Beautiful adjective adjective
C/I/069 I – like - the -
color
C/I/069/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/069/VCVC Like Irregular verb verb
C/I/069/Vcart the Artic le article
C/I/069/VCadjC color adjective adjective
C/I/070/VCNC thanks thanks Abstract Noun Noun
C/I/071/ VCadjC Excellent Excellent Descriptive 
adjective
adjective
C/I/072/VCadjC that's  girl! that Demonstrative 
pronoun
Adjective
C/I/072/VCVC is Linking verb verb
C/I/072/VCNC girl complement noun
C/I/073 thank you,
ma'am
C/I/073/VCNC thank you Noun Noun
C/I/073/VCNC ma'am complement Noun
C/I/074/VCint What a
wonderful 
picture
What a
wonderful 
picture
interjection interjection
C/I/075/VCNC thank you thank you interjection noun
C/I/076/VCNC excuse me! excuse me interjection noun
C/I/077 hi, edo
C/I/077/VCNC hi Interjection Noun
C/I/077/VCOP edo Personal 
pronoun
Object Pronoun
C/I/078/VCint What‟s up What‟s up interjection interjection
C/I/079 I – want - to –
show – you –
my drawing
C/I/079/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/079/VCVC Want Regular verb verb
C/I/079/VCinft To show To infinitive infinitive 
C/I/079/VCobjvrb You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/079/VCPr my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/I/079/VCNC drawing complement noun
C/I/080 What - do - you -
think about - it
C/I/080/VCIP What Interrogative Interrogative 
Particle
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C/I/080/VCVC Do Auxiliary verb verb
C/I/080/VCSP You Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/080/VCVC think about Verb phrase Verb phrase
C/I/080/Vcobjvrb It Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/081/VCadjC well, I think it's
good
Well adjective adjective
C/I/081/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject 
Pronoun
C/I/081/VCSP think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/081/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/081/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/081/VCadjC good adjective adjective 
C/I/082 It - is - the
landscape - of -
my- hometown
C/I/082/VCSP It Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/082/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/I/082/Vcart the article article
C/I/082/VCadjC Landscape adjective adjective
C/I/082/VCPrep of  preposition 
ofAdverb
preposition
C/I/082/VCPr my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/I/082/VCNC hometown complement noun
C/I/083/Vcadv really? really? Adverb Adverb
C/I/084 yes, it is
C/I/084/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/084/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/084/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/085/VCMV Will - you -
come – someday
Will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/I/085/VCSP You Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/085/VCVC Come Irregular verb verb
C/I/085/VCadvC Someday adverb Adverb of time
C/I/086 yes,I will
C/I/086/VCNC yes interjection Noun
C/I/086/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/086/VCMV will Auxilary Modal Modal verb
C/I/087/VCNC that's great that's great interjection Noun
C/I/088/VCNC yes, it's
beautiful
yes interjection Noun
C/I/088/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/088/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/088/VCadjC beautiful adjective adjective
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C/I/089 look, This – is -
my cat
C/I/089/VCVC look Regular verb Verb
C/I/089/VCPr This Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/I/089/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/I/089/VCPr my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/I/089/VCNC cat complement noun
C/I/090/VCSP She - is - cute She Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/090/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/I/090/VCadjC Cute adjective adjective
C/I/091 yes, I think
she's cute
C/I/091/VCNC yes Interjection Noun
C/I/091/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/I/091/VCVC think Irregular verb Verb
C/I/091/VCVC she Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/I/091/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/091/VCadjC cute adjective adjective
C/I/092/VCNC what's her
name?
what
Interjection Noun
C/I/092/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/092/VCPr her Possesive 
pronoun Pronoun
C/I/092/VCNC name complement Noun
C/I/093 she's putih
C/I/093/VCSP she Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/I/093/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/I/093/VCNC putih complement Noun
C/I/094/Vcint What a good
name
What a good
name
interjection interjection
C/II/095 Can You Play
the Guitar
Can – you- play
- the guitar?
C/II/095/VCMV Can Auxilary verb Modal verb
C/II/095/VCSP You Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/095/VCVC Play Regular verb verb
C/II/095/VCNC the guitar compliment noun
C/II/096 no, I can't
C/II/096/VCNC no negative Noun
C/II/096/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/096/VCMV can't Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/097 Can – you- play
- the angklung?
C/II/097/VCMV Can Modal auxiliary Modal  verb
C/II/097/VCSP You Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
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C/II/097/VCVC Play Regular verb verb
C/II/097/VCNC the angklung complement noun
C/II/098 yes, I can
C/II/098/VCNC yes interjection Noun
C/II/098/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/098/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/099 can you do it 
now?
C/II/099/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/099/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/099/VCVC do Auxilary verb verb
C/II/099/VCPr it Personal 
pronoun
Object Pronoun
C/II/099/VCadvC now? adver of time adverb
C/II/100 I'm not sure but 
I'll try 
C/II/100/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/100/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/II/100/VCVC not negative Linking verb
C/II/100/VCadjC sure adjective adjective
C/II/100/VCconj but subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/II/100/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/100/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/100/VCVC try Regular verb Verb
C/II/101 Can – you -
come - to the
party
Can Modal auxiliary Auxiliary verb
C/II/101/VCobjvr
b
You Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/II/101/VCVC Come Irregular verb verb
C/II/101/VCPrep to preposition preposition
C/II/101/VCart the article article
C/II/101/VCNC party compliment noun
C/II/102 no, I can't
C/II/102/VCNC no negative noun
C/II/102/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/102/VCMV can't Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/103 can you help
me?
C/II/103/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/103/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/103/VCVC help Regular verb Verb
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C/II/103/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/II/104/VCadvC certainly certainly Adverb Adverb
C/II/105 can you climb a
tree?
C/II/105/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/105/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/105/VCVC climb Regular verb Verb
C/II/105/VCart a article article
C/II/105/VCNC tree complement noun
C/II/106 no, I can't
C/II/106
C/II/106/VCNC no negative noun
C/II/106/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/106/VCMV can't Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/107 will you help me
to bring this
book?
C/II/107/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/107/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/107/VCVC help Regular verb verb
C/II/107/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/II/107/VCinft to bring To infinitive infinitive 
C/II/107/VCNC this book complement noun
C/II/108/VCadjC sure sure adjective adjective
C/II/109 siti, will you
came to my
party?
C/II/109 siti Proper Noun Noun
C/II/109 will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/109 you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/109 came Irregular verb Verb
C/II/109 to Preposition of
Adverb
Preposition
C/II/109 my party complement Noun
C/II/110 ofcourse, I will
C/II/110 of course interjection Noun
C/II/110 i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/110 will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/111 Lina, will you
go to the party
with me?
C/II/111/VCPr lina Proper Noun Pronoun
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C/II/111/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/111/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/111/VCVC go Irregular verb verb
C/II/111/VCPrep to Preposition of
adverb
Preposition
C/II/111/VCNC the party complement noun
C/II/111/Vcconj with conjunction conjunction
C/II/111/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/II/112/VCcom
m
let's go let's go Imperative Command
C/II/113 beni, will you
close the
window?
C/II/113/VCPr beni Proper Noun Pronoun
C/II/113/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/113/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object Pronoun
C/II/113/VCVC close Regular verb verb
C/II/113/VCVC the window? complement verb
C/II/114 I'll do it
C/II/114/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/114/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/114/VCVC do Irregular verb Verb
C/II/114/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/II/115 will you please
pass the salt!
C/II/115/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/II/115/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/115/Vccomm please imperative Command
C/II/115/VCVC pass Regular verb verb
C/II/115/VCNC the salt complement Noun
C/II/116/VCNC here,you are here you are interjection Noun
C/III/117/VCcom
m
Would you like
to come?
come in, please! come in,
please!
Imperrative Command
C/III/118/VCNC thank you. thank you. interjection Noun
C/III/119 please,put the
book on thr
table!
C/III/119/VCcom
m
please Imperrative Command
C/III/119/VCVC put Regular verb Verb
C/III/119/VCart the article article
C/III/119/VCNC book Concrete noun Noun
C/III/119/VCPrep on Preposition of
place
Preposition
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C/III/119/VCart the article article
C/III/119/VCNC table Concrete noun Noun
C/III/120/VCNC allright allright interjection Noun
C/III/121 clean, the
whiteboard, 
please!
C/III/121/VCVC clean Regular verb verb
C/III/121/VCart the article article
C/III/121/VCNC whiteboard Concrete noun Noun
C/III/121/VCcom
m
please Imperrative Command
C/III/122 yes, ma'am
C/III/122/VCNC yes interjection Noun
C/III/122/VCNC ma'am Concrete noun Noun
C/III/123 please, open the
window!
C/III/123/VCcom
m
please Imperrative Command
C/III/123/VCVC open Regular verb verb
C/III/123/Vcart the article article
C/III/123/VCNC window! Concrete noun Noun
C/III/124/VCNC of course of course interjection Noun
C/III/125 let's go to the
canteen
C/III/125/VCcom
m
let's go Imperrative Command
C/III/125/VCPrep to Preposition of
adverb
Preposition
C/III/125/VCart the article article
C/III/125/VCadv
C
canteen Adverb of place Adverb
C/III/126/VCNC okay okay interjection Noun
C/III/127 will you join us
to the library?
C/III/127/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/127/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/127/VCVC join Regular verb verb
C/III/127/VCPr us Pronoun Pronoun
C/III/127/VCPrep to Preposition of
adverb
Preposition
C/III/127/Vcart the article article
C/III/127/VCNC library Concrete noun Noun
C/III/128 ok, but wait a
minute.
C/III/128/VCNC okay interjection Noun
C/III/128/VCVC wait Regular verb Verb
C/III/128/VCart a article article
C/III/128/VCNC minute Concrete noun Noun
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C/II/129 please, come
with me to see
the principal!
C/II/129/VCcom
m
please Imperrative Command
C/III/129/VCVC come Regular verb Verb 
C/III/129/VCconj with conjunction conjunction
C/III/129/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/III/129/VCinft to see To infinitive infinitive 
C/III/129/VCart the article article
C/III/129/VCNC principal Concrete noun Noun
C/III/130 sorry, I'm busy
C/III/130/VCadjC sorry adjective Adjective
C/III/130/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/130/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/III/130/VCAdj
C
busy adjective adjective
C/III/131 can I join you?
C/III/131/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/131/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/131/VCVC join Regular verb verb
C/III/131/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/132 sure, please
come with me
C/III/132/VCadjC sure adjective adjective
C/III/132/VCcom
m
please Imperrative Command
C/III/132/VCVC come Regular verb verb
C/III/132/VCconj with conjunction conjunction
C/III/132/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/III/133/VCcom
m
don't be late don't be late Imperrative Command
C/III/134/VCSP I won't. i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/134/VCMV won't Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/135 don't open it
here, please
C/III/135/VCVC don't Auxilary verb verb
C/III/135/VCVC open Regular verb verb
C/III/135/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/135/VCadv
C
here Adverb Adverb
C/III/135/VCcom
m
please Imperrative Command
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C/III/136/VCadjC ok ok adjective adjective
C/III/137 you don't have
to buy anything
for me.
C/III/137/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/137/VCVC don't Auxilary verb verb
C/III/137/VCVC have Irregular verb verb
C/III/137/VCinft to buy To infinitive infinitive 
C/III/137/VCNC anything complement noun
C/III/137/VCPrep for Preposition preposition
C/III/137/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/III/138 it's not a big
deal.
C/III/138/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/138/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/138/VCadjC not negative adjective
C/III/138/VCart a article article
C/III/138/VCadjC big adjective adjective
C/III/138/VCcom
m
deal complement Noun
C/III/139 don't tell lina
that we will give
her a special
gift.
C/III/139/VCVC don't Auxilary verb Verb
C/III/139/VCVC tell Irregular verb Verb
C/II/139/VCNC lina Proper Noun Noun
C/III/139/VCconj that conjunction conjunction
C/III/139/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/139/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/139/VCVC give Irregular verb Verb
C/III/139/VCPr her Object Pronoun Possesive noun
C/III/139/Vcart a article article
C/III/139/VCadjC special adjective adjective
C/III/139/VCNC gift Abstract Noun Noun
C/III/140/VCadjC sure sure adjective adjective
C/III/141 hello, good
morning
C/III/141/VCNC hello interjection Noun
C/III/141/VCNC good 
morning
complement Noun 
C/III/142 this is udin
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C/III/142 this Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/III/142/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/143/VCNC oh, hi udin oh interjection noun
C/III/143/VCNC hi interjection noun
C/III/143/VCNC udin Proper Noun Noun
C/III/144/VCNC good morning good 
morning
complement Noun
C/III/145 what can I do
for you?
C/III/145/VCIP what Interrogative Interrogative 
Particle
C/III/145/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/145/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/145/VCVC do Auxilary verb Verb
C/III/145/VCPrep for Preposition of
adverb
Preposition
C/III/145/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/146 I just received
an invitation
card for your
birthday.
C/III/146/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/II/146/VCconj just conjunction conjunction
C/II/146/VCVC received Regular verb verb
C/III/146/VCart an article article
C/III/146/VCNC invitation 
card
complement noun
C/III/146/VCPrep for Preposition of
adverb
preposition
C/III/146/VCPr your Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/146/VCNC birthday complement noun
C/III/147 you are coming,
aren't you?
C/III/147/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/147/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/III/147/VCVC coming Irregular verb Verb
C/III/147/VCVC aren't tobe Linking verb
C/III/147/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/148 yes, I am
C/III/148/VCNC yes interjection noun
C/III/148/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/148/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/III/149 thanks for
inviting me
C/III/149/VCNC thanks complement noun
C/III/149/VCPrep for Preposition Preposition
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C/III/149/VCVC inviting Regular verb verb
C/III/149/VCPr me Object Pronoun Pronoun
C/III/150/VCNC no problem no problem interjection Noun
C/III/151 oh ya, Don‟t -
forget - the
dress code-ok
C/III/151/VCNC oh ya interjection Noun
C/III/151/VCcom
m
Don‟t Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/151/VCVC Forget Irregular verb Verb
C/III/151/VCNC the dress
code
Noun phrase Noun
C/III/151/VCint Glad to hear
it
interjection Interjection
C/III/151/Vcart the article article
C/III/151/VCNC dress Concrete noun noun
C/III/151/VCNC code complement noun
C/III/151/VCadjC ok adjective adjective
C/III/152 I'm still
thinking about
it actually
C/III/152/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/152/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/III/152/VCMV still Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/152/VCVC thinking Irregular verb Verb
C/III/152/VCPrep about Preposition Preposition
C/III/152/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun
Objecr pronoun
C/III/152/VCadv
C
actually adverb adverb
C/III/153 be there and
don't be late
C/III/153/VCadjC be there Adjective 
phrase
adjective
C/III/153/VCconj and conjunction conjunction
C/III/153/VCVC don‟t Auxilary verb verb
C/III/153/VCadjC be late Adjective 
phrase
adjhective
C/III/154/VCSP I'll do my best I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/154/VCMV Will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/154/VCVC do Irregular verb verb
C/III/154/VCPr my Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/154/VCadjC best adjective adjective
C/III/155 allright, see you
soon!
C/III/155/VCadjC allright adjective adjective
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C/III/155/VCVC see Irregular verb verb
C/III/155/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/III/155/VCSP soon complement noun
C/III/156 hi udin, how are 
you?
C/III/156/VCNC hi interjection Noun
C/III/156/VCSP udin Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/III/156/VCIP how Interrogative Interrogative Particle
C/III/156/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/III/156/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun Object pronoun
C/III/157 I'm fine
C/III/157/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun Subject pronoun
C/III/157/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/III/157/VCadJ
C
fine
adjective adjective
C/III/158 Glad to hear it
C/III/158/VCadjC glad
adjective adjective
C/III/158/Vcinft to hear To infinitive infinitive 
C/III/158/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun Object pronoun
C/III/159 by the way,
Have – you -
received - a
birthday 
invitation -
from -Lina
C/III/159/VCint By the way interjection Interjection
C/III/159/VCVC Have Modal auxiliary Auxiliary verb
C/III/159/VCOP You Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/159/VCVC Received Regular verb Verb
C/III/159/VCNC a birthday
invitation
Noun phrase Noun
C/III/159/VCPrep from preposition Preposition
C/III/159/VCNC Lina complement Noun
C/III/160 yes, I have
C/III/160/VCNC yes interjection Noun
C/III/160/VCVC i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/160 have Irregular verb verb
C/III/161 will you come
then?
C/III/161/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/161/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/161/VCVC come Irregular verb verb
C/III/161/Vcconj then conjunction conjunction
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C/III/162 I - ‟m - afraid -
I - can‟t -
because I‟ll -
have -a
badminton 
competition on -
that -day
C/III/162/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/162/VCVC ‟m To be Linking verb
C/III/162/VCadjC Afraid adjective Adjective
C/III/162/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/162/VCMV ‟ll Modal auxiliary Auxiliary verb
C/III/162/VCVC have Irregular verb Verb
C/III/162/VCNC A badminton
competition
Noun phrase Noun
C/III/162/VCPrep on preposition Preposition
C/III/162/VCPr that Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/162/VCadv
C
day adverb Adverb of time
C/III/163 let's buy a
birthday gift for
her
C/III/163/VCcom
m
let's Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/163/VCVC buy Irregular verb Verb
C/III/163/VCart a article article
C/III/163/VCNC birthday complement Noun
C/III/163/VCNC gift Concrete noun Noun
C/III/163/VCPrep for Preposition Preposition
C/III/163/VCPr her Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/164 I hope you don't
mind giving it
to her on her
birthday
C/III/164/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/164/VCVC hope Regular verb verb
C/III/164/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/164/VCVC don't Auxilary verb verb
C/III/164/VCNC mind Abstract Noun noun
C/III/164/VCVC giving Irregular verb verb
C/III/164/VCPr it Personal 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/164/VCPrep to Preposition Preposition
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C/III/164/VCPr her Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/164/VCPrep on Preposition Preposition
C/III/164/VCPr her Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/164/VCNC birthday Concrete noun noun
C/III/165/VCNC of course of course interjection noun
C/III/166/VCcom
m
let's go then let's go Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/166/VCconj then conjunction conjunction
C/III/167/VCadjC okay okay adjective adjective
C/III/168 let's prepare the
gift for lina
C/III/168/VCcom
m
let's Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/168/VCVC prepare Regular verb verb
C/III/168/Vcart the article article
C/III/168/VCNC gift Concrete noun noun
C/III/168/VCPrep for Preposition Preposition
C/III/168/VCOP lina Proper pronoun Object pronoun
C/III/169 do you see my
jacket?
C/III/169/VCVC do Auxilary verb verb
C/III/169/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/169/VCVC see Irregular verb verb
C/III/169/VCPr my Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/III/169/VCNC jacket Concrete noun noun
C/III/170 is it yours?
C/III/170/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/170/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/170/VCPr yours Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/171 no, it's edo's
jacket.
C/III/171/VCNC no negative noun
C/III/171/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/171/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/171/VCPr edo's Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/171/VCNC jacket Concrete noun noun
C/III/172 our jacket are
same but the
sizes are
different
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C/III/172/VCPr our Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/172/VCNC jacket Concrete noun Noun
C/III/172/VCVC are tobe lingking verb
C/III/172/VCadjC same adjective adjective
C/III/172/VCadjC same adjective adjective
C/III/172/VCconj but conjunction conjunction
C/III/172/VCart the article article
C/III/172/VCadjC sizes adjective adjective
C/III/172/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/III/172/VCadjC different adjective adjective
C/III/173 I don't have
scissors
C/III/173/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/173/VCVC don't Auxilary verb verb
C/III/173/VCVC have Irregular verb verb
C/III/173/VCNC scissors Concrete noun noun
C/III/174 here, I bring it. 
C/III/174/VCadv
C
here advderb adverb
C/III/174/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/174/VCVC bring Irregular verb verb
C/III/174/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/175 You can use
mine
C/III/175/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/175/VCMV can Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/175/VCVC use Regular verb verb
C/III/175/VCPr mine Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/176 may I wash my
hands
C/III/176/VCMV may Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/176/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/176/VCVC wash Regular verb verb
C/III/176/VCPr my Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/III/176/VCNC hands Concrete noun noun
C/III/177/VCadv
C
certainly certainly adverb adverb
C/III/178 Would – you -
like -to bring -
me - our -
ribbon
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C/III/178/VCMV would Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/178/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/178/VCVC like Regular verb VErb
C/III/178/VCinft to bring To infinitive infinitive 
C/III/178/VCPr me Object Pronoun pronoun
C/III/178/VCPr our Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/178/VCNC ribbon Concrete noun noun
C/III/179 here, you are
C/III/179/VCadv
C
here Advervb adverb
C/III/179/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/179/VCVC are Linking verb verb
C/III/180/VCNC excuse me excuse me interjection Noun
C/III/181 oh, hi udin
C/III/181/VCadjC oh interjection adjective
C/III/181/VCNC hi interjection Noun
C/III/181/VCOP udin Proper pronoun Object pronoun
C/III/182 come in,please
C/III/182 come in Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/182 please Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/183 thank you. thank you. interjection noun
C/III/184 wow wow interjection noun
C/III/185 there are so
many people
here
C/III/185/VCPr there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/III/185/VCVC are toibe Linking verb
C/III/185/VCconj so conjunction conjunction
C/III/185/VCadv
C
many adverb adverb
C/III/185/VCNC people Concrete noun noun
C/III/185/VCadv
C
here adverb adverb
C/III/186 it seems that the
party has just
begun.
C/III/186/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/186/VCVC seems Regular verb verb
C/III/186/VCconj that conjunction conjunction
C/III/186/Vcart the article article
C/III/186/VCVC party Abstract Noun noun
C/III/186/VCVC has Irregular verb verb
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C/III/186/VCconj just conjunction conjunction
C/III/186/VCVC begun Irregular verb verb
C/III/187 not yet actually
C/III/187/VCadv
C
not yet adverb adverb
C/III/187/VCadv
C
actually adverb adverb
C/III/188 we've been
waiting for you
C/III/188/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/188/VCVC have been tobe Linking verb
C/III/188/VCVC waiting Regular verb verb
C/III/188/VCPrep for Preposition Preposition
C/III/188/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/189/VCadv
C
really really adverb adverb
C/III/190 yes, could you
put your jacket
over there on
the hanger?
C/III/190/VCNC yes interjection noun
C/III/190/VCMV could Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/190/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/190/VCVC put Regular verb verb
C/III/190/VCPr your Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/III/190/VCPr jacket Concrete noun pronoun
C/III/190/VCadjC over adjective adjective
C/III/190/VCNC there Demonstrative 
pronoun
noun
C/III/190/VCPrep on preposition Preposition
C/III/190/Vcart the article article
C/III/190/VCNC hanger Concrete noun noun
C/III/191 oh yes, sure
C/III/191/VCNC oh yes interjection noun
C/III/191/VCadjC sure adjective adjective
C/III/192 and what's this
paper for?
C/III/192/VCconj and Coordinate 
cunjuntion
Cunjunction
C/III/192/VCIP what Imperative 
sentence
Imperrative 
particle
C/III/192/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/192/VCPr this Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
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C/III/192/VCNC paper Concrete noun noun
C/III/192/VCPrep for Preposition Preposition
C/III/193 please write
down your
name here
C/III/193/VCcom
m
please Imperative 
sentence
Command
C/III/193/VCVC write Irregular verb verb
C/III/193/VCadjC down adjective adjective
C/III/193/VCPr your Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/III/193/VCNC paper Concrete noun noun
C/III/193/VCadv
C
here adverb adverb
C/III/194 ok,but I don't
bring any pen,
may I borrow
yours?
C/III/194/VCNC okay interjection noun
C/III/194/Vcconj but subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/III/194/VCVC don't Auxilary verb verb
C/III/194/VCVC bring Irregular verb verb
C/III/194/VCadjC any adjective adjective
C/III/194/VCNC pen Concrete noun noun
C/III/194/VCMV may Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/194/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/194/VCVC borrow Regular verb verb
C/III/194/VCPr yours Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/III/195 sure, here it is
C/III/195/VCadjC sure adjective adjective
C/III/195/VCadv
C
here adverb adverb
C/III/195/VCOP it Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/195/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/196/VCNC thank you. thank you. interjection noun
C/III/197 by the way,
happy birthday!
C/III/197/VCNC By the way interjection Noun
C/III/197/VCNC happy 
birthday
complement Noun
C/III/198 nothing I could
say but
everything for
your best
always
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C/III/198/VCNC nothing Abstract Noun noun
C/III/198/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/198/VCMV could Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/III/198/VCVC say Irregular verb Verb
C/III/198/Vcconj but subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/III/198/VCNC everything Abstract Noun noun
C/III/198/VCPrep for preposition Preposition
C/III/198/VCPr your Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/III/198/VCadjC best adjective adjective
C/III/198/VCadv
C
always adverb of
frequency
adverb
C/III/199 it's very kind of
you
C/III/199/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/III/199/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/III/199/VCadv
C
very adverb adverb
C/III/199/VCadjC kind adjective adjective
C/III/199/VCPrep of Preposition Preposition
C/III/199/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/III/200 thanks a lot,Ben
C/III/200/VCNC thanks a lot interjection noun
C/III/200/VCPr ben Proper noun pronoun
C/III/201 let's start the
party then
C/III/201/VCcom
m
let's Imperative Command
C/III/201/VCVC start Regular verb verb
C/III/201/VCart the article article
C/III/201/VCNC party Concrete noun noun
C/III/201/VCconj then subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/III/202/VCadjC ok ok adjective adjective
C/IV/203 You are
Invited!
this is lina's
birthday 
invitation card.
C/IV/203/VCPr this Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IV/203/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/IV/203/VCPr lina's Possesive 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/IV/203/VCNC birthday Concrete noun Noun
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C/IV/203/VCNC invitation 
card
Concrete noun Noun
C/IV/204 who is invited to 
the party?
C/IV/204/VCIP who Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/IV/204/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/IV/204/VCVC invited Regular verb verb
C/IV/204/VCPrep to preposition Preposition
C/IV/204/VCart the article article
C/IV/204/VCNC party Concrete noun noun
C/IV/205 how old is lina?
C/IV/205/VCinter how old Interrogative Interrogative 
C/IV/205/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/IV/205/VCSP lina Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/IV/206 who celebrate
the birthday?
C/IV/206/VCIP who Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/IV/206/VCVC celebrate Regular verb verb
C/IV/206/VCart the article article
C/IV/206/VCNC birthday Concrete noun Noun
C/IV/207 when will the
party begin?
C/IV/207/VCIP when Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/IV/207/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/IV/207/VCart the article article
C/IV/207/VCNC party Concrete noun Noun
C/IV/207/VCVC begin Irregular verb verb
C/IV/208 where will the
party begin?
C/IV/208/VCIP where Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/IV/208/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/IV/208/VCart the article article
C/IV/208/VCNC party Concrete noun Noun
C/IV/208/VCNC begin Irregular verb verb
C/IV/209 let's take a
break!
C/IV/209/Vccom
m
let's Imperrative Command
C/IV/209/VCVC take Irregular verb verb
C/IV/209/VCart a article article
C/IV/209/VCVC break Irregular verb verb
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C/IV/210 now, I'll show
you some
greeting cards
that my
classmate and I
made for lina
C/IV/210/VCadv
C
now adverb adverb
C/IV/210/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/IV/210/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/IV/210/VCVC show Regular verb verb
C/IV/210/VCOP you Personal 
pronoun
Object pronoun
C/IV/210/VCPr some Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/IV/210/VCNC greeting Abstract Noun Noun
C/IV/210/VCNC cards Concrete noun noun
C/IV/210/VCconj that subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/IV/210/VCPr my Possesive 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IV/210/VCNC classmate Concrete noun noun
C/IV/210/VCconj and subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/IV/210/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/IV/210/VCVC made Irregular verb verb
C/IV/210/VCPrep for preposition Preposition
C/IV/210/VCOP lina Proper noun Object pronoun
C/IV/211 here they are!
C/IV/211/VCadv
C
here adverb adverb
C/IV/211/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/IV/211/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/IV/212 will udin come 
to the party?
C/IV/212/VCMV will Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/IV/212/VCSP udin Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/IV/212/VCVC come Irregular verb verb
C/IV/212/VCPrep to preposition Preposition
C/IV/212/VCart the article article
C/IV/212/VCNC party Concrete noun Noun
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C/IV/213 here are other
examples of
greeting cards
C/IV/213/VCadv
C
here adverb adverb
C/IV/213/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/IV/213/VCNC other Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/IV/213/VCNC examples Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/IV/213/VCPrep of preposition Preposition
C/IV/213/VCNC greeting 
cards
Concrete noun Noun
C/V/214 My Uncle is a
Zookeeper
How many
visitors are
there in the
zoo?
C/V/214/VCIP how Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/V/214/VCNC many Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/214/VCNC visitors Concrete noun Noun
C/V/214/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/V/214/VCNC there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/214/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/214/VCart the article article
C/V/214/VCNC zoo Concrete noun Noun
C/V/215 there are few
visitors in the
zoo.
C/V/215/VCNC there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/215/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/V/215/VCNC few Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/215/VCNC visitors Concrete noun Noun
C/V/215/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/215/VCart the article article
C/V/215/VCNC zoo Concrete noun noun
C/V/216 how much food
does the
elephant eat?
C/V/216/VCinter how much Interrogative Interrogative 
C/V/216/VCNC food Concrete noun noun
C/V/216/VCVC does Auxilary verb verb
C/V/216/VCart the article article
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C/V/216/VCNC elephant Concrete noun noun
C/V/216/VCVC eat Irregular verb verb
C/V/217 not much, just
half a bucket of
food
C/V/217/VCNC not much Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/217/VCNC just Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun 
C/V/217/VCadjC half adjective adjective
C/V/217/VCart a article article
C/V/217/VCNC bucket Concrete noun Noun
C/V/217/VCPrep of preposition Preposition
C/V/217/VCNC food Concrete noun noun
C/V/218 How -much-
water -do -the
horses -drink?
C/V/218/VCinter How much Interrogative Interrogative 
C/V/218/VCNC water Concrete noun Noun
C/V/218/VCVC does auxilarry verb verb
C/V/218/VCart the article article
C/V/218/VCNC horses Concrete noun noun
C/V/218/VCVC drink Irregular verb verb
C/V/219/VCSP They -drink -a
lot of -water
they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/219/VCart a article article
C/V/219/VCNC lot Demonstrative 
pronoun
noun
C/V/219/VCPrep of preposition Preposition
C/V/219/VCNC water Concrete noun Noun
C/V/220/VCIP How- many
–zookeepers- 
are –there- in -
the zoo? 
how Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/V/220/VCNC many Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/220/VCNC zookeepers Concrete noun Noun
C/V/220/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/V/220/VCadvC there adverb adverb
C/V/220/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/220/VCart the article article
C/V/220/VCNC zoo Concrete noun noun
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C/V/221 There -aren‟t -
many -
zookeepers –in-
the zoo
C/V/221/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/221/VCVC aren't Auxilary verb verb
C/V/221/VCNC many Demonstrative 
pronoun
Noun
C/V/221/VCNC zookeepers Concrete noun Noun
C/V/221/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/221/VCart the article article
VCNC zoo Concrete noun Noun
C/V/222 what do
zookepers do?
C/V/222/VCIP what Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/V/222/VCVC do Auxilary verb verb
C/V/222/VCNC zookeper Concrete noun noun
C/V/222/VCVC do Auxilary verb verb
C/V/223 He- feeds -the
animals -
everyday
C/V/223/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/223/VCVC feeds Regular verb verb
C/V/223/VCNC the animal Noun phrase noun
C/V/223/VCadvC everyday adverb of time adverb
C/V/224 She -prepares -
foods -and
–drinks- for -
the animals -
every morning
C/V/224/VCSP she Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/224/VCSP prepares Regular verb verb
C/V/224/VCNC foods Concrete noun noun
C/V/224/VCconj and subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/V/224/VCNC drinks Concrete noun noun
C/V/224/VCPrep for preposition Preposition
C/V/224/VCNC the animal Noun phrase noun
C/V/224/VCNC every 
morning
complement noun
C/V/225 They- clean- the
animal‟s cages -
every morning
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C/V/225/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/225/VCVC clean Regular verb verb
C/V/225/VCart the article article
C/V/225/VCNC animal's 
cages
Noun phrase Noun
C/V/225/VCNC every 
morning
complement noun
C/V/226 they was the
animals 
everyday
C/V/226/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/226/VCVC was tobe Linking verb
C/V/226/VCart the article article
C/V/226/VCNC animals Concrete noun noun
C/V/226/VCadvC everyday adverb
C/V/227 She -takes care
of -sick animals- C/V/227/VCSP she Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/227/VCVC takes care Irregular verb Verb
C/V/227/VCPrep of preposition Preposition
C/V/227/VCadjC sick adjective adjective
C/V/227/VCNC animals Concrete noun Noun
C/V/227/VCadvC regularly adverb adverb
C/V/228 He -regularly -
repairs -the
animals cages
C/V/228/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/228/VCadvC regularly adverb adverb
C/V/228/VCVC repairs Regular verb verb
C/V/228/VCart the article article
C/V/228/VCNC animal's 
cages
Noun phrase noun
C/V/229 what do the
animals eat?
C/V/229/VCIP what Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/V/229/VCVC do Auxilary verb verb
C/V/229/VCart the article article
C/V/229/VCNC animals Concrete noun noun
C/V/229/VCVC eat Irregular verb verb
C/V/230 The elephant -
eats -a lot of -
grass -in the
morning -and -
the afternoon
C/V/230/VCart the article article
C/V/230/VCNC elephant Concrete noun noun
C/V/230/VCVC eats Irregular verb verb
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C/V/230/VCNC a lot of Noun phrase Noun
C/V/230/VCNC grass Concrete noun Noun
C/V/230/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/230/VCart the article article
C/V/230/VCadjC morning adjective adjective
C/V/230/VCconj and subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/V/230/VCart the article article
C/V/230/VCadjC afternoon adjective adjective
C/V/231 The tigers -eat -
a lot of -meat -
in the morning -
and -the
afternoon
C/V/231/VCart the article article
C/V/231/VCNC tigers Concrete noun noun
C/V/231/VCVC eat Irregular verb verb
C/V/231/VCNC a lot of Noun phrase Noun
C/V/231/VCNC meat Concrete noun noun
C/V/231/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/231/VCart the article article
C/V/231/VCadjC morning adjective adjective
C/V/231/VCconj and subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/V/231/VCart the article article
C/V/231/VCadjC afternoon adjective adjective
C/V/232/VCart The bears -eat -
a lot of -fresh
fish -day -and -
night
the article article
C/V/232/VCNC bears Concrete noun noun
C/V/232/VCVC eat Irregular verb Verb
C/V/232/VCNC a lot of Noun phrase noun
C/V/232/VCadjC fresh adjective adjective
C/V/232/VCNC fish Concrete noun noun
C/V/232/VCNC day and
night
Noun phrase Noun
C/V/232
C/V/233 the Monkey-
often- eats -
banana -and -
peanuts
C/V/233/VCart the article article
C/V/233/VCNC monkey Concrete noun noun
C/V/233/VCadv often adverb of
frequency
adverrb
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C/V/233/VCVC eats Irregular verb verb
C/V/233/VCNC banana Concrete noun noun
C/V/233/VCconj and subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/V/233/VCNC peanuts Concrete noun noun
C/V/234 The deer -eats -
grass
C/V/234/VCart the article article
C/V/234/VCNC deer Concrete noun noun
C/V/234/VCVC eats Irregular verb Verb
C/V/234/VCNC grass Concrete noun Noun
C/V/235 The cat -eats -
rice -with -fish
C/V/235/VCart the article article
C/V/235/VCNC cat Concrete noun noun
C/V/235/VCVC eats Irregular verb verb
C/V/235/VCNC rice Concrete noun noun
C/V/235/Vcconj with subordinate 
conjunction
conjunction
C/V/235/VCNC fish Concrete noun noun
C/V/236 How many- cats
-are -there -in
the backyard?
C/V/236/VCNC how many Noun phrase noun
C/V/236/VCNC cats Concrete noun noun
C/V/236/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/V/236/VCadvC there Demonstrative 
pronoun
adverb
C/V/236/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/236/VCart the article article
C/V/236/VCadvC backyard adverb adverb
C/V/237 there are two
cats in the
backyard
C/V/237/VCadvC there Demonstrative 
pronoun
adverb
C/V/237/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/V/237/VCNC two Noun noun
C/V/237/VCNC cats Concrete noun noun
C/V/237/VCPrep in preposition Preposition
C/V/237/Vcart the article article
C/V/237/VCadvC backyard adverb adverb
C/V/238 what time do
you get up?
C/V/238/VCNC what time Noun phrase noun
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C/V/238/VCVC do Auxilary verb verb
C/V/238/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/238/VCVC get up Verb verb
C/V/239 I get up at 5
o'clock
C/V/239/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/239/VCVC get up Verb verb
C/V/239/VCPrep at preposition Preposition
C/V/239/VCNC 5 noun noun
C/V/239/VCNC o'clock Abstract Noun noun
C/V/240 I get up at 4.30
a.m
C/V/240/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/V/240/VCVC get up Verb verb
C/V/240/VCPrep at preposition Preposition
C/V/240/VCNC 4.30 a.m Noun Noun
C/VI/241 What are you
doing?
siti is mopping
the floor
C/VI/241/VCSP siti Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/VI/241/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/VI/241/VCVC mopping Regular Verb verb
C/VI/241/VCart the article article
C/VI/241/VCNV floor Concrete noun noun
C/VI/242 lina is erasing
the whiteboard
C/VI/242/VCSP lina Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/VI/242/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/VI/242/VCVC erasing Irregular verb verb
C/VI/242/VCart the article article
C/VI/242/VCNV whiteboard Concrete noun Noun
C/VI/243 beni is sweeping
the floor
C/VI/243/VCSP beni Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/VI/243/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/VI/243/VCVC sweeping Irregular verb verb
C/VI/243/VCart the article article
C/VI/243/VCNC floor Concrete noun noun
C/VI/244 udin is putting
the book into
the shelf
C/VI/244/VCSP udin Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/VI/244/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
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C/VI/244/VCVC putting Regular Verb verb
C/VI/244/VCart the article article
C/VI/244/VCNC book Concrete noun noun
C/VI/244/VCPrep into preposition Preposition
C/VI/244/VCart the article article
C/VI/244/VCNC shelf Concrete noun noun
C/VI/245 dayu is
throwing the
rubbish into the
trashcan
C/VI/245/VCSP dayu Proper noun Subject pronoun
C/VI/245/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/VI/245/VCVC throwing Irregular verb verb
C/VI/245/VCart the article article
C/VI/245/VCNC rubbish Concrete noun Noun
C/VI/245/VCPrep into preposition Preposition
C/VI/245/VCPrep the article article
C/VI/245/VCNC trashcan Concrete noun Noun
C/VI/246 what are you
doing edo?
C/VI/246/VCIP what Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/VI/246/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/VI/246/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/246/VCVC doing Auxilary verb verb
C/VI/246/VCNC edo Proper noun noun
C/VI/247 I am drawing a
picture
C/VI/247/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/247/VCVC am tobe Linking verb
C/VI/247/VCVC drawing Irregular verb verb
C/VI/247/VCVC a article article
C/VI/247/VCart picture Concrete noun Noun
C/VI/248 what are they
doing?
C/VI/248/VCIP what Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/VI/248/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
C/VI/248/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/248/VCVC doing Auxilary verb verb
C/VI/249 they are playing
basketball
C/VI/249/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/249/VCVC are tobe Linking verb
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C/VI/249/VCVC playing Regular Verb verb
C/VI/249/VCNC basketball Concrete noun noun
C/VI/250 what is he
doing?
C/VI/250/VCIP what Imperrative Imperrative 
particle
C/VI/250/VCVC is tobe Linking verb
C/VI/250/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/250/VCVC doing Auxilary verb verb
C/VI/251 he is reading a
book
C/VI/251/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/251/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/251/VCVC reading regular verb verb
C/VI/251/VCNC a book noun phrase noun
C/VI/252 what are you
doing?
C/VI/252 what Interogative interrogative
C/VI/252 are to be linking verb
C/VI/252 you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/252 doing irregular verb verb
C/VI/253 I am writing
letter
C/VI/253 i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/253 am to be linking verb
C/VI/253 writing irregular verb verb
C/VI/253 letter compliment noun
C/VI/254 is the woman
talking to the
boys?
C/VI/254 is to be linking verb
C/VI/254 the woman noun phrase noun
C/VI/254 talking to regular verb verb
C/VI/254 the boys noun phrase noun
C/VI/255 yes, she is
talking to them
C/VI/255 yes interjection interjection
C/VI/255 she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/255 is to be linking verb
C/VI/255 talking to regular verb verb
C/VI/255 them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VI/256 are you telling
udin the story?
C/VI/256 are to be linking verb
C/VI/256 you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/256 telling regular verb verb
C/VI/256 udin concrete noun noun
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C/VI/256 the story noun phrase noun
C/VI/257 yes interjection interjection
C/VI/257 i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/257 am to be linking verb
C/VI/257 telling regular verb verb
C/VI/257 him personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VI/257 the story noun phrase noun
C/VI/258 are they calling
you?
C/VI/258/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VI/258/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/258/VCVC calling regular verb verb
C/VI/258/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/259 no, they aren't
calling me
C/VI/259/VCINT no interjection interjection
C/VI/259/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/259/VCVC aren't to be linking verb
C/VI/259/VCVC calling regular verb verb
C/VI/259/VCSP me personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/260 are they looking
at us?
C/VI/260/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VI/260/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/260/VCVC looking regular verb verb
C/VI/260/VCADV at adverb adverb of place
C/VI/260/VCOBJ
PRO
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VI/261 no, they aren't
looking at us
C/VI/261/VCINT no intejection interjection
C/VI/261/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/261/VCVC aren't to be linking verb
C/VI/261/VCVC looking regular verb verb
C/VI/261/VCADV at adverb adverb of place
C/VI/261/VCOBJ
PRO
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VI/262 is the man
staring at the
woman?
C/VI/262/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/262/VCNC the man noun phrase noun
C/VI/257 yes, I am telling
him the story
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C/VI/262/VCVC staring regular verb verb
C/VI/262/VCADV at adverb adverb of place
C/VI/262/VCNC the woman noun phrase noun
C/VI/263 yes, he is
staring at her
C/VI/263/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/VI/263/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/263/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/263/VCVC staring regular verb verb
C/VI/263/VCADV at adverb adverb of place
C/VI/263/VCSP her personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/264 is beni giving
edo a present?
C/VI/264/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/264/VCNC beni concrete noun noun
C/VI/264/VCVC giving regular verb verb
C/VI/264/VCNC edo concrete noun noun
C/VI/264/VCNC a present noun phrase noun
C/VI/265 yes, he is giving
him a present.
C/VI/265/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/VI/265/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/265/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/265/VCVC giving regular verb verb
C/VI/265/VCSP him personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/265/VCNC a present noun phrase noun
C/VI/266 my mother is
watering the
plants.
C/VI/266/VCOBJ
PRO
my personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VI/266/VCNV mother concrete noun noun
C/VI/266/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/266/VCNC watering regular verb verb
C/VI/266 the plant noun phrase noun
C/VI/267 my father is
cooking 
spaghetti
C/VI/267/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/267/VCNC father concrete noun noun
C/VI/267/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/267/VCVC cooking regular verb verb
C/VI/267/VCNC spaghetti unconcrete 
noun
noun
C/VI/268 my brother is
washing his
bicycle
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C/VI/268/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/268/VCVC brother concrete noun noun
C/VI/268/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/268/VCVC washing regular verb verb
C/VI/268/VCSP his personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/268/VCNC bicycle unconcrete 
noun
noun
C/VI/269 my sister is
sweeping the
floor
C/VI/269/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/269/VCNC sister concrete noun noun
C/VI/269/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/269/VCVC sweeping regular verb verb
C/VI/269/VCNC the floor noun phrase noun
C/VI/270 what are your
parents doing?
C/VI/270/VCINT
RO
what introgative introgative
C/VI/270/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VI/270/VCSP your personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/270/VCNC parents concrete noun noun
C/VI/270/VCNC doing noun phrase noun
C/VI/271 my father is
playing 
badminton
C/VI/271/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/271/VCNV father concrete noun noun
C/VI/271/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/271/VCNC playing regular verb noun
C/VI/271/VCADV badminton adverb adverb
C/VI/272 my mother is
reading 
magazine
C/VI/272/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/272/VCNC mother concrete noun noun
C/VI/272/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/272/VCVC reading regular verb verb
C/VI/272/VCNC magazine unconcrete 
noun
noun
C/VI/273 what are you
doing?
C/VI/273/VCINT
RO
what introgative introgative
C/VI/273/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VI/273/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/273/VCVC doing regular verb verb
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C/VI/274 I am watering
the plant
because there's
no raining for
couple days
C/VI/274/VCSP I personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/274/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/VI/274/VCVC wearing regular verb verb
C/VI/274/VCNC the plant noun phrase noun
C/VI/274/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VI/274/VCPRO there demontrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/274/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/274/VCINT no interjection interjection
C/VI/274/VCVC raining regular verb verb
C/VI/274/VCPrep for preposition preposition
C/VI/274/VCADV couple days adverb adverb of time
C/VI/275/VCINT that's great interjection interjection
C/VI/275/ what are you
doing?
C/VI/275/VCINT
RO
what introgative introgative
C/VI/275/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VI/275/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/275/VCVC doing regular verb verb
C/VI/276 I am feeding the
rabbit because
my mother gave
me a carrot for
it this morning
C/VI/276/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/276/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/VI/276/VCVC feeding regular verb verb
C/VI/276/VCNC the rabbit noun phrase noun
C/VI/276/VCConj because conjunction conjunction
C/VI/276/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/276/VCNC mother concrete noun noun
C/VI/276/VCVC gave irregular verb verb
C/VI/276/VCSP me personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/276/VCNC a carrot noun phrase noun
C/VI/276/VCPrep for preposition preposition
C/VI/276/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
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C/VI/276/VCADV this morning adverb adverb of time
C/VI/277/VCINT thanks interjection interjection
C/VI/278 give her my
gratitude
C/VI/278/VCVC give irregular verb verb
C/VI/278/VCOBJ her personal 
pronoun
object of verb
C/VI/278/VCPr my personal 
pronoun
possessive 
pronoun
C/VI/278/VCNC gratitude abstract noun
C/VI/279 what are you
doing?
C/VI/279/VCPR what interrogative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/279/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VI/279/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/279/VCVC doing regular verb verb
C/VI/280 there will be a
test after the
break, so I'm
reading a book
at the library
during the
break time
C/VI/280/VCConj there conjunction conjunction
C/VI/280/VCVC will be modal verb
C/VI/280/VCART a article article
C/VI/280/VCNC test abstract noun noun
C/VI/280/VCCO
NJ
after conjunction conjunction
C/VI/280/VCNC the break noun phrase noun
C/VI/280/VCADV so adverb adverb of
degree
C/VI/280/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/280/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/VI/280/VCVC reading regular verb verb
C/VI/280/VCNC a book noun phrase noun
C/VI/280/VCADV at the break
tima
adverb adverb of time
C/VI/281 why do you
bring an
umbrella?
C/VI/281/VCPR why interrogative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/281/VCVC do auxiliary verb verb
C/VI/281/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/281/VCVC bring irregular verb verb
C/VI/281/VCNC an umbrella noun phrase noun
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C/VI/282 I am bringing
an umbrella
because it was
cloudy this
morning
C/VI/282/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/282/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/VI/282/VCVC bringing regular verb verb
C/VI/282/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VI/282/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/282/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/VI/282/VCNC cloudy noun phrase noun
C/VI/282/VCSAD
V
this morning adverb adverb of time
C/VI/283 I thought it will
be raining
today
C/VI/283/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/283/VCVC thought regular verb verb
C/VI/283/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/283/VCVC will be modal verb
C/VI/283/VCVC raining regular verb verb
C/VI/283/VCADV today adverb adverb of time
C/VI/284 why don't you
ride your
bicycle?
C/VI/284/VCPR why interrogative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/284/VCVC don't Modal auxiliary
verb
verb
C/VI/284/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/284/VCVC ride regular verb verb
C/VI/284/VCOBJ your personal 
pronoun
object of verb
C/VI/284/VCNC bicycle noun phrase noun
C/VI/285 it is broken, so I
am walking now
C/VI/285/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/285/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/285/VCADJ broken adjective adjective
C/VI/285/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/285/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/285/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/VI/285/VCVC walking regular verb verb
C/VI/285/VCADV now adverb adverb of time
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C/VI/286 why do you look 
so confused?
C/VI/286/VCPR why interrogative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/286/VCVC do modal auxiliary
verb
verb
C/VI/286/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/286/VCVC look regular verb verb
C/VI/286/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/286/VCADJ confused adjective adjective
C/VI/287 my new book is
lost, so I am
looking for it.
C/VI/287/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/287/VCADJ new adjective adjective
C/VI/287/VCNC book noun phrase noun
C/VI/287VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/287/VCADV lost adverb adverb
C/VI/287/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/287/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/287/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/VI/287/VCVC looking for regular verb verb
C/VI/287/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/288 why do you
came late?
C/VI/288/VCPR why interrogative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/288/VCVC do Modal auxiliary
verb
verb
C/VI/288/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/288/VCVC came regular verb verb
C/VI/288/VCADJ late adjective adjective
C/VI/289 it‟s because I
missed the bus. 
C/VI/289/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/289/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/289/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VI/289/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/289/VCVC missed regular verb verb
C/VI/289/VCNC the bus noun phrase noun
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C/VI/290 I look an ojeg
but I couldn't
come on time
still
C/VI/290/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/290/VCVC look regular verb verb
C/VI/290/VCNC an ojeg noun phrase noun
C/VI/290/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VI/290/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/290/VCVC couldn't modal auxiliary
verb
verb
C/VI/290/VCVC come regular verb verb
C/VI/290/VCSDV on time still adverb adverb of time
C/VI/291 beni is wearing
a jacket
although the
weather is
warm
C/VI/291/VCNC beni Concrete noun noun
C/VI/291/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/291/VCVC wearing regular verb verb
C/VI/291/VCNC a jacket noun phrase noun
C/VI/291/VCCO
NJ
although conjunction conjunction
C/VI/291/VCVC the weather regular verb verb
C/VI/291/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/291/VCADJ warm adjective adjective
C/VI/292 it is because he
got fever
C/VI/292/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/292/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/292/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VI/292/VCSP her personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/292/VCVC got irregular verb verb
C/VI/292/VCADJ fever adjective adjective
C/VI/293 why does lina
looks so happy?
C/VI/293/VCPR why interrogative 
pronoun pronoun
C/VI/293/VCVC does Modal auxiliary
verb verb
C/VI/293/VCNC lina Concrete noun
noun
C/VI/293/VCVC looks regular verb verb
C/VI/293/VCINT so interjection
interjection
C/VI/293/VCADJ happy adjective
adjective
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C/VI/294 it is because she
just won the
school running
competition
C/VI/294/VCSP it personal 
pronoun subject pronoun
C/VI/294/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/294/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction
conjunction
C/VI/294/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/294/VCADV just adverb adverb
C/VI/294/VCADJ won adjective adjective
C/VI/294/VCNC the school noun phrase noun
C/VI/294/VCVC running regular verb verb
C/VI/294/VCNC competition noun phrase noun
C/VI/295/VCINT oh, great! oh, great! interjection interjection
C/VI/296 she can run so
fast, although
her body is
small
C/VI/296/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/296/VCVC can modal auxiliary
verb
verb
C/VI/296/VCVC run regular verb verb
C/VI/296/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/296/VCADJ fast adjective adjective
C/VI/296/VCSP although conjunction conjunction
C/VI/296/VCSP her personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/296/VCNC body noun phrase noun
C/VI/296/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/296/VCADJ small adjective adjective
C/VI/297 rani has so
many friend
even though she
does not have
much money
C/VI/297/VCNC rani Concrete noun noun
C/VI/297/VCVC has irregular verb verb
C/VI/297/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/297/VCDET many determiners determiner 
quantity
C/VI/297/VCNC friend Concrete noun noun
C/VI/297/VCCO
NJ
even though conjunction conjunction
C/VI/297/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
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C/VI/297/VCVC does not auxiliary verb verb
C/VI/297/VCVC have irregular verb verb
C/VI/297/VCDET much determiners determiner 
quantity
C/VI/297/VCNC money Concrete noun noun
C/VI/298 she's friendly
and helpful, so
everyone like
her.
C/VI/298/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/298/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/298/VCADJ friendly adjective adjective
C/VI/298/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VI/298/VCADJ helpful adjective adjective
C/VI/298/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/298/VCPR everyone indefinite 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/298/VCADJ like adjective adjective
C/VI/298/VCSP her personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/299 although Mr.
Erry- is -old,-
he- is –still- an
energic teacher
C/VI/299/VCVC although irregular verb verb
C/VI/299/VCCO
NJ
mr. erry conjunction conjunction
C/VI/299/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/299/VCADJ old adjective adjective
C/VI/299/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VI/299/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VI/299/VCADV still adverb adverb
C/VI/299/VCADJ an energic Adjective 
phrase
adjective
C/VI/299/VCNC teacher Concrete noun noun
C/VI/300 it is because he
loves sport
C/VI/300 it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/300 is To be Linking verb
C/VI/300 because conjunction conjunction
C/VI/300 he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/300 loves Regular verb verb
C/VI/300 sport adverb adverb
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C/VI/301 yes, he also
teaches his
student happily,
so all of his
student love
him
C/VI/301/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/VI/301/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VI/301/VCPR also preposition preposition
C/VI/301/VCVC teaches Irregular verb verb
C/VI/301/Vcobjvr
b
his Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/VI/301/VCNC stiudent Concrete noun noun
C/VI/301/VCADV happily adverb adverb of
manner
C/VI/301/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VI/301/VCPR all indefinite 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VI/301/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/VI/301/VCOBJ
VRB
his Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/VI/301/VCNC student Concrete noun noun
C/VI/301/VCVC love Regular verb verb
C/VI/301/VCPR him Personal 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VII/302 Bigger is not
always better
I –think- Bono-
will- win -the
race.
C/VII/302/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/302/VCVC think Irregular verb verb
C/VII/302/VCNC Bono Concrete noun noun
C/VII/302/VCVC will Modal auxiliary Auxiliary verb
C/VII/302/VCVC win Irregular verb verb
C/VII/302/VCNC the race. Noun phrase noun
C/VII/303 I think so too interjection interjection
C/VII/304 Bono- is
–smaller- but-
stronger- than-
Gani.
C/VII/304/VCNC Bono Concrete noun noun
C/VII/304/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/304/Vccom
p
smaller Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/304/Vcconj but conjunction conjunction
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C/VII/304/VCcom
p
stronger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/304/VCcon
j
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/304/VCNC Gani. Concrete noun noun
C/VII/305 Gani- is- bigger
–but- weaker -
than -Bono.
C/VII/305/VCNC Gani Concrete noun noun
C/VII/305/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/305/Vccom
p
bigger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/305/Vcconj but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/305/Vccom
p
weaker Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/305/Vcconj than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/305/VCNC Bono. Concrete noun noun
C/VII/306 Are- Dini –and-
Dani –really-
twins.
C/VII/306/VCVC Are To be Linking verb
C/VII/306/VCNC Dini Concrete noun noun
C/VII/306/Vcconj and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/306/VCNC Dani Concrete noun noun
C/VII/306/VCAdv
C
really adverb Adverb of
degree
C/VII/306/VCAdj
C
twins. adjective adjective
C/VII/307 they dont look
like twins
C/VII/307/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/307/VCVC don't auxiliary verb verb
C/VII/307/VCVC look Regular verb verb
C/VII/307/VCVC like Regular verb verb
C/VII/307/VCAD
JC
twins. adjective adjective
C/VII/308 Yes, they are
twins
C/VII/308/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/VII/308/VCPR you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/308/VCVC are To be Linking verb
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C/VII/308/VCAD
JC
twins. adjective adjective
C/VII/309 But you are
right, they don‟t 
look like twins
C/VII/309/Vcconj but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/309/VCPR you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/309/VCVC are To be Linking verb
C/VII/309/VCAD
JC
right adjective adjective
C/VII/309/VCPR they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/309/VCVC don't Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/309/VCVC look Regular verb verb
C/VII/309/VCVC like Regular verb verb
C/VII/309/VCAD
JC
twins. adjective adjective
C/VII/310 Dini- is- taller-
and- fatter- and
-Dani -is
–shorter- and
thinner
C/VII/310/VCNC Dini Concrete noun noun
C/VII/310/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/VII/310/VCCO
MP
Taller Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/310/VCCO
NJ
And conjunction conjunction
C/VII/310/VCCO
MP
Fatter Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/310/VCCO
NJ
And conjunction conjunction
C/VII/310/VCNC Dani Concrete noun noun
C/VII/310/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/VII/310/VC Shorter Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/310/VCCO
NJ
And conjunction conjunction
C/VII/310/VCCO
MP
thinner. Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/311 look! The horse
– and- the
donkey look like
each other.
C/VII/311 look!
C/VII/311/VCNC The horse Noun phrase noun
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C/VII/311/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/311/VCNC the donkey Noun phrase noun
C/VII/311/VCVC look like Regular verb verb
C/VII/311/VCID each other idiom idiom
C/VII/312 But, the horse is
bigger than the
donkey
C/VII/312/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/312/VCNC the horse Noun phrase noun
C/VII/312/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/312/VC bigger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/312/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/312/VCNC the donkey Noun phrase noun
C/VII/313 The donkey is
smaller than the
horse, right?
C/VII/313/VCNC the donkey Noun phrase noun
C/VII/313/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/313/VCCO
MP
smaller Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/313/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/313/VCNC the horse Noun phrase noun
C/VII/313/VCAD
JC
right adjective adjective
C/VII/314 I -think -a
mountain -and -
a hill -are just -
the same.
Right?
C/VII/314/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/314/VCVC think Irregular verb verb
C/VII/314/VCNC a mountain Noun phrase noun
C/VII/314/VCCon
j
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/314/VCNC a hill Noun phrase noun
C/VII/314/VCVC are To be Linking verb
C/VII/314/VCAD
VC
just adverb adverb
C/VII/314/VCCO
MP
the same. Degree of
comparison
Positive 
comparison
C/VII/314/VCadj right adjective adjective
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C/VII/315 No. look! That -
one -on -the left-
is- a mountain.
C/VII/315/VCInt No interjection interjection
C/VII/315/VCInt Look ! interjection interjection
C/VII/315/VCPR That Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VII/315/Vcnum
b
one Cardinal 
number
number
C/VII/315/Vcprep on preposition preposition
C/VII/315/VCVC the left Adjective 
phrase
adjective
C/VII/315/VCNC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/315/VC a mountain. Noun phrase noun
C/VII/316 And on the
right is a hill
C/VII/316/Vcconj and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/316/Vcprep on preposition preposition
C/VII/316/VCNC the right Noun phrase noun
C/VII/316/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/316/VCNC a hill Noun phrase noun
C/VII/317 The mountain is
higher than the
hill
C/VII/317/VCNC the mountain Noun phrase noun
C/VII/317/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/317/Vccom
p
higher Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/317/Vcconj than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/317/VCNC the hill Noun phrase Noun 
C/VII/318 The hill –is-
lower -than -the
mountain.
C/VII/318/VCNC The hill Noun phrase noun
C/VII/318/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/318/VCcom lower Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/318/VCCon
j
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/318/VCNC the 
mountain.
Noun phrase Noun 
C/VII/319 On my left hand
I have cotton,
on my right
hand I have
stone
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C/VII/319/VCPre
p
on preposition preposition
C/VII/319/VCadv
C
my left hand adverb adverb
C/VII/319/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/319/VCVC have Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/319/VCNC cotton unconcrete 
noun
noun
C/VII/319/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VII/319/VCadv
c
my right
hand
adverb adverb
C/VII/319/VCsp i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/319/VCvc have Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/319/VCNC stone unconcrete 
noun
noun
C/VII/320 They have the
same size
C/VII/320/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/320/VCVC have Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/320/VCNC the same size Noun phrase noun
C/VII/321 Now I can feel
that Stone- is-
heavier- than
cotton, -and
–cotton- is
–lighter- than-
stone
C/VII/321/VCadv
C
Now adverb adverb oftime
C/VII/321/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/321/VCVC can Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/321/VCVC feel Irregular verb verb
C/VII/321/VCNC Stone Concrete noun noun
C/VII/321/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/321/VCCo
mp
heavier Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/321/Vcconj than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/321/VCNC Cotton, Concrete noun noun
C/VII/321/VCcon
j
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/321/VCNC cotton Concrete noun noun
C/VII/321/VCVC is To be Linking verb
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C/VII/321/VCcom
p
lighter Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/321/VCcon
j
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/321/VCNC stone Concrete noun noun
C/VII/322 Don‟t you think
the picture is
wrong?
C/VII/322/VCVC don't Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/322/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/322/VCVC think Irregular verb verb
C/VII/322/VCNC the picture Noun phrase noun
C/VII/322/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/322/VCAdj
C
wrong adjective adjective
C/VII/323 The helicopter
is higher than
the plane in the
sky
C/VII/323/VCNC the 
helicopter
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/323/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/323/VCCo
mp
higher Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/323/Vcconj than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/323/VCNC the plane Noun phrase noun
C/VII/323/VCAdv
C
in the sky adverb of place adverb
C/VII/324 The plane is
lower than the
helicopter
C/VII/324/VCNC the plane Noun phrase noun
C/VII/324/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/324/VCCo
mp
lower Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/324/Vccon than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/324/VCNC the 
helicopter
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/325 I‟m –younger-
than -Hasan,-
and- Hasan- is -
older -than -me
C/VII/325/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/325/VCVC „m To be Linking verb
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C/VII/325/VCCo
mp
Younger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/325/VCCon
j
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/325/VCNC Hasan, Concrete noun noun
C/VII/325/VCCon
j
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/325/VCNC Hasan Concrete noun noun
C/VII/325/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/VII/325/VCCo
mp
Older Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/325/VCCon
j
Than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/325/Vcobjv
rb
Me Personal 
pronoun
Object of verb
C/VII/326 I‟m 12 years old
C/VII/326/VCPr i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/326/VCVC am To be Linking verb
C/VII/326/VCadv
C
12 years old adverb adverb
C/VII/327 Hasan, my
brother, is 15
years old
C/VII/327/VCNC hasan Concrete noun noun
C/VII/327/VCNC my brother Concrete noun noun
C/VII/327/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/327/VCadj
C
15 years old adjective adjective
C/VII/328 Hasan is my
older brother
C/VII/328/VCSP hasan Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/328/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/328/VCNC my older
brother
Concrete noun noun
C/VII/329 My ruler is
longer than
Dina‟s
C/VII/329/VCNC my ruler Concrete noun noun
C/VII/329/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/329/VCCO
MP
longer Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/329/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/329/VCNC dina's Concrete noun noun
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C/VII/330 Dina is shorther
than mine
C/VII/330/VCNC dina Concrete noun nou
C/VII/330/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/330/VCCO
MP
shorter Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/330/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/330/VCOB
JPRO
mine Personal 
pronoun
object of
pronoun
C/VII/331 Mine is 50
centimeters 
long, and Dina
is only 30
centimeters 
long
C/VII/331/VCSP mine Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/331/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/331/VCAD
J
50 centimeter
long
adjective phrase adjective
C/VII/331/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/331/VCNC dina Concrete noun noun
C/VII/331/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/331/VCAD
V
only adverb adverb
C/VII/331/VCAD
J
30 centimeter
long
adjective phrase adjective
C/VII/332 The old car is
still faster than
the horse cart
C/VII/332/VCNC the old car Noun phrase noun
C/VII/332/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/332/VCAD
V
still adverb adverb
C/VII/332/VCCO
MP
faster Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/332/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/332/VCNC the horse
cart
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/333 The cart is
slower than the
car
C/VII/333/VCNC the cart Noun phrase noun
C/VII/333/VCVC is To be Linking verb
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C/VII/333/VCCO
MP
slower Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/333/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/333/VCNC the car Noun phrase noun
C/VII/334 The car can run
80 kilometeers
an hour, and
the horse cart
can run only 20
kilometers an
hour
C/VII/334/VCNC the car Noun phrase noun
C/VII/334/VCVC can Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/334/VCVC run Irregular verb verb
C/VII/334/VCAD
V
80 km an
hour
adverb of time adverb
C/VII/334/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/334/VCNC the horse
cart
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/334/VCVC can Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/334/VCVC run Irregular verb verb
C/VII/334/VCAD
V
only adverb adverb
C/VII/334/VCAD
V
20 km an
hour
adverb of time adverb
C/VII/335 Surti is taller
than her older
sister, Wuni
C/VII/335/VCSP surti Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/335/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/335/VCCO
MP
taller Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/335/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/335/VCPR her Personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VII/335/VCCO
MP
older Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/335/VCNC sister Concrete noun noun
C/VII/335/VCNC wuni Concrete noun noun
C/VII/336 Surti is 148
centimeters tall
and Wuni is 145
centimeters tall.
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C/VII/336/VCP surti Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/336/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/336/VCAD
V
148 cm adverb adverb
C/VII/336/VCAD
J
tall adjective adjective
C/VII/336/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/336/VCNC wuni Concrete noun noun
C/VII/336/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/336/VCAD
V
145 cm adverb adverb
C/VII/336/VCAD
J
tall adjective adjective
C/VII/337 So, the older
sister is shorter
than the
younger sister
C/VII/337/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VII/337/VCAD
J
the older
sister
adjective phrase adjective
C/VII/337/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/337/VCCO
MP
shorter Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/337/VCON
J
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/337VCADJ the younger
sister
adjective phrase adjective
C/VII/338 The wooden
desk- is- smaller
and it is 8
kilograms
C/VII/338/VCNC The wooden
desk
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/338/VCVC Is To be Linking verb
C/VII/338/VCAD
J
smaller adjective adjective
C/VII/338/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/338/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/338/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/338/VCAD
V
8 kilograms adverb adverb
C/VII/339 the plastic desk
is bigger but is
only 4
kilograms
C/VII/339/VCNC the plastic
desk
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/339/VCVC is To be Linking verb
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C/VII/339/VCCO
MP
bigger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/339/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/339/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/339/VCAD
V
only adverb adverb
C/VII/339/VCAD
V
4 kilograms adverb adverb
C/VII/340 So, the wooden
desk is smaller
but it is
heavier, and the
plastic desk is
bigger but it is
lighter
C/VII/340/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VII/340/VCNC The wooden
desk
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/340/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/340/VCCO
MP
smaller Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/340/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/340/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/340/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/340/VCCO
MP
heavier Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/340/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/340/VCNC the plastic
desk
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/340/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/340/VCCO
MP
bigger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/340/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/340/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/340/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/340/VCCO
MP
lighter Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/341/ I –can- lift- the
bench
C/VII/341/VCSP I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/341/VCVC Can Modal auxiliary Auxiliary verb
C/VII/341/VCVC Lift Regular verb verb
C/VII/341/VCNC the bench Noun phrase noun
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C/VII/342 Elang cannot
lift the stool
C/VII/342/VCNC elang Concrete noun noun
C/VII/342/VCVC cannot Modal auxiliary verb
C/VII/342/VCVC lift Regular verb verb
C/VII/342/VCNC the stool Noun phrase noun
C/VII/343 I am stronger
than Elang
C/VII/343/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/343/VCVC am to be Linking verb
C/VII/343/VCCO
MP
stronger Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/343/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/343/VCNC elang Concrete noun noun
C/VII/344 Elang is weaker
than me
C/VII/344/VCSP elang Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/344/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/344/VCCO
MP
weaker Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/344/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/344/VCPR me Personal 
pronoun
object of
pronoun
C/VII/345 I got an A in
English and a C
in history
C/VII/345/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/345/VCVC got Irregular verb verb
C/VII/345/VCNC an A Noun phrase noun
C/VII/345/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VII/345/VCNC English abstract noun
C/VII/345/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/345/VCNC a C Noun phrase noun
C/VII/345/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VII/345/VCAD
V
history adverb adverb
C/VII/346 To me, English
is easier than
history
C/VII/346/VCPR
EP
to preposition preposition
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C/VII/346/VCOB
JPR
me Personal 
pronoun
object of
pronoun
C/VII/346/VCNC english abstract noun
C/VII/346/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/346/VCCO
MP
easier Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/346/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/346/VCAD
V
history adverb adverb
C/VII/347 History is more
difficult than
English
C/VII/347/VCAD
V
history adverb adverb
C/VII/347/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/347/VCCO
MP
more difficult Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/347/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/347/VCAD
V
English adverb adverb
C/VII/348 I bought this
beautiful pencil
case for just
fifteen thousand
rupiahs, and
this very simple
plastic purse for
twenty 
thousand 
rupiahs
C/VII/348/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/348/VCVC bought Irregular verb verb
C/VII/348/VCPR this Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VII/348/VCAD
J
beautiful adjective adjective
C/VII/348/VCNC pencil case Noun phrase noun
C/VII/348/VCPR
EP
for preposition preposition
C/VII/348/VCAD
V
just adverb adverb
C/VII/348/VCNC fifteen 
thousand 
rupiahs
ordinal number noun
C/VII/348/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/348/VCPR this Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VII/348/VCAD
V
very simple adverb adverb
C/VII/348/VCNC plastic purse Noun phrase noun
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C/VII/348/VCPR
EP
for preposition preposition
C/VII/348/VCNC twenty 
thousand 
rupiahs
ordinal number noun
C/VII/349 Funy isn‟t it?
The pencil case
is more bautiful
but it is cheaper
C/VII/349/VCNC funy Concrete noun noun
C/VII/349/VCVC isn't to be Linking verb
C/VII/349/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/349/VCNC the pensil
case
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/349/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/349/VCCO
MP
more 
beautiful
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/349/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/349/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/349/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/349/VCCO
MP
cheaper Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/350 The purse is
simples but it is
more expensive
C/VII/350/VCNC the purse Noun phrase noun
C/VII/350/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/350/VCAD
J
simple adjective adjective
C/VII/350/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VII/350/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/350/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/350/VCCO
MP
more 
expensive
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/351 I like roses
C/VII/351/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/351/VCVC like Regular verb verb
C/VII/351/VCNC roses Concrete noun noun
C/VII/352 They are more
beautiful than
other flowers
C/VII/352/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
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C/VII/352/VCVC are To be Linking verb
C/VII/352/VCCO
MP
more 
beautiful
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/352/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/352/VCAD
V
other adverb adverb
C/VII/352/VCNC flowers Concrete noun noun
C/VII/353 Let‟s sit on the
bench under the
tree
C/VII/353/VCINT let's sit interjection interjection
C/VII/353/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VII/353/VCNC the bench Noun phrase noun
C/VII/353/VCPR
EP
under preposition preposition
C/VII/353/VCNC the tree Noun phrase noun
C/VII/354 I think it is
more 
comfortable 
there
C/VII/354/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/354/VCVC think Irregular verb verb
C/VII/354/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/354/VCSP is to be Subject pronoun
C/VII/354/VCCO
MP
more 
comfortable
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/354/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VII/355 It‟s shady and
cool
C/VII/355/VCSP it's Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/355/VCAD
J
shady adjective adjective
C/VII/355/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VII/355/VCAD
J
cool adjective adjective
C/VII/356 I saw Malin
Kundang on TV
last night
C/VII/356/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/356/VCVC saw Irregular verb verb
C/VII/356/VCNC Malin 
Kundang
Concrete noun noun
C/VII/356/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
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C/VII/356/VCNC tv Concrete noun noun
C/VII/356/VCAD
V
last night adverb of time adverb
C/VII/357 I think the book
is more
interesting than
the film
C/VII/357/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/357/VCVC think Irregular verb verb
C/VII/357/VCNC the book Noun phrase noun
C/VII/357/VCVC is To be Linking verb
C/VII/357/VCCO
MP
more 
interesting
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/357/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/357/VCNC the film Noun phrase noun
C/VII/358 I think Edo is a
very good
student
C/VII/358/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/358/VCVC think Irregular verb verb
C/VII/358/VCNC edo Concrete noun noun
C/VII/358/VCVC is to be Linking verb
C/VII/358/VCNC a very good
student
Noun phrase noun
C/VII/359 He's more
dilligent than
any of us!
C/VII/359/VCSP he's Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/359/VCCO
MP
more 
dilligent
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VII/359/VCCO
NJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VII/359/VCPR any determiner pronoun
C/VII/359/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VII/359/VCPP us Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VII/360 He always gets
good marks in
all subjects 
C/VII/360/VCSP he Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VII/360/VCAD
V
always adverb adverb
C/VII/360/VCVC gets Irregular verb verb
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C/VII/360/VCAD
J
goodmarks adjective phrase adjective
C/VII/360/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VII/360/VCAD
V
all subject adverb phrase adverb
C/VIII/361 I'm Proud of
Indonesia!
Which one is
your house?
C/VIII/361/VCIN
TER
which one interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/361/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/361/VCPR your Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VIII/361/VCN
C
house compliment noun
C/VIII/362 Is –it- easy- to
find -your
house?
C/VIII/362/VCV
C
Is To be Linking verb
C/VIII/362/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/362/VCA
DJ
easy adjective adjective
C/VIII/362/VCIN
FI
to find infinitive To infinitive as
verb modifier
C/VIII/362/VCPR your Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VIII/362/VCN
C
House? compliment noun
C/VIII/363 I think it is
C/VIII/363/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/363/VCV
C
think Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/363/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/363/VCV
C
is To be Linking verb
C/VIII/364 I live in a new
housing 
complex, so all
the houses look
the same
C/VIII/364/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/364/VCV
C
live Regular verb verb
C/VIII/364/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/364/VCN
C
a new 
housing 
complex
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/364/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/364/VCA
DV
all adverb adverb
C/VIII/364/VCN
C
the houses Noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/364/VCV
C
look Regular verb verb
C/VIII/364/VCA
DJ
the same adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/365 They have the
same design,
with a blue
roof, and no
fence
C/VIII/365/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/365/VCV
C
have Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/365/VCA
DJ
the same
design
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/365/VCPR with determiner pronoun
C/VIII/365/VCN
C
a blue roof Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/365/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/365/VCN
C
no interjection interjection
fence Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/366 They are all
white and grey
C/VIII/366/VCSP they Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/366/VCV
C
are to be Linking verb
C/VIII/366/VCA
DJ
all white adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/366/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/366/VCA
DJ
grey adjective adjective
C/VIII/367 There‟s a tree
in front of every
house
C/VIII/367/VCPR there's Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/367/VCN
C
a tree Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/367/VCPR
EP
in front of preposition preposition
C/VIII/367/VCA
DV
every house adverb of place adverb
C/VIII/368 But we have
two tress
C/VIII/368/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/368/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/368/VCV
C
have Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/368/VCN
C
two trees Noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/369 One of them is a
star-fruit tree
C/VIII/370 Is- it –near- the
small bridge -on
jalan teratai?
C/VIII/370/VCV
C
Is To be Linking verb
C/VIII/370/VCSP It Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/370/VCA
DJ
near adjective adjective
C/VIII/370/VCA
DJ
the small
bridge
Adjective 
phrase
adjective
C/VIII/370/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/370/VCA
DV
jalan teratai? adverb Adverb of place
C/VIII/375 Yes, my house is
the one with a
handycraft 
from Tana
Toraja hanging
on the front
door
C/VIII/375/VCIN
T
yes interjection interjection
C/VIII/375/VCPR my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VIII/375/VCN
C
house Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/375/VCV
C
is To be Linking verb
C/VIII/375/VCA
DJ
the one adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/375/VCPR
EP
with preposition preposition
C/VIII/375/VCN
C
 a handycraft Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/375/VCPR
EP
from preposition preposition
C/VIII/375/VCN
C
tana toraja compliment noun
C/VIII/375/VCV
C
hanging Regular verb verb
C/VIII/375/VCPR
EP
on the front preposition preposition
C/VIII/375/VCN
C
door Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/376 It is triangle
with beautiful
carving
C/VIII/376/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/376/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/376/VCA
DJ
triangle adjective adjective
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C/VIII/376/VCPR
EP
with preposition preposition
C/VIII/376/VCA
DJ
beautiful 
carving
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/377 But when the
door is open we
cannot see it
from the street,
can we?
C/VIII/377/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/377/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/377/VCN
C
the door Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/377/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/377/VCV
C
open Regular verb verb
C/VIII/377/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/377/VCV
C
cannot Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/377/VCV
C
see Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/377/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/377/VCPR
EP
from preposition preposition
C/VIII/377/VCN
C
the street Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/377/VCV
C
can Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/377/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/378 No, you are
right
C/VIII/378/VCIN
T
no interjection interjection
C/VIII/378/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/378/VCV
C
are To be Linking verb
C/VIII/378/VCA
DJ
right adjective adjective
C/VIII/379 Okay, in front
of my house
there is also a
big stone
C/VIII/379/VCIN
T
okay interjection interjection
C/VIII/379/VCPR
EP
in front of preposition preposition
C/VIII/379/VCPR my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VIII/379/VCN
C
house Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/379/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/379/VCV
C
is To be Linking verb
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C/VIII/379/VCA
DV
also adverb adverb
C/VIII/379/VCN
C
a big stone Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/380/VC Some children
often sit and
play there
I
C/VIII/380/VCPR some indefinite 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/380/VCN
C
children Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/380/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/380/VCV
C
sit Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/380/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/380/VCV
C
play Regular verb verb
C/VIII/380/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/381 Ok. -I‟m- sure-
we‟ll- find -it 
C/VIII/381/VCIN
T
Ok. interjection interjection
C/VIII/381/VCSP im Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/381/VCA
DV
sure adverb adverb
C/VIII/381/VCSP we Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/381/VCV
C
will Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/381/VCV
C
find Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/381/VCO
BJPR
it Personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/382 Do you see my
notebook?
C/VIII/382/VCV
C
do Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/382/VCSP you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/382/VCV
C
see Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/382/VCPR my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VIII/382/VCN
C
notebook Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/383 I put it on my
desk, but it is
not there now?
C/VIII/383/VCSP i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/383/VCV
C
put Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/383/VCO
BJPR
it Personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
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C/VIII/383/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/383/VCPR my Personal 
pronoun
Possessive 
pronoun
C/VIII/383/VCN
C
desk Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/383/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/383/VCO
BJPR
it Personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/383/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/383/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/383/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/383/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/384/VC What does it
look like?
C/VIII/384/VCIN
TER
what interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/384/VCV
C
does modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/384/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/384/VCV
C
look like Regular verb verb
C/VIII/385/VC It‟s thick
C/VIII/385/VCSP it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/385/VCV
C
is To be Linking verb
C/VIII/385/VCA
DJ
thick adjective adjective
C/VIII/386/VC It has a blue
hard cover
C/VIII/386/VCPR it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/386/VCV
C
has Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/386/VCN
C
a blue hard
cover
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/387/VC Does it have a
pink ribbon
separator?
C/VIII/387/VCV
C
does modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/387/VCPR it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/387/VCV
C
have Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/387/VCN
C
 a pink 
ribbon 
separator
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/388/VCIN
TER
this one? interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/389/VC No, the ribbon
is white
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C/VIII/389/VCIN
TER
no interjection interjection
C/VIII/389/VCN
C
the ribbon Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/389/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/389/VCA
DJ
white adjective adjective
C/VIII/390/VC There is a
sticker on the
cover
C/VIII/390/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/390/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/390/VCN
C
a sticker Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/390/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/390/VCN
C
the cover Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/391/VC It‟s shiny,
white, round,
with a picture
of an orang
utan
C/VIII/391/VCPR it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/391/VCV
C
is to be Linking verb
C/VIII/391/VCA
DJ
shiny adjective adjective
C/VIII/391/VCA
DJ
white adjective adjective
C/VIII/391/VCA
DJ
round adjective adjective
C/VIII/391/VCPR
EP
with preposition preposition
C/VIII/391/VCN
C
a picture Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/391/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/391/VCN
C
an orang
utan
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/392/VC It must be that
one over there,
on the teacher‟s
desk
C/VIII/392/VCPR it Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/392/VCV
C
must be modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/392/VCC
ONJ
that conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/392/VCN
C
one ordinal number noun
C/VIII/392/VCA
DV
over there adverb phrase adverb
C/VIII/392/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
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C/VIII/392/VCN
C
the teacher's
desk
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/393/VC Yes, you are
right, thank you
C/VIII/393/VCIN
T
yes interjection interjection
C/VIII/393/VCPR you Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/393/VCV
C
are to be Linking verb
C/VIII/393/VCA
DJ
right adjective adjective
C/VIII/393/VCA
DV
thank you adverb adverb
C/VIII/394/VC I went to the
market
C/VIII/394/VCPR I Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/394/VCV
C
went Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/394/VCPR
EP
to preposition preposition
C/VIII/394/VCN
C
the market Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/395/VC In the big shoe
shop, near the
barber shop, I
saw very
beautiful shoes
C/VIII/395/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/395/VCN
C
the big shoe
shop
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/395/VCPR
EP
near preposition preposition
C/VIII/395/VCN
C
the barber
shop
Noun phrase noun
C/VIII/395/VCPR i Personal 
pronoun
Subject pronoun
C/VIII/395/VCV
C
saw Irregular verb verb
C/VIII/395/VCA
DV
verybeautiful 
shoes
adverb adverb
C/VIII/396/VC You must like
them
C/VIII/396/VCPR you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/396/VCV
C
must modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/396/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/396/VCPR them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
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C/VIII/397/VC Really? In fact I
need to buy
plastic shoes
C/VIII/397/VCIN
T
really interjection interjection
C/VIII/397/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/397/VCA
DV
the fact adverb phrase adverb
C/VIII/397/VCPR I personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/397/VCV
C
need regular verb verb
C/VIII/397/VCIN
FI
To buy to infinitive infinitive
C/VIII/397/VCN
C
plastic shoes noun phrase noun
C/VIII/398/VC This is a rainy
season
C/VIII/398/VCPR this demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/398/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/398/VCA
DJ
a rainy
season
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/399/VC I need plastic
shoes to go out
when it is
raining
C/VIII/399/VCPR i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/399/VCV
C
need regular verb verb
C/VIII/399/VCN
C
plastic shoes noun phrase noun
C/VIII/399/VCIN
FI
to go out to infinitive infinitive
C/VIII/399/VCC
ONJ
when conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/399/VCPR it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/399/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/399/VCV
C
raining regular verb verb
C/VIII/400/VC Yes, there are
beautiful plastic
shoes there
C/VIII/400/VCIN
T
yes interjection interjection
C/VIII/400/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/400/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/400/VCN
C
beautiful 
plastic shoes
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/400/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
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C/VIII/401/VCA
C
Different 
colours
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/402/VC Some have
holes, some
have flowers in
the front, and
some are plain,
nothing on them 
C/VIII/402/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/402/VCV
C
have modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/402/VCN
C
holes concrete noun noun
C/VIII/402/VCPR some Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/402/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/402/VCN
C
flowers concrete noun noun
C/VIII/402/VCPR
EP
in the front preposition preposition
C/VIII/402/VCC
ONJ
and conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/402/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/402/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/402/VCN
C
plain concrete noun noun
C/VIII/402/VCN
C
nothing Abstract Noun noun
C/VIII/402/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/402/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/403/VC nothing on them 
C/VIII/403/VCN
C
nothing Abstract Noun noun
C/VIII/403/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/403/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/404/VC I need shoes
with a strap,
and open in the
front, like
sandals
C/VIII/404/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/404/VCV
C
need regular verb verb
C/VIII/404/VCN
C
shoes concrete noun noun
C/VIII/404/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/404/VCN
C
a strap noun phrase noun
C/VIII/404/VCC
ONJ
and conjuntion conjunction
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C/VIII/404/VCV
C
open regular verb verb
C/VIII/404/VCPR
EP
in the front preposition preposition
C/VIII/404/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/404/VCN
C
sandals concrete noun noun
C/VIII/405/VC It‟s always hot
here, and my
toes need air to
breath
C/VIII/405/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/405/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/405/VCA
DV
always adverb adverb
C/VIII/405/VCA
DJ
hot adjective adjective
C/VIII/405/VCA
DV
here adverb adverb
C/VIII/405/VCC
ONJ
and conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/405/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/405/VCN
C
toes concrete noun noun
C/VIII/405/VCN
C
air abstact noun noun
C/VIII/405/VCIN
FI
to breath to infinitive infinitive
C/VIII/406/VCIN
T
I agree interjection interjection
C/VIII/407/VC I saw many
sandals with a
strap there
C/VIII/407/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/407/VCV
C
saw irregular verb verb
C/VIII/407/VCA
DV
many adverb adverb
C/VIII/407/VCN
C
sandals concrete noun noun
C/VIII/407/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/407/VCN
C
a strap noun phrase noun
C/VIII/407/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/408/VC They have low
heels, and they
look 
comfortable
C/VIII/408/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/408/VCV
C
have modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/408/VCN
C
low heels noun phrase noun
C/VIII/408/VCC
ONJ
and conjuntion conjunction
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C/VIII/408/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/408/VCV
C
look regular verb verb
C/VIII/408/VCA
DJ
comfortable adjective adjective
C/VIII/409/VC Great I‟ll go
there 
tomorrow, 
thanks
C/VIII/409/VCA
DJ
great adjective adjective
C/VIII/409/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/409/VCV
C
will modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/409/VCV
C
go irregular verb verb
C/VIII/409/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/409/VCA
DV
tommorow adverb adverb
C/VIII/409/VCIN
T
thanks interjection interjection
C/VIII/410/VC What kind of T-
shirt do you
want?
C/VIII/410/VCIN
T
What interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/410/VCA
DJ
Kind of adjective adjective
C/VIII/410/VCPR
EP
of Preposition Preposition
C/VIII/410/VCN
C
T-shirt concrete noun noun
C/VIII/410/VCV
C
do modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/410/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/410/VCV
C
Want? regular verb verb
C/VIII/412/VC I‟ll leave for
Bali tommorow
C/VIII/412/VCSP I personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/412/VCV
C
will modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/412/VCA
DJ
Leave adjective adjective
C/VIII/412/VCPR
EP
for Preposition preposition
C/VIII/412/VCN
C
Bali concrete noun noun
C/VIII/412/VCA
DV
tommorow adverb adverb
C/VIII/413/VC What souvenir
do you want me
to buy?
C/VIII/413/VCIN
TER
What interrogative interrogative
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C/VIII/413/VCN
C
souvenir concrete noun noun
C/VIII/413/VCV
C
do modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/413/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/413/VCV
C
want regular verb verb
C/VIII/413/VCAB
JPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/413/VCIN
FI
To buy to infinitive infinitive
C/VIII/414/VC Wow, thanks
that‟s very
mindful of you
C/VIII/414/VCIN
T
wow interjection interjection
C/VIII/414/VCIN
T
thanks interjection interjection
C/VIII/414/VCC
ONJ
that conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/414/VCA
DV
very mindful adverb adverb
C/VIII/414/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/414/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/415/VC What if you buy
me a T-shirt?
C/VIII/415/VCIN
TE
what interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/415/VCC
ONJ
if conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/415/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/415/VCV
C
buy irregular verb verb
C/VIII/415/VCO
BJPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/415/VCN
C
a t-shirt noun phrase noun
C/VIII/416/VC What kind of T-
shirt?
C/VIII/416/VCIN
TE
what interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/416/VCA
DJ
kind adjective adjective
C/VIII/416/VCPR
EP
of preposition Preposition
C/VIII/416/VCN
C
T-shirt concrete noun noun
C/VIII/417/VC I want a white
T-shirt, with
short sleeves
C/VIII/417/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/417/VCV
C
want Regular verb verb
C/VIII/417/VCC
ONJ
a white t-
shirt
noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/417/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/417/VCN
C
short sleeves noun phrase noun
C/VIII/418/VC I like a sporty
and casual one
C/VIII/418/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/418/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/418/VCN
C
a sporty noun phrase noun
C/VIII/418/VCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/418/VCN
C
casual one noun phrase noun
C/VIII/419/VC Alright, do you
want a plain
one?
C/VIII/419/VCIN
T
alright interjection interjection
C/VIII/419/VCV
C
do irregular verb verb
C/VIII/419/VCO
BJPR
you personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/419/VCV
C
want regular verb verb
C/VIII/419/VCN
C
a plain one noun phrase noun
C/VIII/420/VC No, not a plain
one I want with
a picture, a
small one, in the 
C/VIII/420/VCIN
T
no interjection interjection
C/VIII/420/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/420/VCN
C
a plain one noun phrase noun
C/VIII/420/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/420/VCV
C
want regular verb verb
C/VIII/420/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/420/VCN
C
a picture noun phrase noun
C/VIII/420/VCN
C
a small one noun phrase noun
C/VIII/420/VCPR
EP
in the front preposition preposition
C/VIII/421/VC It should be a
picture of
anything about
Bali
C/VIII/421/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/421/VCV
C
should be modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/421/VCN
C
a picture noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/421/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/421/VCA
DV
anything adverb adverb
C/VIII/421/VCA
DV
about adverb adverb
C/VIII/421/VCIN
T
bali concrete noun noun
C/VIII/422/VCIN
T
Sure interjection interjection
C/VIII/423/VC Which one is
Simon?
C/VIII/423/VCIN
TE
which one interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/423/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/423/VCN
C
simon concrete noun noun
C/VIII/424/VC Hallo, I‟m in
the bus terminal
now, but I still
cannot find
Simon
C/VIII/424/VCIN
T
hallo interjection interjection
C/VIII/424/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/424/VCV
C
am to be linking verb
C/VIII/424/VCPR
EP
in preposition Preposition
C/VIII/424/VCN
C
the bus
terminal
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/424/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/424/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/424/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/424/VCA
DV
still adverb adverb
C/VIII/424/VCV
C
cannot modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/424/VCV
C
find irregular verb verb
C/VIII/425/VC What is he like?
C/VIII/425/VCIN
TE
what interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/425/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/425/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/425/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/426/VC He is tall
C/VIII/426/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject peonoun
C/VIII/426/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/426/VCA
DJ
tall adjective adjective
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C/VIII/427/VC He‟s got a fair
skin
C/VIII/427/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/427/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/427/VCV
C
got irregular verb verb
C/VIII/427/VCA
DJ
a fair skin adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/428/VC Many people
are tall and
have fair skin
here
C/VIII/428/VCN
C
many Demonstrative 
pronoun
noun
C/VIII/428/VCN
C
people concrete noun noun
C/VIII/428/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/428/VCV
C
tall adjective adjective
C/VIII/428/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/428/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/428/VCA
DJ
fair skin adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/428/VCA
DV
here adverb adverb
C/VIII/429/VC Is he wearing
jeans?
C/VIII/429/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/429/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/429/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/429/VCN
C
jeans concrete noun noun
C/VIII/430/VC No, he‟s
wearing a
uniform, black
pants and a
blue shirt with
long sleeves
C/VIII/430/VCIN
T
no interjection interjection
C/VIII/430/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/430/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/430/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/430/VCN
C
a uniform noun phrase noun
C/VIII/430/VCN
C
black pants noun phrase noun
C/VIII/430/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/430/VCN
C
a blue shirt noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/430/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/430/VCN
C
long sleeves noun phrase noun
C/VIII/431/VC I see three
people wearing
the same
uniform
C/VIII/431/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/431/VCV
C
see irregular verb verb
C/VIII/431/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/431/VCN
C
people concrete noun noun
C/VIII/431/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/431/VCN
C
the same
uniform
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/432/VC He‟s a bit fat
and chubby
C/VIII/432/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/432/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/432/VCA
DJ
a bit fat adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/432/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/432/VCA
DJ
chubby adjective adjective
C/VIII/433/VC He is wearing a
black hat
C/VIII/433/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/433/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/433/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/433/VCN
C
a black hat noun phrase noun
C/VIII/434/VC Oh ya, I see him
now
C/VIII/434/VCIN
T
oh ya interjection interjection
C/VIII/434/VCSP I' personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/434/VCV
C
see irregular verb verb
C/VIII/434/VCO
BJPR
him personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/434/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/435/VC He‟s walking
toward me
C/VIII/435/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/435/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/435/VCV
C
walking regular verb verb
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C/VIII/435/VCC
ONJ
toward conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/435/VCO
BJPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/436/VC He‟s carrying a
back pack, isn‟t
he?
C/VIII/436/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/436/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/436/VCV
C
carrying regular verb verb
C/VIII/436/VCN
C
a back pack noun phrase noun
C/VIII/436/VCIN
T
isn't interjection interjection
C/VIII/436/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/437/VC I think so, Ok,
see you later
C/VIII/437/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/437/VCV
C
think irregular verb verb
C/VIII/437/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/437/VCIN
T
ok interjection interjection
C/VIII/437/VCIN
T
see you interjection interjection
C/VIII/437/VCA
DV
later adverb adverb
C/VIII/438/VC Which one is
Sofia?
C/VIII/438/VCIN
TE
Which one interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/438/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/438/VCN
C
sofia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/439/VC Hallo, I‟ve
received the
family photo
C/VIII/439/VCIN
TE
hallo interjection interjection
C/VIII/439/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/439/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/439/VCV
C
received regular verb verb
C/VIII/439/VCN
C
the family
photo
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/440/VC Thank you very
much, which
one is Sofia?
C/VIII/440/VCIN
T
thank you
very much
interjection interjection
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C/VIII/440/VCIN
T
Which one interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/440/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/440/VCN
C
sofia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/441/VC Sorry I don‟t
have the photo
with me now
C/VIII/441/VCIN
T
sorry interjection interjection
C/VIII/441/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/441/VCV
C
don‟t modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/441/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/441/VCN
C
the photo noun phrase noun
C/VIII/441/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
C/VIII/441/VCO
BJPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/441/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/442/VC But, this may
help
C/VIII/442/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/442/VCPR this Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/442/VCV
C
may Modal auxiliary Modal verb
C/VIII/442/VCV
C
help regular verb verb
C/VIII/443VC She is tall and
thin
C/VIII/443VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/443VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VIII/443VCAD
J
tall adjective adjective
C/VIII/443VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/443VCAD
J
thin adjective adjective
C/VIII/444/VC I see three girls
here, and they
are tall and thin
C/VIII/444/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/444/VCV
C
see irregular verb verb
C/VIII/444/VCN
C
three girls noun phrase noun
C/VIII/444/VCA
DV
here adverb adverb
C/VIII/444/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/444/VCPR they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/444/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/444/VCA
DJ
tall adjective adjective
C/VIII/444/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/444/VCA
DJ
thin adjective adjective
C/VIII/445/VC Is her hair
straight and
long, in a pony
tail?
C/VIII/445/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/445/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/445/VCA
DJ
hair straight adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/445/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/445/VCA
DJ
long adjective adjective
C/VIII/445/VCPR
EP
in preposition Preposition
C/VIII/445/VCA
DJ
a pony tail adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/446/VC No, that‟s Rina,
my niece
C/VIII/446/VCIN
T
no interjection interjection
C/VIII/446/VCC
ONJ
that conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/446/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/446/VCN
C
rina concrete noun noun
C/VIII/446/VCA
DV
my niece adverb adverb
C/VIII/447/VC Sofia‟s hair is
curly, usually in
plaits
C/VIII/447/VCN
C
sofia's hair concrete noun noun
C/VIII/447/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/447/VCA
DJ
curly adjective adjective
C/VIII/447/VCA
DV
usually adverb adverb
C/VIII/447/VCPR
EP
in preposition Preposition
C/VIII/447/VCN
C
plaits concrete noun noun
C/VIII/448/VC She has a fringe
C/VIII/448/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/448/VCV
C
has to be verb
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C/VIII/448/VCN
C
a fringe noun phrase noun
C/VIII/449/VC Two girls is
wearing their
hair in plaits
C/VIII/449/VCN
C
two girls noun phrase noun 
C/VIII/449/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/449/VCV
C
wearing' irregular verb verb
C/VIII/449/VCPR their personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/449/VCN
C
hair concrete noun noun
C/VIII/449/VCPR
EP
in preposition Preposition
C/VIII/449/VCN
C
plaits concrete noun noun
C/VIII/450/VC They both have
a fringe too
C/VIII/450/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/450/VCA
DV
both adverb adverb
C/VIII/450/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/450/VCN
C
a fringe noun phrase noun 
C/VIII/450/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/451/VC Right, Sofia‟s
standing, not
sitting
C/VIII/451/VCA
DJ
right adjective adjective
C/VIII/451/VCN
C
sofia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/451/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/451/VCV
C
standing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/451/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/451/VCV
C
sitting irregular verb verb
C/VIII/452/VC She is wearing a
yellow night
dress, with a
picture of a
sleeping baby
C/VIII/452/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/452/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/452/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/452/VCN
C
a yellow
night dress
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/452/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjunction
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C/VIII/452/VCN
C
a picture noun phrase noun
C/VIII/452/VCPR
EP
of preposition Preposition
C/VIII/452/VCN
C
a sleeping
baby
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/453/VC Got it, wow,
that chubby
little girl five
years ago is
now a beautiful
slim girl?
C/VIII/453/VCIN
T
got it interjection interjection
C/VIII/453/VCIN
T
wow interjection interjection
C/VIII/453/VCC
ONJ
that conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/453/VCN
C
chubby little
girl 
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/453/VCA
DV
five years
ago
adverb adverb
C/VIII/453/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/453/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/453/VCN
C
a beautifull
slim girl
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/454/VC Yes, she is
C/VIII/454/VCIN
T
yes interjection interjection
C/VIII/454/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/454/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/455/VC Which one is
Mrs. Herlina
C/VIII/455/VCIN
T
Which one interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/455/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/455/VCN
C
mrs. Herlina concrete noun noun
C/VIII/456/VC Is our science
teacher, Mrs.
Herlina, here?
C/VIII/456/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/456/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/456/VCN
C
science 
teacher
concrete noun noun
C/VIII/456/VCN
C
mrs. Herlina concrete noun noun
C/VIII/456/VCA
DV
here adverb adverb
C/VIII/457/VC I‟ve never met
her
C/VIII/457/VCPR I personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
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C/VIII/457/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/457/VCA
DV
never adverb adverb
C/VIII/457/VCV
C
met irregular verb verb
C/VIII/457/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/458/VC Yes, she‟s here
C/VIII/458/VCIN
T
yes interjection interjection
C/VIII/458/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/458/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/458/VCA
DV
here adverb adverb
C/VIII/459/VC But I don‟t
know where she
is now
C/VIII/459/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjuction
C/VIII/459/VCPR i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/459/VCV
C
don‟t Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/459/VCV
C
know irregular verb verb
C/VIII/459/VCC
ONJ
where conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/459/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/459/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/459/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/460/VC She‟s in Batik
and black pants
C/VIII/460/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/460/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/460/VCPR
EP
in preposition Preposition
C/VIII/460/VCN
C
batik concrete noun noun
C/VIII/460/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/460/VCN
C
black pants concrete noun noun
C/VIII/461/VC But, all the
ladies here are
wearing batik
and black
pants!
C/VIII/461/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/461/VCA
DV
all adverb adverb
C/VIII/461/VCN
C
the ladies noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/461/VCA
DV
here adverb adverb
C/VIII/461/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/461/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/461/VCN
C
batik concrete noun noun
C/VIII/461/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/461/VCN
C
black pants concrete noun noun
C/VIII/462VC You are right
C/VIII/462VCPR you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/462VCVC are to be linking verb
C/VIII/462VCAD
J
right adjective adjective
C/VIII/463/VC Sorry, ah, there
she is
C/VIII/463/VCIN
T
sorry interjection interjection
C/VIII/463/VCIN
T
ah interjection interjection
C/VIII/463/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/463/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/463/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/464/VC She is the big
lady with
glasses
C/VIII/464/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/464/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/464/VCA
DJ
the big lady adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/464/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjuntion
C/VIII/464/VCN
C
glasses concrete noun noun
C/VIII/465/VC She sitting on
the bench in
front of the
principal‟s 
office
C/VIII/465/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/465/VCV
C
sitting irregular verb verb
C/VIII/465/VCPR
EP
on preposition Preposition
C/VIII/465/VCN
C
the bench noun phrase noun
C/VIII/465/VCPR
EP
in front of preposition Preposition
C/VIII/465/VCN
C
the 
principal's 
office
noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/466/VC Which one?
Two ladies are
big and wearing
glasses
C/VIII/466/VCIN
T
Which one interrogative interrogative
C/VIII/466/VCN
C
two ladies noun phrase noun
C/VIII/466/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/466/VCA
DJ
big adjective adjective
C/VIII/466/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/466/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/466/VCN
C
glasses noun phrase noun
C/VIII/467/VC Is she wearing a
scarf?
C/VIII/467/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/467/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/467/VCV
C
wearing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/467/VCN
C
a scarf noun phrase noun
C/VIII/468/VC No, she is not
C/VIII/468/VCIN
T
no interjection interjection
C/VIII/468/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/468/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/468/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/469/VC She‟s the one
carrying a pink
purse
C/VIII/469/VCPR she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/469/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/469/VCN
C
the one noun phrase noun
C/VIII/469/VCV
C
carrying regular verb verb
C/VIII/469/VCN
C
a pink purse noun phrase noun
C/VIII/470/VC Alright, I‟ll
meet her now 
C/VIII/470/VCIN
T
alright interjection interjection
C/VIII/470/VCPR i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/470/VCV
C
will Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/470/VCV
C
meet irregular verb verb
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C/VIII/470/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/470/VCA
DV
now adverb adverb
C/VIII/471/VC My father is a
good man
C/VIII/471/VCN
C
my niece
father
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/471/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/471/VCN
C
a good man noun phrase noun
C/VIII/472/VC He loves his
family
C/VIII/472/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/472/VCV
C
loves regular verb verb
C/VIII/472/VCPR his personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/472/VCN
C
family concrete noun noun
C/VIII/473/VC He does not get
angry easily
C/VIII/473/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/473/VC does
C/VIII/473/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/473/VCV
C
get irregular verb verb
C/VIII/473/VCA
DJ
angry adjective adjective
C/VIII/473/VCA
DV
easily adverb adverb
C/VIII/474/VC He talks to us,
his children,
about many
things
C/VIII/474/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/474/VCV
C
talks regular verb verb
C/VIII/474/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/474/VCO
BJPR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/474/VCPR his personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/474/VCN
C
children concrete noun noun
C/VIII/474/VCA
DV
about adverb adverb
C/VIII/474/VCA
DV
many adverb adverb
C/VIII/474/VCN
C
things noun noun
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C/VIII/475/VC He and my
mum often go
out together to
enjoy the
evening
C/VIII/475/VCPR he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/475/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/475/VCN
C
my mum noun phrase noun
C/VIII/475/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/475/VCV
C
go out irregular verb verb
C/VIII/475/VCA
DV
together adverb adverb
C/VIII/475/VCIN
FI
to enjoy to infinitive infinitive
C/VIII/475/VCA
DV
the evening adverb adverb
C/VIII/476/VC He is friendly to
the neighbours
C/VIII/476/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/476/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/476/VCA
DV
friendly adverb adverb
C/VIII/476/VCPR
EP
to preposition Preposition
C/VIII/476/VCN
C
the 
neighbour
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/477/VC My father is
friendly too
C/VIII/477/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/477/VCN
C
father concrete noun noun
C/VIII/477/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/477/VCA
DV
friendly adverb adverb
C/VIII/477/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/478/VC He knows
almost 
everybody in
the 
neighborhood
C/VIII/478/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/478/VCV
C
knows irregular verb verb
C/VIII/478/VCA
DV
almost adverb adverb
C/VIII/478/VCPR everybody indefinite 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/478/VCPR
EP
in preposition Preposition
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C/VIII/478/VCN
C
the 
neighbour
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/479/VC He always goes
to the
neighborhood 
meeting
C/VIII/479/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/479/VCA
DV
always adverb adverb
C/VIII/479/VCV
C
goes to irregular verb verb
C/VIII/479/VCN
C
the 
neighborhoo
d
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/480/VC He is never
absent from the
cleaning day
\
C/VIII/480/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/480/VCV
C
is t linking verb
C/VIII/480/VCA
DV
never adverb adverb
C/VIII/480/VCN
C
absent abstract noun
C/VIII/480/VCPR
EP
friom preposition Preposition
C/VIII/480/VCA
DJ
the cleaning
day
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/481/VC He is a good
volley ball
player
C/VIII/481/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/481/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/481/VCA
DJ
a good volley
ball player
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/482/VC He plays
volleyball with
our neighbours
in the
community 
centre every
Saturday
C/VIII/482/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/482/VCV
C
plays regular verb verb
C/VIII/482/VCV
NC
volleyball concrete noun noun
C/VIII/482/VCC
ONJ
with conjuntion conjuntion
C/VIII/482/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
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C/VIII/482/VCN
C
neighbours concrete noun noun
C/VIII/482/VCA
DV
in the
community 
centre
adverb adverb
C/VIII/482/VC Saturday 
morning
adverb adverb
C/VIII/483/VC I love my Mum
very much
C/VIII/483/VCSP I personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/483/VCV
C
love regular verb verb
C/VIII/483/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/483/VCN
C
mum concrete noun noun
C/VIII/483/VCA
DV
very much adverb adverb
C/VIII/484/VC She is an
elementary 
school teacher
C/VIII/484/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/484/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/484/VCN
C
an 
elementary 
school 
teacher
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/485/VC She is very
patient
C/VIII/485/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/485/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/485/VCA
DV
very patient adverb adverb
C/VIII/486/VC She is never
angry
C/VIII/486/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/486/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/486/VCA
DV
never adverb adverb
C/VIII/486/VCA
DJ
angry adjective adjective
C/VIII/487/VC She always
smiles and
never 
complaints
C/VIII/487/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/487/VCA
DV
always adverb adverb
C/VIII/487/VCA
DJ
smiles adjective adjective
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C/VIII/487/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/487/VCA
DV
never adverb adverb
C/VIII/487/VCN
C
complaints abstract noun
C/VIII/488/VC My Mum is my
best friend
C/VIII/488/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/488/VCN
C
mum concrete noun noun
C/VIII/488/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/488/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/488/VCN
C
best friend noun phrase noun
C/VIII/489/VC I can talk to her
about 
everything
C/VIII/489/VCSP I personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/489/VCV
C
can Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/489/VCV
C
talk regular verb verb
C/VIII/489/VCPR
EP
to preposition Preposition
C/VIII/489/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/489/VCA
DV
about 
everything
adverb adverb
C/VIII/490/VC Oh ya, she can
sing! She has a
beautiful voice
C/VIII/490/VCIN
T
oh ya interjection interjection
C/VIII/490/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/490/VCV
C
can Modal auxiliary verb
C/VIII/490/VCV
C
sing irregular verb verb
C/VIII/490/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/490/VCV
C
has to be verb
C/VIII/490/VCA
DJ
a beautiful
voice
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/491/VC I‟m proud of
my English
teacher
C/VIII/491/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/491/VCV
C
am to be linking verb
C/VIII/491/VCA
DJ
proud adjective adjective
C/VIII/491/VCPR
EP
of preposition Preposition
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C/VIII/491/VCN
C
my english
teacher
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/492VC She is smart
and very
friendly
C/VIII/492VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/492VCVC is to be linking verb
C/VIII/492VCAD
J
smart adjective adjective
C/VIII/492VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/492VCAD
V
very friendly adverb adverb
C/VIII/493/VC Her English is
very good and
very clear
C/VIII/493/VCN
C
her english noun phrase noun
C/VIII/493/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/493/VCA
DV
very good adverb adverb
C/VIII/493/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/493/VCA
DV
very clear adverb adverb
C/VIII/494/VC She speaks
English to us,
and we speak
English to her
too
C/VIII/494/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/494/VCV
C
speaks irregular verb verb
C/VIII/494/VCN
C
english abstract noun
C/VIII/494/VCPR
EP
to preposition Preposition
C/VIII/494/VCO
BJPR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/494/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/494/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/494/VCV
C
speaks irregular verb verb
C/VIII/494/VCN
C
english abstract noun
C/VIII/494/VCPR
EP
to preposition Preposition
C/VIII/494/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/494/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/495/VC She often reads
us good stories
from different
parts of
Indonesia
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C/VIII/495/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/495/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/495/VCV
C
reads irregular verb verb
C/VIII/495/VCO
BJPR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/495/VCA
DJ
good stories adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/495/VCPR
EP
from preposition Preposition
C/VIII/495/VCA
DJ
different 
parts
adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/495/VCPR
EP
of preposition Preposition
C/VIII/495/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/496/VC She knows
many stories
from other
countries too
C/VIII/496/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/496/VCV
C
knows irregular verb verb
C/VIII/496/VCN
C
many stories noun phrase noun
C/VIII/496/VCPR
EP
from preposition Preposition
C/VIII/496/VCA
DV
other 
countries
adverb adverb
C/VIII/496/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/497/VC Aunt Dina is
very healthy
C/VIII/497/VCN
C
aunt concrete noun noun
C/VIII/497/VCN
C
dina concrete noun noun
C/VIII/497/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/497/VCA
DJ
very healthy adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/498/VC She is rarely
sick
C/VIII/498/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/498/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/498/VCA
DV
rarely adverb adverb
C/VIII/498/VCA
DJ
sick adjective adjective
C/VIII/499/VC She is married
and has two
children
C/VIII/499/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/499/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
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C/VIII/499/VCV
C
married regular verb verb
C/VIII/499/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/499/VCPR has personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/499/VCN
C
two children noun phrase noun
C/VIII/500/VC She is more
than 40 years
old, but her skin
is smooth and
her face always
looks young and
beautiful
C/VIII/500/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/500/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/500/VCC
OMP
more degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VIII/500/VCC
ONJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/500/VCN
C
40 years old noun phrase noun
C/VIII/500/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjuction
C/VIII/500/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/500/VCA
DJ
skin adjective adjective
C/VIII/500/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/500/VCA
DJ
smooth adjective adjective
C/VIII/500/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/500/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/500/VCN
C
face concrete noun noun
C/VIII/500/VCA
DV
always adverb adverb
C/VIII/500/VCV
C
looks regular verb verb
C/VIII/500/VCA
DJ
young adjective adjective
C/VIII/500/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/500/VCA
DJ
beautifull adjective adjective
C/VIII/501/VC Oh ya, she
exercise almost
everyday
C/VIII/501/VCIN
T
oh ya interjection interjection
C/VIII/501/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
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C/VIII/501/VCV
C
exercise regular verb verb
C/VIII/501/VCA
DV
almost adverb of time adverb
C/VIII/501/VCA
DV
everyday adverb of time adverb
C/VIII/502/VC She works at a
bank
C/VIII/502/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/502/VCV
C
works regular verb verb
C/VIII/502/VCPR
EP
at preposition preposition
C/VIII/502/VCN
C
a bank noun phrase noun
C/VIII/503/VC It is almost 2
kms from her
home
C/VIII/503/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/503/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/503/VCA
DV
almost adverb adverb
C/VIII/503/VCA
DV
2 kms adverb adverb
C/VIII/503/VCPR
EP
from preposition Preposition
C/VIII/503/VCA
DV
her home adverb adverb
C/VIII/504/VC She has a
motorcycle, but
she goes to
work on foot
C/VIII/504/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/504/VCV
C
has to be linking verb
C/VIII/504/VCN
C
a motorcycle noun phrase noun
C/VIII/504/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/504/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/504/VCV
C
goes to irregular verb verb
C/VIII/504/VCN
C
work compliment noun
C/VIII/504/VCPR
EP
on preposition Preposition
C/VIII/504/VCN
C
foot concrete noun noun
C/VIII/505/VCSP I love my cat,
Manis
i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/505/VCV
C
love regular verb verb
C/VIII/505/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/505/VCN
C
cat concrete noun noun
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C/VIII/505/VCN
C
manis concrete noun noun
C/VIII/506/VC She makes me
happy
C/VIII/506/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/506/VCV
C
makes irregular verb verb
C/VIII/506/VCO
BJPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/506/VCA
DJ
happy adjective adjective
C/VIII/507/VC When I tickle
her, she rolls
around and
taps her paws
on my hand
C/VIII/507/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/507/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/507/VCV
C
tickle regular verb verb
C/VIII/507/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/507/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/507/VCV
C
rolls regular verb verb
C/VIII/507/VCPR
EP
around preposition Preposition
C/VIII/507/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/507/VCV
C
taps regular verb verb
C/VIII/507/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/507/VCV
C
paws regular verb verb
C/VIII/507/VCPR
EP
on preposition Preposition
C/VIII/507/VCSP my personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/507/VCN
C
hand concrete noun noun
C/VIII/508/VCSP I like the feeling i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/508/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/508/VCA
DJ
the feeling adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/509/VC She has three
colors, white,
yellow, and
black
C/VIII/509/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/509/VCV
C
has to be lingking verb
C/VIII/509/VCA
DJ
three colours adjective phrase adjective
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C/VIII/509/VCA
DJ
white adjective adjective
C/VIII/509/VCA
DJ
yellow adjective adjective
C/VIII/509/VCA
DJ
and adjective adjective
C/VIII/509/VCA
DJ
black adjective adjective
C/VIII/510/VC She often lies on
my feet when I
study or watch
TV
C/VIII/510/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/510/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/510/VCA
DJ
lies adjective adjective
C/VIII/510/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/510/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/510/VCN
C
feet concrete noun noun
C/VIII/510/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/510/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/510/VCV
C
study irregular verb verb
C/VIII/510/VCC
ONJ
or conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/510/VCV
C
watch regular verb verb
C/VIII/510/VCN
C
tv concrete noun noun
C/VIII/511/VC Sometimes she
sleeps in my bed
with me, on my
feet
C/VIII/511/VCA
DV
sometimes adverb adverb
C/VIII/511/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/511/VCV
C
sleeps irregular verb verb
C/VIII/511/VCA
DV
in my bed adverb adverb
C/VIII/511/VCC
ONJ
with conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/511/VCO
BJPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/511/VCA
DV
on my feet adverb adverb
C/VIII/512/VCSP It feels warm it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/512/VCV
C
feels irregular verb verb
C/VIII/512/VCA
DJ
warm adjective adjective
C/VIII/513/VC I am proud of
my school
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C/VIII/513/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/513/VCV
C
am to be linking verb
C/VIII/513/VCA
DJ
proud adjective adjective
C/VIII/513/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/513/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/513/VCN
C
school concrete noun noun
C/VIII/514/VC Our teachers
are smart
C/VIII/514/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/514/VCN
C
teacher concrete noun noun
C/VIII/514/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/514/VCA
DJ
smart adjective adjective
C/VIII/515/VC We have many
good books and
magazines in
our school
library
C/VIII/515/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/515/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/515/VCA
DV
many adverb adverb
C/VIII/515/VCN
C
good book noun phrase noun
C/VIII/515/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/515/VCN
C
magazines concrete noun noun
C/VIII/515/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/515/VCSP our personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/515/VCN
C
school 
library
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/516/VC The classrooms
are not big, and
they are clean
and tidy
C/VIII/516/VCN
C
the classroom noun phrase noun
C/VIII/516/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/516/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/516/VCA
DJ
big adjective adjective
C/VIII/516/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/516/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/516/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/516/VCA
DJ
clean adjective adjective
C/VIII/516/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/516/VCA
DJ
tidy adjective adjective
C/VIII/517/VC But, the school
yard is very
small
C/VIII/517/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/517/VCN
C
the school
yard
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/517/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/517/VCA
DV
very adverb of
degree
Adverb 
C/VIII/517/VCA
DJ
small adjective adjective
C/VIII/518/VC There are not
many plants, so
it is very hot in
the afternoon
C/VIII/518/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/518/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/518/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/518/VCA
DV
many adverb adverb
C/VIII/518/VCN
C
plants Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/518/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/518/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/518/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/518/VCA
DV
very adverb adverb
C/VIII/518/VCA
DJ
hot adjective adjective
C/VIII/518/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/518/VCA
DJ
the afternoon adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/519/VC We only have
the terrace
when we are
not in the
classrooms
C/VIII/519/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/519/VCA
DV
only adverb adverb
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C/VIII/519/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/519/VCN
C
the terrace noun phrase noun
C/VIII/519/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/519/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/519/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/519/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/519/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/519/VCN
C
the classroom noun phrase noun
C/VIII/520/VC So, the terrace
is very crowded
during the
break
C/VIII/520/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/520/VCN
C
the terrace noun phrase noun
C/VIII/520/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/520/VCA
DV
very adverb of
degree
Adverb 
C/VIII/520/VCA
DJ
crowded adjective adjective
C/VIII/520/VCA
DV
during adverb adverb
C/VIII/520/VCA
DJ
the break adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/521/VC I like my
classmates
C/VIII/521/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/521/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/521/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/521/VCA
DJ
classmates adjective adjective
C/VIII/522/VC We are close to
each other, but
we do not get
angry easily
C/VIII/522/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/522/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/522/VCV
C
close regular verb verb
C/VIII/522/VCPR
EP
to preposition preposition
C/VIII/522/VCID
IO
each other idiom idiom
C/VIII/522/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/522/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/522/VCV
C
do irregular verb verb
C/VIII/522/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/522/VCV
C
get irregular verb verb
C/VIII/522/VCA
DJ
angry adjective adjective
C/VIII/522/VCA
DV
easily adverb adverb
C/VIII/523/VC We play
together
C/VIII/523/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/523/VCV
C
play regular verb verb
C/VIII/523/VCA
DJ
together adjective adjective
C/VIII/524/VC We study
together
C/VIII/524/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/524/VCV
C
study irregular verb verb
C/VIII/524/VCA
DJ
together adjective adjective
C/VIII/525/VC But I do not like
a number of
things about
them
C/VIII/525/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/525/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/525/VCV
C
do irregular verb verb
C/VIII/525/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/525/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/525/VCN
C
a number noun phrase noun
C/VIII/525/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/525/VCN
C
things concrete noun noun
C/VIII/525/VCA
DV
about adverb adverb
C/VIII/525/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/526/VC Some are not
dicipline
C/VIII/526/VCPR some Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/526/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/526/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/527/VC They do not do
their work
seriously
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C/VIII/527/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/527/VCV
C
do modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/527/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/527/VCV
C
do irregular verb verb
C/VIII/527/VCPR their personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/527/VCV
C
work regular verb verb
C/VIII/527/VCA
DV
seriously adverb adverb
C/VIII/528/VC They litter, so
our classroom is
often messy and
dirty
C/VIII/528/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/528/VCN
C
litter Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/528/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/528/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/528/VCN
C
classroom Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/528/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/528/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/528/VCA
DJ
messy adjective adjective
C/VIII/528/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/528/VCA
DJ
dirty adjective adjective
C/VIII/529/VC They also write
bad words on
the desks
C/VIII/529/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/529/VCA
DV
also adverb adverb
C/VIII/529/VCV
C
write irregular verb verb
C/VIII/529/VCA
DJ
bad words adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/529/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/529/VCN
C
the desk noun phrase noun
C/VIII/530/VC During the
class, they move
around and
they make a lot
of noise
C/VIII/530/VCA
DV
during adverb adverb
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C/VIII/530/VCN
C
the class noun phrase noun
C/VIII/530/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/530/VCV
C
move regular verb verb
C/VIII/530/VCPR
EP
around preposition preposition
C/VIII/530/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/530/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/530/VCV
C
make irregular verb verb
C/VIII/530/VCPR a lot of Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/530/VCA
DJ
noise adjective adjective
C/VIII/531/VC Pak. Bacu is a
janitor in our
school
C/VIII/531/VCN
C
pak bacu concrete noun noun
C/VIII/531/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/531/VCN
C
a janitor noun phrase noun
C/VIII/531/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/531/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/531/VCN
C
school concrete noun noun
C/VIII/532/VC He is a hard
worker
C/VIII/532/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/532/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/532/VCN
C
a hard
worker
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/533/VC He sweeps the
yard every
morning and
afternoon
C/VIII/533/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/533/VCV
C
sweeps irregular verb verb
C/VIII/533/VCN
C
the yard noun phrase noun
C/VIII/533/VCA
DV
every 
morning
adverb adverb
C/VIII/533/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/533/VCA
DV
afternoon adverb adverb
C/VIII/534/VC He washes the
toilets clean
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C/VIII/534/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/534/VCV
C
washes regular verb verb
C/VIII/534/VCN
C
the toilets
clean
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/535/VC I like him,
because he is
friendly, and he
knows our
names
C/VIII/535/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/535/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/535/VCO
BJPR
him personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/535/VCC
ONJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/535/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/535/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/535/VCA
DV
friendly adverb adverb
C/VIII/535/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/535/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/535/VCV
C
knows irregular verb verb
C/VIII/535/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/535/VCN
C
names abstract noun noun
C/VIII/536/VC But sometimes
he is annoying
C/VIII/536/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/536/VCA
DV
sometimes adverb adverb
C/VIII/536/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/536/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/536/VCA
DJ
annoying adjective adjective
C/VIII/537/VC He often teases
me, and laughs
at me in front of
my friends
C/VIII/537/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/537/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/537/VCV
C
teases regular verb verb
C/VIII/537/VCO
BJPR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
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C/VIII/537/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/537/VCA
DJ
laughs adjective adjective
C/VIII/537/VCPR
EP
at preposition preposition
C/VIII/537/VCO
BJPR
me per\ object pronoun
C/VIII/537/VCPR
EP
in front of preposition preposition
C/VIII/537/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/537/VCN
C
friends concrete noun noun
C/VIII/538/VC He is sometimes
fussy too
C/VIII/538/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/538/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/538/VCA
DV
sometimes adverb adverb
C/VIII/538/VCA
DJ
fussy adjective adjective
C/VIII/538/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/539/VC He tells us not
to litter, again
and again
C/VIII/539/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/539/VCV
C
tells irregular verb verb
C/VIII/539/VCO
BJPR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/539/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/539/VCPR
EP
to preposition preposition
C/VIII/539/VCN
C
litter Concrete noun noun
C/VIII/539/VCA
DV
again adverb adverb
C/VIII/539/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/539/VCA
DV
again adverb adverb
C/VIII/540/VC He gets mad
when we do not
put our rubbish
in the
rubbishbin
C/VIII/540/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/540/VCV
C
gets irregular verb verb
C/VIII/540/VCA
DJ
mad adjective adjective
C/VIII/540/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/540/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/540/VCV
C
do irregular verb verb
C/VIII/540/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/540/VCV
C
put irregular verb verb
C/VIII/540/VCSP our personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/540/VCN
C
rubbish concrete noun noun
C/VIII/540/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/540/VCN
C
the rubbish noun phrase noun
C/VIII/541/VC My brother is
very smart
C/VIII/541/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/541/VCN
C
brother concrete noun noun
C/VIII/541/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/541/VCPR very Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/541/VCA
DJ
smart adjective adjective
C/VIII/542/VC He is also a
good football
player
C/VIII/542/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/542/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/542/VCA
DV
also adverb adverb
C/VIII/542/VCN
C
a good
football 
player
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/543/VC He is generous
C/VIII/543/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/543/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/543/VCA
DJ
generous adjective adjective
C/VIII/544/VC He is funny, too
C/VIII/544/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/544/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/544/VCA
DJ
funny adjective adjective
C/VIII/544/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/545/VC I love him very
much
C/VIII/545/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
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C/VIII/545/VCV
C
love regular verb verb
C/VIII/545/VCO
BJPR
him personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/545/VCA
DV
very much adverb adverb
C/VIII/546/VC But I don‟t like
some things
about him
C/VIII/546/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/546/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/546/VCV
C
don‟t modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/546/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/546/VCPR some Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/546/VCN
C
things concrete noun noun
C/VIII/546/VCA
DV
about adverb adverb
C/VIII/546/VCO
BJPR
him personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/547/VC His room is
always messy
C/VIII/547/VCPR his personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/547/VCN
C
room concrete noun noun
C/VIII/547/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/547/VCA
DV
always adverb adverb
C/VIII/547/VCA
DJ
messy adjective adjective
C/VIII/548/VC He puts his
things 
everywhere
C/VIII/548/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/548/VCV
C
puts irregular verb verb
C/VIII/548/VCPR his personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/548/VCN
C
things concrete noun noun
C/VIII/548/VCA
DV
everywhere adverb adverb
C/VIII/549/VC Sometimes he is
smelly because
he is very
sweaty after he
plays football
and he does not
to take bath
straight away
C/VIII/549/VCC
ONJ
sometimes conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/549/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/549/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/549/VCA
DJ
smelly adjective adjective
C/VIII/549/VCC
ONJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/549/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/549/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/549/VCPR very Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/549/VCA
DJ
sweaty adjective adjective
C/VIII/549/VCC
ONJ
after conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/549/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/549/VCV
C
plays regular verb verb
C/VIII/549/VCN
C
football concrete noun noun
C/VIII/549/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/549/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/549/VCV
C
does not modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/549/VCPR
EP
to preposition preposition
C/VIII/549/VCV
C
take a bath irregular verb verb
C/VIII/549/VCA
DV
straight away adverb adverb
C/VIII/549/VC He drinks too
much soft
drinks
C/VIII/549/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/549/VCV
C
drinks irregular verb verb
C/VIII/549/VCA
DV
too much adverb adverb
C/VIII/549/VCN
C
soft drinks noun phrase noun
C/VIII/551/VC He does not like
fresh water
C/VIII/551/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/551/VCV
C
does not modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/551/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/551/VCN
C
fresh water noun phrase noun
C/VIII/552/VC I am often
worried about
his health
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C/VIII/552/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/552/VCV
C
am to be linking verb
C/VIII/552/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/552/VCA
DJ
worried adjective adjective
C/VIII/552/VCA
DV
about adverb adverb
C/VIII/552/VCPR his personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/552/VCA
DJ
health adjective adjective
C/VIII/553/VC I like my
hometown
C/VIII/553/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/553/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/553/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/553/VCN
C
hometown concrete noun noun
C/VIII/554/VC It is cool and
green
C/VIII/554/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/554/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/554/VCA
DJ
cool adjective adjective
C/VIII/554/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/554/VCA
DJ
green adjective adjective
C/VIII/555/VC There are many
new buildings
C/VIII/555/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/555/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/555/VCPR many Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/555/VCN
C
new building noun phrase noun
C/VIII/556/VC The streets and
the markets are
clean
C/VIII/556/VCN
C
the streets noun phrase noun
C/VIII/556/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/556/VCN
C
the markets noun phrase noun
C/VIII/556/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/556/VCA
DJ
clean adjective adjective
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C/VIII/557/VC There are many
plants on the
sides of the
roads
C/VIII/557/VCPR there Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/557/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/557/VCPR many' Demonstrative 
pronoun
Pronoun
C/VIII/557/VCN
C
plants concrete noun noun
C/VIII/557/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/557/VCA
DJ
the side adjective adjective
C/VIII/557/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/557/VCN
C
the roads noun phrase noun
C/VIII/558/VC But I don‟t like
some things
about my home
town
C/VIII/558/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/558/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/558/VCV
C
don‟t modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/558/VCV
C
like regular verb verb
C/VIII/558/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/558/VCN
C
things noun noun
C/VIII/558/VCA
DV
about adverb adverb
C/VIII/558/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/558/VCN
C
hometown concrete noun noun
C/VIII/559/VC The traffic is
rather 
dangerous
C/VIII/559/VCN
C
the traffic noun phrase noun
C/VIII/559/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/559/VCA
DV
rather adverb adverb
C/VIII/559/VCA
DJ
dangerous adjective adjective
C/VIII/560/VC Some people
drive too fast
C/VIII/560/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/560/VCN
C
people concrete noun noun
C/VIII/560/VCV
C
drive irregular verb verb
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C/VIII/560/VCA
DV
too adverb adverb
C/VIII/560/VCA
DJ
fast adjective adjective
C/VIII/561/VC Many young
people ride
carelessly
C/VIII/561/VCPR many demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/561/VCA
DJ
young people adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/561/VCV
C
ride irregular verb verb
C/VIII/561/VCA
DV
carelessly adverb adverb
C/VIII/562/VC They stop in
wrong places
and often block
the ways
C/VIII/562/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/562/VCV
C
stop regular verb verb
C/VIII/562/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/562/VCN
C
wrong places noun phrase noun
C/VIII/562/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/562/VCA
DV
often adverb adverb
C/VIII/562/VCV
C
block regular verb verb
C/VIII/562/VCN
C
the ways noun phrase noun
C/VIII/563/VC You have to be
very careful
when you cross
the road
C/VIII/563/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/563/VCV
C
have to be irregular verb verb
C/VIII/563/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/563/VCA
DJ
careful adjective adjective
C/VIII/563/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/563/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/563/VCV
C
cross regular verb verb
C/VIII/563/VCN
C
the road noun phrase noun
C/VIII/564/VC There is a lake
near my home
town
C/VIII/564/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
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C/VIII/564/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/564/VCN
C
a lake noun phrase noun
C/VIII/564/VCPR
EP
near preposition preposition
C/VIII/564/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/564/VCN
C
hometown concrete noun noun
C/VIII/565/VC It‟s very large
and panoramc
C/VIII/565/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/565/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/565/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/565/VCA
DJ
large adjective adjective
C/VIII/565/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/565/VCA
DJ
panorame adjective adjective
C/VIII/566/VC The forest
around the lake
is very green
and cool
C/VIII/566/VCN
C
the forest noun phrase noun
C/VIII/566/VCPR
EP
around preposition preposition
C/VIII/566/VCN
C
the lake noun phrase noun
C/VIII/566/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/566/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/566/VCN
C
green abstract noun noun
C/VIII/566/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/566/VCA
DJ
cool adjective adjective
C/VIII/567/VC But, I want to
say some sad
things about it
C/VIII/567/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/567/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/567/VCV
C
want regular verb verb
C/VIII/567/VCPR
EP
to preposition preposition
C/VIII/567/VCV
C
say irregular verb verb
C/VIII/567/VCN
C
some sad
things
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/567/VCC
ONJ
about conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/567/VCO
BJPR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/568/VC It is very dirty
and the foods
and drinks are
very expensive
C/VIII/568/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/568/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/568/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/568/VCA
DJ
dirty adjective adjective
C/VIII/568/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/568/VCN
C
the foods noun phrase noun
C/VIII/568/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/568/VCV
C
drinks irregular verb verb
C/VIII/568/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/568/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/568/VCA
DJ
expensive adjective adjective
C/VIII/569/VC People litter
everywhere 
because there
are not many
garbage bins
there
C/VIII/569/VCN
C
people litter noun phrase noun
C/VIII/569/VCA
DV
everywhere adverb adverb
C/VIII/569/VCC
ONJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/569/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/569/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/569/VCIN
T
not interjection interjection
C/VIII/569/VCPR many demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/569/VCN
C
garbage bin noun phrase noun
C/VIII/569/VCA
DV
there adverb adverb
C/VIII/570/VC The vendors
leave their
waste 
everywhere
C/VIII/570/VCN
C
the vendors noun phrase noun
C/VIII/570/VCV
C
leave irregular verb verb
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C/VIII/570/VCPR their personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/570/VCV
C
waste regular verb verb
C/VIII/570/VCA
DV
everywhere adverb adverb
C/VIII/571/VC Some wooden
benches are
broken, so we
cannot sit on
them
C/VIII/571/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/571/VCN
C
wooden 
benches
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/571/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/571/VCA
DJ
broken adjective adjective
C/VIII/571/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/571/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/571/VCV
C
cannot modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/571/VCV
C
sit irregular verb verb
C/VIII/571/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/571/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/572/VC Indonesia is a
big country
C/VIII/572/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/572/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/572/VCN
C
a big country noun phrase noun
C/VIII/573/VC It is between
two continents,
Asia and
Australia, and
between two
oceans, the
Pacific Ocean
and the Indian
Ocean
C/VIII/573/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/573/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/573/VCPR
EP
between preposition preposition
C/VIII/573/VCN
C
two 
continents
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/573/VCN
C
asia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/573/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/573/VCN
C
australia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/573/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/573/VCPR
EP
between preposition preposition
C/VIII/573/VCN
C
two ocean noun phrase noun
C/VIII/573/VCN
C
the pacific
ocean
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/573/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/573/VCN
C
the indian
ocean
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/574/VC It is the largest
archipelago in
the world
C/VIII/574/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/574/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/574/VCN
C
the largest
archipelago
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/574/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/574/VCN
C
the world noun phrase noun
C/VIII/575/VC There are more
than seventeen
thousand 
islands in
Indonesia
C/VIII/575/VCPR there demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/575/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/575/VCC
OMP
more Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VIII/575/VCC
ONJ
than conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/575/VCN
C
seventeen 
thousand 
islands
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/575/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/575/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/576/VC We have a lot of
islands
C/VIII/576/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/576/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/576/VCPR a lot of demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/576/VCN
C
islands concrete noun noun
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C/VIII/577/VC The big ones
are Papua,
Kalimantan, 
Smatera, 
Sulawesi, and
Java
C/VIII/577/VCN
C
the big ones noun phrase noun
C/VIII/577/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/577/VCN
C
papua concrete noun noun
C/VIII/577/VCN
C
kalimantan concrete noun noun
C/VIII/577/VCN
C
sumatera concrete noun noun
C/VIII/577/VCN
C
sulawesi concrete noun noun
C/VIII/577/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/577/VCN
C
java concrete noun noun
C/VIII/578/VC Of the five
islands, Java is
the smallest, but
it is the most
populated one.
We can find
people from
around 
Indonesia in
Java
C/VIII/578/VCA
DV
of the five
islands
adverb adverb
C/VIII/578/VCN
C
java concrete noun noun
C/VIII/578/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/578/VCC
OMP
the smallest Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VIII/578/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/578/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/578/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/578/VCC
OMP
the most
populated 
one
Degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VIII/578/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/578/VCV
C
can modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/578/VCV
C
find irregular verb verb
C/VIII/578/VCN
C
people concrete noun noun
C/VIII/578/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/578/VCPR
EP
around preposition preposition
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C/VIII/578/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/578/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/578/VCN
C
java concrete noun noun
C/VIII/579/VC Indonesia is on
the equator
C/VIII/579/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/579/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/579/VCPR
EP
on preposition preposition
C/VIII/579/VCN
C
the equator noun phrase noun
C/VIII/580/VC It is a tropical
country
C/VIII/580/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/580/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/580/VCN
C
a tropical
country
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/581/VC The sun shines
brightly 
everyday, so it
is mostly hot
C/VIII/581/VCN
C
the sun noun phrase noun
C/VIII/581/VCV
C
shines reguler verb verb
C/VIII/581/VCA
DV
brightly adverb adverb
C/VIII/581/VCA
DV
everyday adverb adverb
C/VIII/581/VCC
ONJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/581/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/581/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/581/VCA
DV
mostly adverb adverb
C/VIII/581/VCA
DJ
hot adjective adjective
C/VIII/582/VC It has two
seasons, the
rainy season,
and the dry
season
C/VIII/582/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/582/VCV
C
has to be verb
C/VIII/582/VCN
C
two seasons noun phrase noun
C/VIII/582/VCN
C
the rainy
season
noun phrase noun
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C/VIII/582/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/582/VCN
C
the dry
season
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/583/VC There are many
seas in
Indonesia, the
Java Sea, the
Bali Sea, the
Arafuru Sea,
the Banda Sea,
the Timor Sea,
and many
others
C/VIII/583/VCPR there demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/583/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/583/VCPR many demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
seas concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
the java sea concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
the bali concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
the arafuru
sea
concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
the banda sea concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCN
C
the timor sea concrete noun noun
C/VIII/583/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/583/VCA
DV
many others adverb adverb
C/VIII/584/VC We also have
many straits,
like the Sunda
straits, between
Java and
Sumatra, the
Lombok Strait
between Bali
and Lombok,
and many
others
C/VIII/584/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/584/VCA
DV
also adverb adverb
C/VIII/584/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/584/VCPR many demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
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C/VIII/584/VCN
C
straits concrete noun noun
C/VIII/584/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/584/VCN
C
the sunda
straits
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/584/VCN
C
between conjunction noun
C/VIII/584/VCN
C
java concrete noun noun
C/VIII/584/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/584/VCN
C
sumatra concrete noun noun
C/VIII/584/VCN
C
the lombok
straits
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/584/VCC
ONJ
between conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/584/VCN
C
bali concrete noun noun
C/VIII/584/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/584/VCA
DV
many others adverb adverb
C/VIII/585/VC Indonesia also
has many
mountains
C/VIII/585/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/585/VCA
DV
also adverb adverb
C/VIII/585/VCV
C
has to be verb
C/VIII/585/VCPR many demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/585/VCN
C
mountains concrete noun noun
C/VIII/586/VC Many of them
are still active
and can erupt
any time
C/VIII/586/VCPR many demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/586/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/586/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/586/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/586/VCA
DV
still adverb adverb
C/VIII/586/VCA
DJ
active adjective adjective
C/VIII/586/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/586/VCV
C
can modal auxilary verb
C/VIII/586/VCV
C
erupt reguler verb verb
C/VIII/586/VCA
DV
anytime adverb adverb
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C/VIII/587/VC We call them
volcanoes, like
Sinabung and
Merapi in
Sumatra, 
Merapi in Java,
and Lokon in
South Sulawesi
C/VIII/587/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/587/VCV
C
call reguler verb verb
C/VIII/587/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/587/VCN
C
volcanoes concrete noun noun
C/VIII/587/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/587/VCN
C
sinabung concrete noun noun
C/VIII/587/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/587/VCN
C
merapi concrete noun noun
C/VIII/588/VC When they
erupt they 
C/VIII/588/VCC
ONJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/588/VCN
C
the erupt noun phrase noun
C/VIII/588/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/588/VCV
C
bring out irregular verb verb
C/VIII/588/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/588/VCA
DJ
hot adjective adjective
C/VIII/588/VCA
DJ
lava concrete noun noun
C/VIII/588/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/588/VCPR
EP
inside preposition preposition
C/VIII/588/VCN
C
the earth noun phrase noun
C/VIII/589/VC The land is very
fertile
C/VIII/589/VCN
C
the land noun phrase noun
C/VIII/589/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/589/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/589/VCA
DJ
fertile adjective adjective
C/VIII/590/VC Farmers grow
many kinds of C/VIII/590/VCN
C
farmer concrete noun noun
C/VIII/590/VCV
C
grow irregular verb verb
C/VIII/590/VCA
DV
many adverb adverb
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C/VIII/590/VCA
DJ
kinds adjective adjective
C/VIII/590/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/590/VCN
C
vegetable concrete noun noun
C/VIII/590/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/590/VCN
C
friuts concrete noun noun
C/VIII/591/VC They also grow
coconuts
C/VIII/591/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/591/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/591/VCV
C
grow irregular verb verb
C/VIII/591/VCN
C
coconuts concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VC Indonesian 
people eat a lot
of vegetables
like spinach,
carrots, long
beans, egg
plant, cabbages,
cucumbers, 
tomatos, onions,
garlic, chillies,
kangkung and
many others
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
indonesia 
people
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/592/VCV
C
eat irregular verb verb
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
a lot of noun phrase noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
vegetable concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
spinach concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
carrots concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
long bean concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
eggplant concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
cabbages concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
cucumber concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
tomatoes concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
onions concrete noun noun
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C/VIII/592/VCN
C
garlic concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
chilies concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCN
C
kangkung concrete noun noun
C/VIII/592/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/592/VCA
DV
many others adverb adverb
C/VIII/593/VC We call them
local fruits, like
guavas, 
bananas, 
rambutans, 
durians, 
mangoosteens, 
soursops, 
papayas, 
pineapples, and
salak
C/VIII/593/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/593/VCV
C
call reguler verb verb
C/VIII/593/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
local fruits noun phrase noun
C/VIII/593/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
guavas concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
bananas concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
rambutans concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
durians concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
mangosteens concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
soursops concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
papayas concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
pineapple concrete noun noun
C/VIII/593/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/593/VCN
C
salak concrete noun noun
C/VIII/594/VC Some people
call it a snake
fruit
C/VIII/594/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/594/VCN
C
people concrete noun noun
C/VIII/594/VCV
C
call reguler verb verb
C/VIII/594/VCO
BJPR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
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C/VIII/594/VCN
C
a snake fruits noun phrase noun
C/VIII/595/VC They are all
very nice, sweet,
and juicy
C/VIII/595/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/595/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/595/VCPR all indefinite 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/595/VCA
DV
very adverb of
degree
Adverb 
C/VIII/595/VCA
DJ
nice sweet adjective phrase adjective
C/VIII/595/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/595/VCN
C
juicy concrete noun noun
C/VIII/596/VC We eat them
fresh
C/VIII/596/VCN
C
we personal 
pronoun
noun
C/VIII/596/VCV
C
eat irregular verb verb
C/VIII/596/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/596/VCA
DJ
fresh adjective adjective
C/VIII/597/VC We also make
delicious juice
of them
C/VIII/597/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/597/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/597/VCV
C
make irregular verb verb
C/VIII/597/VCN
C
delicious 
juice
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/597/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/597/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/598/VC We also dry
many kinds of
fruit to make
crackers
C/VIII/598/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/598/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/598/VCV
C
dry reguler verb verb
C/VIII/598/VCA
DV
many' adverb adverb
C/VIII/598/VCA
DJ
kinds adjective adjective
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C/VIII/598/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/598/VCN
C
fruit concrete noun noun
C/VIII/598/VCV
C
to make irregular verb verb
C/VIII/598/VCN
C
crackers concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VC Indonesia is also 
rich with spices,
like pepper,
corriander, 
ginger, clove,
cinnamon, 
turneric, 
galanga, lemon
grass, baby
leave, and so on
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/599/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/599/VCA
DJ
rich adjective adjective
C/VIII/599/VCPR
EP
with preposition preposition
C/VIII/599/VCA
DJ
spices adjective adjective
C/VIII/599/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
pepper concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
corriander' concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
ginger concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
clove concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
cinnamon concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
turneric concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
galanga concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
lemon grass concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCN
C
baby leave concrete noun noun
C/VIII/599/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/599/VCA
DV
so on adverb adverb
C/VIII/600/VC We use them to
cook very spicy
Indonesian 
foods
C/VIII/600/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
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C/VIII/600/VCV
C
use reguler verb verb
C/VIII/600/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/600/VCV
C
to cook reguler verb verb
C/VIII/600/VCA
DV
very adverb of
degree
Adverb 
C/VIII/600/VCN
C
spicy 
indonesian 
foods
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/601/VC People also
make nice
healthy drinks
from them
C/VIII/601/VCN
C
people concrete noun noun
C/VIII/601/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/601/VCV
C
make reguler verb verb
C/VIII/601/VCA
DJ
nice adjective adjective
C/VIII/601/VCN
C
healthy 
drinks
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/601/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/601/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/602/VC They are useful
for our health
C/VIII/602/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/602/VCV
C
are to be linking verb
C/VIII/602/VCA
DJ
useful adjective adjective
C/VIII/602/VCC
ONJ
for conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/602/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/602/VCA
DJ
health adjective adjective
C/VIII/603/VC Many kinds of
fish, big and
small, live in the
Indonesian seas
C/VIII/603/VCA
DV
many adverb adverb
C/VIII/603/VCA
DJ
kinds adjective adjective
C/VIII/603/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/603/VCN
C
fish concrete noun noun
C/VIII/603/VCA
DJ
big adjective adjective
C/VIII/603/VCA
DJ
and conjunction conjunction
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C/VIII/603/VCC
ONJ
small adjective conjunction
C/VIII/603/VCC
ONJ
live reguler verb verb
C/VIII/603/VCPR
EP
in preposition preposition
C/VIII/603/VCN
C
the 
indonesian 
seas
noun phrase noun
C/VIII/604/VC Most of us eat
fish with our
meals
C/VIII/604/VCC
OMP
most degree of
comparison
comparative
C/VIII/604/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/604/VCO
BJPR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/604/VCV
C
eat irregular verb verb
C/VIII/604/VCN
C
fish concrete noun noun
C/VIII/604/VCC
ONJ
with conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/604/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/604/VCN
C
meals concrete noun noun
C/VIII/605/VC We also eat
shrimp and
different kinds
of shellfish
C/VIII/605/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/605/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/605/VCV
C
eat irregular verb verb
C/VIII/605/VCN
C
shrimp concrete noun noun
C/VIII/605/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/605/VCA
DJ
different adjective adjective
C/VIII/605/VCA
DJ
kinds adjective adjective
C/VIII/605/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/605/VCN
C
shellfish concrete noun noun
C/VIII/606/VC But we don‟t
eat big fish, like
dolphins and
sharks
C/VIII/606/VCC
ONJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/606/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/606/VCV
C
dont modal auxilary verb
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C/VIII/606/VCV
C
eat irregular verb verb
C/VIII/606/VCN
C
big fish noun phrase noun
C/VIII/606/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/606/VCN
C
dolphin concrete noun noun
C/VIII/606/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/606/VCN
C
shark concrete noun noun
C/VIII/607/VC We protect
them
C/VIII/607/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/607/VCV
C
protect reguler verb verb
C/VIII/607/VCO
BJPR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/608/VC We also protect
our turtles
C/VIII/608/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/608/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/608/VCV
C
protect reguler verb verb
C/VIII/608/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronounC/VIII/608/VCN
C
turtles concrete noun noun
C/VIII/609/VC Indonesia also
raise different 
C/VIII/609/VCN
C
indonesia concrete noun noun
C/VIII/609/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/609/VCV
C
raise reguler verb verb
C/VIII/609/VCA
DJ
different adjective adjective
C/VIII/609/VCA
DV
kinds adverb adverb
C/VIII/609/VCPR
EP
of preposition preposition
C/VIII/609/VCN
C
animals concrete noun noun
C/VIII/609/VCPR
EP
for preposition preposition
C/VIII/609/VCPR their personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/609/VCN
C
meat concrete noun noun
C/VIII/609/VCV
C
like reguler verb verb
C/VIII/609/VCN
C
cows concrete noun noun
C/VIII/609/VCN
C
goats concrete noun noun
C/VIII/609/VCN
C
pigs concrete noun noun
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C/VIII/610/VC We get beef
from the cow,
mutton from
the goat, and
pork from the
pig
C/VIII/610/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/610/VCV
C
get irregular verb verb
C/VIII/610/VCN
C
beef concrete noun noun
C/VIII/610/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/610/VCN
C
the cow noun phrase noun
C/VIII/610/VCN
C
mutton concrete noun noun
C/VIII/610/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/610/VCN
C
the goat noun phrase noun
C/VIII/610/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/610/VCN
C
pork concrete noun noun
C/VIII/610/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/610/VCN
C
the pig noun phrase noun
C/VIII/611/VC Some ethnic
groups even eat
horse meat
C/VIII/611/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/VIII/611/VCN
C
ethnic groups noun phrase noun
C/VIII/611/VCA
DV
even adverb adverb
C/VIII/611/VCV
C
eat irregular verb verb
C/VIII/611/VCN
C
horse meat noun phrase noun
C/VIII/612/VC Our milk is
usually from the
cows
C/VIII/612/VCPR our personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/VIII/612/VCN
C
milk concrete noun noun
C/VIII/612/VCV
C
is to be linking verb
C/VIII/612/VCA
DV
usually adverb adverb
C/VIII/612/VCC
ONJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/612/VCN
C
the cows noun phrase noun
C/VIII/613/VC Of course we
also have
chickens
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C/VIII/613/VCIN
T
of course interjection interjection
C/VIII/613/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/613/VCPR
EP
also preposition preposition
C/VIII/613/VCV
C
have irregular verb verb
C/VIII/613/VCN
C
chickens concrete noun noun
C/VIII/614/VC They give us
meat and eggs
C/VIII/614/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/VIII/614/VCV
C
give irregular verb verb
C/VIII/614/VCO
BJPR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/VIII/614/VCN
C
meat concrete noun noun
C/VIII/614/VCC
ONJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/VIII/614/VCN
C
eggs concrete noun noun
C/IX/615/VC When I was a
child
This is me when
I was baby
C/IX/615/VCPR this demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IX/615/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/615/VCOBJ
PR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/615/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/615/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/615/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/615/VCNC baby concrete noun noun
C/IX/616/VC I was three
point for four
kilograms and
fifty two
centimeters 
long
C/IX/616/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/616/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/616/VCNC three point noun phrase noun
C/IX/616/VCPRE
P
for preposition preposition
C/IX/616/VCNC four 
kilograms
noun phrase noun
C/IX/616/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/616/VCNC fifty two
centimeters 
long
noun phrase noun
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C/IX/617/VC Now I am fifty
kilograms and
one hundred
fifty centimeters
tall
C/IX/617/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/617/VCPR i personal 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IX/617/VCVC am to be linking verb
C/IX/617/VCNC fifty 
kilograms
noun phrase noun
C/IX/617/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/617/VCNC one hundred
fifty 
centimeters 
tall
noun phrase noun
C/IX/618/VC I was bald
C/IX/618/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/618/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/IX/618/VCADJ bald adjective adjective
C/IX/619/VC I had no hair
C/IX/619/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/619/VCVC had no modal auxilary verb
C/IX/619/VCNC hair concrete noun noun
C/IX/620/VC Now I have long
hair
C/IX/620/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/620/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/620/VCVC have irregular verb verb
C/IX/620/VCNC long hair noun phrase noun
C/IX/621/VC This is me and
this is Rani in
grade VII
C/IX/621/VCPR this demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IX/621/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/621/VCOBJ
PR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/621/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/621/VCPR this demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IX/621/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/621/VCNC rani concrete noun noun
C/IX/621/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/IX/621/VCNC grade VII noun phrase noun
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C/IX/622/VC We were not
close friends at
that time
C/IX/622/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/622/VCVC were not to be verb
C/IX/622/VCNC close friends noun phrase noun
C/IX/622/VCADV at that time adverb adverb
C/IX/623 We did not
study together
C/IX/623SP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/623/VC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/623/VC study irregular verb verb
C/IX/623/ADJ together adjective adjective
C/IX/624/VC We never
played together
C/IX/624/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/624/VCADV never adverb adverb
C/IX/624/VCVC played reguler verb verb
C/IX/624/VCADJ together adjective adjective
C/IX/625/VC Now we are
best friends
C/IX/625/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/625/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/625/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/IX/625/VCNC best friends noun phrase noun
C/IX/626/VC We study
together, play
together, and
cry together,
too
\
C/IX/626/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/626/VCVC study irregular verb verb
C/IX/626/VCADJ together adjective adjective
C/IX/626/VCVC play reguler verb verb
C/IX/626/VCADJ together adjective adjective
C/IX/626/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/626/VCVC cry reguler verb verb
C/IX/626/VCADJ together adjective adjective
C/IX/626/VCADV too adverb adverb
C/IX/627/VC What are you
carrying?
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C/IX/627/VCINT what interrogative interrogative
C/IX/627/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/IX/627/VCOBJ
PR
you personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/627/VCVC carrying reguler verb verb
C/IX/628/VC They are toy
cars
C/IX/628/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/628/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/IX/628/VCNC toy cars noun phrase noun
C/IX/629/VC I collected them
when I was in
elementary 
school
C/IX/629/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/629/VCVC collected reguler verb verb
C/IX/629/VCOBJ
PR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/629/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/629/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/629/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/629/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/IX/629/VCNC elementary 
school
noun phrase noun
C/IX/630/VC I do not collect
toy cars now
C/IX/630/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/630/VCVC do not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/630/VCVC collect reguler verb verb
C/IX/630/VCNC toy cars noun phrase noun
C/IX/630/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/631/VC I‟m going to
give them to
Ucok, my
younger cousin
C/IX/631/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/631/VCVC am going to modal auxilary verb
C/IX/631/VCVC given irregular verb verb
C/IX/631/VCOBJ
PR
them personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/632/VC Hey, look! They
are playing
marbles
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C/IX/632/VCINT hey interjection interjection
C/IX/632/VCINT look interjection interjection
C/IX/632/VCSP they personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/632/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/IX/632/VCVC playing reguler verb verb
C/IX/632/VCNC marbles concrete noun noun
C/IX/633/VC It was my
favorite game in
primary school
C/IX/633/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/633/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/633/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/633/VCNC favorite 
game
noun phrase noun
C/IX/633/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/IX/633/VCNC primary 
school
noun phrase noun
C/IX/634/VC I played
marbles 
everyday
C/IX/634/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/634/VCVC played reguler verb verb
C/IX/634/VCNC marbles concrete noun noun
C/IX/634/VCADV everyday adverb adverb
C/IX/635/VC But now I never
play marbles
anymore
C/IX/635/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/IX/635/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/635/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/635/VCADV never adverb adverb
C/IX/635/VCVC play regular verb verb
C/IX/635/VCNC marbles concrete noun noun
C/IX/635/VCADV anymore adverb adverb
C/IX/636/VC I have so many
things to do at
home and at
school
C/IX/636/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/636/VCVC have irregular verb verb
C/IX/636/VCCO
NJ
so conjunction conjunction
C/IX/636/VCADV many adverb adverb
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C/IX/636/VCADJ things adjective adjective
C/IX/636/VCVC to do irregular verb verb
C/IX/636/VCPRE
P
at preposition preposition
C/IX/636/VCNC home concrete noun noun
C/IX/636/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/636/VCPRE
P
at preposition preposition
C/IX/636/VCNC school concrete noun noun
C/IX/637/VC Did you play
marbles too?
C/IX/637/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/IX/637/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/637/VCVC play regular verb verb
C/IX/637/VCNC marbles concrete noun noun
C/IX/637/VCADV too adverb adverb
C/IX/638/VC Yes, I did
C/IX/638/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/IX/638/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/638/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/IX/639/VC But I did not do
it very well
C/IX/639/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/IX/639/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/639/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/639/VCVC do irregular verb verb
C/IX/639/VCOBJ
PR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/639/VCADV very well adverb adverb
C/IX/640/VC I always lost the
game
C/IX/640/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/640/VCADV slwsys adverb adverb
C/IX/640/VCADJ lost adjective adjective
C/IX/640/VCNC the game noun phrase noun
C/IX/641/VC You did not like
Math in
primary school?C/IX/641/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/641/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/641/VCVC like regular verb verb
C/IX/641/VCNC math abstract noun noun
C/IX/641/VCPR in preposition preposition
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C/IX/641/VCNC primary 
school
noun phrase noun
C/IX/642/VC No, I did not
like Math
because the
teacher did not
explain it
clearly
C/IX/642/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/642/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/642/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/642/VCVC like regular verb verb
C/IX/642/VCNC math abstract noun noun
C/IX/642/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/IX/642/VCNC the teacher noun phrase noun
C/IX/642/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/642/VCVC explain regular verb verb
C/IX/642/VCOBJ
PR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/642/VCADV clearly adverb adverb
C/IX/643/VC But now it is my
favorite subject
because Mr.
Sihombing 
explains it
clearly
C/IX/643/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/IX/643/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/643/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/643/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/643/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/643/VCADJ favorite 
subject
adjective phrase adjective
C/IX/643/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/IX/643/VCNC Mr. 
Sihombing
concrete noun noun
C/IX/643/VCVC explain regular verb verb
C/IX/643/VCOBJ
PR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/643/VCADV clearly adverb adverb
C/IX/644/VC Is Edo here?
C/IX/644/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/644/VCNC edo concrete noun noun
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C/IX/644/VCADV here adverb adverb
C/IX/645/VC No. He is sick
C/IX/645/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/645/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/645/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/645/VCADJ sick adjective adjective
C/IX/646/VC He caught the
flu yesterday
C/IX/646/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/646/VCVC caught irregular verb verb
C/IX/646/VCNC the flu noun phrase noun
C/IX/646/VCADV yesterday adverb adverb
C/IX/647/VC He walked
home when it
was raining
hard
C/IX/647/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/647/VCVC walked regular verb verb
C/IX/647/VCNC home concrete noun noun
C/IX/647/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/647/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/647/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/647/VCNC raining hard noun phrase noun
C/IX/648/VC Are you going
to eat your
lunch now?
C/IX/648/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/IX/648/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/648/VCVC going to irregular verb verb
C/IX/648/VCVC eat irregular verb verb
C/IX/648/VCPR your personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/648/VCADJ lunch adjective adjective
C/IX/648/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/IX/649/VC No! It is my
breakfast
C/IX/649/VCINT no interjection interjection
C/IX/649/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/649/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/IX/649/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
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C/IX/649/VCNC breakfast concrete noun noun
C/IX/650/VC I did not have
breakfast 
before I went to
school this
morning
C/IX/650/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/650/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/650/VCVC have irregular verb verb
C/IX/650/VCNC breakfast concrete noun noun
C/IX/650/VCCO
NJ
before conjunction conjunction
C/IX/650/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/650/VCVC went to irregular verb verb
C/IX/650/VCNC school concrete noun noun
C/IX/650/VCADV this morning adverb adverb
C/IX/651/VC I woke up at six
because I went
to bed very late
last night
C/IX/651/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/651/VCVC woke up irregular verb verb
C/IX/651/VCADV at six adverb adverb
C/IX/651/VCCO
NJ
because conjunction conjunction
C/IX/651/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/651/VCVC went to irregular verb verb
C/IX/651/VCNC bed concrete noun noun
C/IX/651/VCADV very late adverb adverb
C/IX/651/VCADV last night adverb adverb
C/IX/652/VC I did my
homework until
then
C/IX/652/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/652/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/IX/652/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/652/VCNC homework abstract noun noun
C/IX/652/VCADV until adverb adverb
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C/IX/652/VCADV then adverb adverb
C/IX/653/VC You know I
never come late
to school
C/IX/653/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/653/VCVC know irregular verb verb
C/IX/653/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/653/VCADV never adverb adverb
C/IX/653/VCADJ come late adjective adjective
C/IX/653/VCADV to school adverb adverb
C/IX/654/VC But this
morning I got a
flat tire
C/IX/654/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/IX/654/VCADV this morning adverb adverb
C/IX/654/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/654/VCVC got irregular verb verb
C/IX/654/VCADJ a flat tire adjective phrase adjective
C/IX/655/VC Then I walked
with my bike
here
C/IX/655/VCCO
NJ
then conjunction conjunction
C/IX/655/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/655/VCVC walked regular verb verb
C/IX/655/VCCO
NJ
with conjunction conjunction
C/IX/655/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/655/VCNC bike concrete noun noun
C/IX/656/VC I got here at six
fifty, and the
gate was
already closed
C/IX/656/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/656/VCVC got irregular verb verb
C/IX/656/VCADV here adverb adverb
C/IX/656/VCADV at six fifty adverb adverb
C/IX/656/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/656/VCNC the gate noun phrase noun
C/IX/656/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/656/VCADV already adverb adverb
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C/IX/657/VC So here we are,
not attending
the flag
ceremony
C/IX/657/VCADV so adverb adverb
C/IX/657/VCADV here adverb adverb
C/IX/657/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/657/VCVC are not to be verb
C/IX/657/VCVC attending regular verb verb
C/IX/657/VCNC the flag
ceremony
noun phrase noun
C/IX/658/VC When did you
get the flu?
C/IX/658/VCINT when interrogative interrogative
C/IX/658/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/IX/658/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/658/VCVC get irregular verb verb
C/IX/658/VCNC the flu noun phrase noun
C/IX/659/VC When I was
walking from
school 
yesterday
C/IX/659/VCINT when interrogative interrogative
C/IX/659/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/659/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/IX/659/VCVC walking regular verb verb
C/IX/659/VCCO
NJ
from conjunction conjunction
C/IX/659/VCNC school concrete noun noun
C/IX/659/VCADV yesterday adverb adverb
C/IX/660/VC It was raining
hard
C/IX/660/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/660/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/IX/660/VCNC raining hard noun phrase noun
C/IX/661/VC Dayu called you
this morning,
but you did not
answer it
C/IX/661/VCSP dayu personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/661/VCVC called regular verb verb
C/IX/661/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/661/VCADV this morning adverb adverb
C/IX/661/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
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C/IX/661/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/661/VCVC did not irregular verb verb
C/IX/661/VCVC answer regular verb verb
C/IX/661/VCOBJ
PR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/662/VC Really? Maybe
I was still
sleeping and did
not hear the
phone
C/IX/662/VCINT really interjection interjection
C/IX/662/VCADV maybe adverb adverb
C/IX/662/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/662/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/IX/662/VCADV still adverb adverb
C/IX/662/VCVC sleeping irregular verb verb
C/IX/662/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/662/VCVC did not irregular verb verb
C/IX/662/VCVC hear regular verb verb
C/IX/662/VCNC the phone noun phrase noun
C/IX/663/VC No, she was
crying
C/IX/663/VCINT no interjection interjection
C/IX/663/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/663/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/IX/663/VCADJ crying adjective adjective
C/IX/664/VC She looked very
sad when she
left the
Principal‟s 
office
C/IX/664/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/664/VCVC looked regular verb verb
C/IX/664/VCADV very adverb adverb
C/IX/664/VCADJ sad adjective adjective
C/IX/664/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/664/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/664/VCVC left irregular verb verb
C/IX/664/VCNC the 
principal's 
office
noun phrase noun
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C/IX/665/VC I do not know
why
C/IX/665/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/665/VCVC do not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/665/VCVC know irregular verb verb
C/IX/665/VCADV why adverb adverb
C/IX/666/VC Why was Mrs.
Murni angry?
C/IX/666/VCINT
E
why interrogative interrogative
C/IX/666/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/666/VCNC mrs. Murni concrete noun noun
C/IX/666/VCADJ angry adjective adjective
C/IX/667/VC We did not
listen when she C/IX/667/VCSP we personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/667/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/667/VCVC listen regular verb verb
C/IX/667/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/667/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/667/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/667/VCVC reading irregular verb verb
C/IX/667/VCOBJ
PR
us personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/667/VCNC the story noun phrase noun
C/IX/668/VCINT
E
What‟s wrong? interrogative interrogative
C/IX/669/VC I saw many
caterpilars over
there when I
was watering C/IX/669/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/669/VCVC saw irregular verb verb
C/IX/669/VCADV many adverb adverb
C/IX/669/VCNC caterpilars concrete noun noun
C/IX/669/VCPRE
P
over preposition preposition
C/IX/669/VCADV there adverb adverb
C/IX/669/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/669/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/669/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/669/VCVC watering regular verb verb
C/IX/669/VCNC the garden noun phrase noun
C/IX/670/VC I saw you when
you were 
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C/IX/670/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/670/VCVC saw irregular verb verb
C/IX/670/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/670/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/670/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/670/VCVC were to be verb
C/IX/670/VCVC crossing regular verb verb
C/IX/670/VCNC the street noun phrase noun
C/IX/671/VC I called you but
you did not C/IX/671/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/671/VCVC called regular verb verb
C/IX/671/VCOBJ
PR
you personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/671/VCCO
NJ
but conjunction conjunction
C/IX/671/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/671/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/IX/671/VCVC hear regular verb verb
C/IX/671/VCOBJ
PR
me personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/672/VC Really? sorry
C/IX/672/VCINT
E
really interjection interjection
C/IX/672/VCINT
E
sorry interjection interjection
C/IX/673/VC How did she
hurt her
forehead?
C/IX/673/VCINT
E
how interrogative interrogative
C/IX/673/VCVC did modal auxilary verb
C/IX/673/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/673/VCVC hurt regular verb verb
C/IX/673/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronounC/IX/673/VCNC forehead concrete noun noun
C/IX/674/VC She bumped her
head on the
table when she
was running
after the ball
C/IX/674/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/674/VCVC bumped regular verb verb
C/IX/674/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/674/VCADJ head adjective adjective
C/IX/674/VCPRE
P
on preposition preposition
C/IX/674/VCNC the table noun phrase noun
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C/IX/674/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/674/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/674/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/674/VCVC running irregular verb verb
C/IX/674/VCCO
NJ
after conjunction conjunction
C/IX/674/VCNC the ball noun phrase noun
C/IX/675/VC Who did you
my book to?C/IX/675/VCINT
E
who interrogative interrogative
C/IX/675/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/IX/675/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/675/VCPR my personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronounC/IX/675/VCNC book concrete noun noun
C/IX/675/VCPRE
P
to preposition preposition
C/IX/676/VC I gave it your
auntC/IX/676/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/676/VCVC gave irregular verb verb
C/IX/676/VCOBJ
PR
it personal 
pronoun
object pronoun
C/IX/676/VCPR your personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronounC/IX/676/VCNC aunt concrete noun noun
C/IX/677/VC I met her when
she was feeding C/IX/677/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/677/VCVC met irregular verb verb
C/IX/677/VCPR her personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/677/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/677/VCSP she personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/677/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/677/VCVC feeding regular verb verb
C/IX/677/VCPR your personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/677/VCNC brother concrete noun noun
C/IX/677/VCNC budi concrete noun noun
C/IX/677/VCPRE
P
in the front
yard
preposition preposition
C/IX/678/VC You know what
C/IX/678/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/678/VCVC know irregular verb verb
C/IX/678/VCNC what abstract noun noun
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C/IX/679/VC I found this cute
healthy cat
when he was
hiding under a
garbage truck a
month ago
C/IX/679/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/679/VCVC found irregular verb verb
C/IX/679/VCNC this cute
healthy cat
noun phrase noun
C/IX/679/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/679/VCSP he personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/679/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/679/VCVC hiding irregular verb verb
C/IX/679/VCPRE
P
under preposition preposition
C/IX/679/VCNC a garbage
truck
noun phrase noun
C/IX/679/VCADV a month ago adverb adverb
C/IX/680/VC It was very thin,
hungry and
dirty
C/IX/680/VCSP it personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/680/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/680/VCPR very demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/IX/680/VCADJ thin adjective adjective
C/IX/680/VCADJ hungry adjective adjective
C/IX/680/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/680/VCADJ dirty adjective adjective
C/IX/681/VC How did you
get that bad
scar on your
knee?
C/IX/681/VCINT
E
how interrogative interrogative
C/IX/681/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/IX/681/VCSP you personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/681/VCVC get irregular verb verb
C/IX/681/VCCO
NJ
that conjunction conjunction
C/IX/681/VCNC bad scar noun phrase noun
C/IX/681/VCPRE
P
on preposition preposition
C/IX/681/VCPR your personal 
pronoun
possesive 
pronoun
C/IX/681/VCNC knee concrete noun noun
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C/IX/682/VC I tripped over
something and
fell when I was
running to
catch the bus
C/IX/682/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/682/VCVC tripped regular verb verb
C/IX/682/VCPRE
P
over preposition preposition
C/IX/682/VCADV something adverb adverb
C/IX/682/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/IX/682/VCVC fell irregular verb verb
C/IX/682/VCCO
NJ
when conjunction conjunction
C/IX/682/VCSP i personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/IX/682/VCVC was to be verb
C/IX/682/VCVC running irregular verb verb
C/IX/682/VCVC to catch to infinitive verb
C/IX/682/VCNC the bus noun phrase noun
C/X/683/VC Yes, we made it! Lets work
together to plan
our texts to tell
our experience?
C/X/683/VCCOM lets work command command
C/X/683/VCADV together adverb adverb
C/X/683/VCVC to plan to infinitive verb
C/X/683/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/683/VCNC texts concrete noun noun
C/X/683/VCVC to tell to infinitive verb
C/X/683/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/683/VCNC experience abstract noun noun
C/X/684/VC Okay. I‟ll tell
how my brother
and I made the
garden benches
C/X/684/VCINTE okay interjection interjection
C/X/684/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/684/VCVC will modal auxilary verb
C/X/684/VCVC tell irregular verb verb
C/X/684/VCCON
J
how conjunction conjunction
C/X/684/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/684/VCNC brother concrete noun noun
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C/X/684/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/684/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/684/VCVC made irregular verb verb
C/X/684/VCNC the garden noun phrase noun
C/X/685/VC I‟ll tell how we
won the First
Prize of the
Classroom 
Competition
C/X/685/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/685/VCVC will modal auxilary verb
C/X/685/VCVC tell irregular verb verb
C/X/685/VCCON
J
how conjunction conjunction
C/X/685/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/685/VCVC won irregular verb verb
C/X/685/VCNC the first
prizze 
noun phrase noun
C/X/685/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/685/VCNC the classroom 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/686/VC What about you
Lina?
C/X/686/VCINTE what interrogative interrogative
C/X/686/VCADV about adverb adverb
C/X/686/VCOBJP
R
you personal subject object pronoun
C/X/686/VCNC lina concrete noun noun
C/X/687/VC I will tell my
sister‟s funny
experience last
Saturday
C/X/687/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/687/VCVC will modal auxilary verb
C/X/687/VCVC tell irregular verb verb
C/X/687/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/687/VCNC sister's funny
experience
abstract noun noun
C/X/687/VCADV last Saturday adverb adverb
C/X/688/VC She went to
school on
Saturday!
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C/X/688/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/688/VCVC went irregular verb verb
C/X/688/VCADV to school adverb adverb
C/X/688/VCADV on Saturday adverb adverb
C/X/689/VC Lets start with
Udin‟s story
C/X/689/VCCOM lets start command command
C/X/689/VCPRE
P
with preposition preposition
C/X/689/VCNC udin's story noun phrase noun
C/X/690/VC First, how did
you and your
brother have
the idea of
making garden
benches?
C/X/690/VCNC first abstract noun noun
C/X/690/VCINTE how interrogative interrogative
C/X/690/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/690/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/690/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/690/VCPR your personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/690/VCNC brother concrete noun noun
C/X/690/VCVC have irregular verb verb
C/X/690/VCNC the idea noun phrase noun
C/X/690/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/690/VCVC making irregular verb verb
C/X/690/VCNC garden 
benches
noun phrase noun
C/X/691/VC My father cut
down the old
manggo tree
behind our
house three
weeks ago
C/X/691/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/691/VCNC father concrete noun noun
C/X/691/VCVC cut down irregular verb verb
C/X/691/VCNC the old
mango tree
noun phrase noun
C/X/691/VCPRE
P
behind preposition preposition
C/X/691/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/691/VCNC house concrete noun noun
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C/X/691/VCADV three weeks
ago
adverb adverb
C/X/692/VC We saw a big
piece of wood
C/X/692/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/692/VCVC saw irregular verb verb
C/X/692/VCNC a big piece of
wood
noun phrase noun
C/X/693/VC Then we had
the idea
C/X/693/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/693/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/693/VCVC had irregular verb verb
C/X/693/VCNC the idea noun phrase noun
C/X/694/VC What did you
do?
C/X/694/VCINTE what interrogative interrogative
C/X/694/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/694/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/694/VCVC do irregular verb verb
C/X/695/VC We told Dad
that we wanted
to make garden
benches from
the wood
C/X/695/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/695/VCVC told irregular verb verb
C/X/695/VCNC dad concrete noun noun
C/X/695/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/695/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/695/VCVC wanted regular verb verb
C/X/695/VCVC to make irregular verb verb
C/X/695/VCNC garden 
benches
noun phrase noun
C/X/695/VCCON
J
from conjunction conjunction
C/X/695/VCNC the wood noun phrase noun
C/X/696/VC He agreed and
he would help
us
C/X/696/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/696/VCADV agreed adverb adverb
C/X/696/VCSCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/696/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/696/VCVC would modal auxilary verb
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C/X/696/VCVC help regular verb verb
C/X/696/VCOBJP
R
us personal subject object pronoun
C/X/697/VC What did your
father do to
help you?
C/X/697/VCINTE what interrogative interrogative
C/X/697/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/697/VCPR your personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/697/VCNC father concrete noun noun
C/X/697/VCVC do irregular verb verb
C/X/697/VCVC to help regular verb verb
C/X/697/VCOBJP
R
you personal subject object pronoun
C/X/698/VC He sawed the
wood into three C/X/698/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/698/VCVC sawed regular verb verb
C/X/698/VCNC the wood noun phrase noun
C/X/698/VCPRE
P
into preposition preposition
C/X/698/VCNC three pieces noun phrase noun
C/X/699/VC 25 cm in
diameter and 25 C/X/699/VCNC 25 cm abstract noun noun
C/X/699/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/699/VCADJ diameter adjective adjective
C/X/699/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/699/VCNC 25 cm abstract noun noun
C/X/699/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/699/VCADJ height adjective adjective
C/X/700/VC And after that?
C/X/700/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/700/VCCON
J
after conjunction conjunction
C/X/700/VCADV that adverb adverb
C/X/701/VC After that we
rubbed them
with sandpaper
to make them
smooth
C/X/701/VCCON
J
after conjunction conjunction
C/X/701/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/701/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/701/VCVC rubbed regular verb verb
C/X/701/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
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C/X/701/VCCON
J
with conjunction conjunction
C/X/701/VCNC sandpaper concrete noun noun
C/X/701/VCVC to make irregular verb verb
C/X/701/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/701/VCADJ smooth adjective adjective
C/X/702/VC Then we dried
them in the sun C/X/702/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/702/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/702/VCVC dried regular verb verb
C/X/702/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/702/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/702/VCNC the sun noun phrase noun
C/X/702/VCADV for one week adverb adverb
C/X/703/VC When they were 
dry, what did 
you do?
C/X/703/VCINTE when interrogative interrogative
C/X/703/VCSP they personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/703/VCVC were to be verb
C/X/703/VCVC dry regular verb verb
C/X/703/VCCON
J
what conjunction conjunction
C/X/703/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/703/VCOBJP
R
you personal subject object pronoun
C/X/703/VCVC do irregular verb verb
C/X/704/VC We painted
them, one
green, one red,
and one blue
C/X/704/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/704/VCVC painted regular verb verb
C/X/704/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/704/VCNC one green noun phrase noun
C/X/704/VCNC one red noun phrase noun
C/X/704/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/704/VCNC one blue noun phrase noun
C/X/705/VC Then, we dried
them again in
the sun for
three days
C/X/705/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/705/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/705/VCVC dried regular verb verb
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C/X/705/VCSP them personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/705/VCADV again adverb adverb
C/X/705/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/705/VCNC the sun noun phrase noun
C/X/705/VCADV for three
days
adverb adverb
C/X/706/VC Okay. Now let‟s
help Udin write
his experience
in a good order
C/X/706/VCINT oksy interjection interjection
C/X/706/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/X/706/VCCOM lets help command command
C/X/706/VCNC udin concrete noun noun
C/X/706/VCVC write irregular verb verb
C/X/706/VCPR his personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/706/VCNC experience abstract noun noun
C/X/706/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/706/VCNC a good order noun phrase noun
C/X/707/VC Now, let‟s help
Edo tell how
our class won
the First Prize
of the
Classroom 
Competition
C/X/707/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/X/707/VCCOM lets help command command
C/X/707/VCNC edo concrete noun noun
C/X/707/VCVC tell irregular verb verb
C/X/707/VCCON
J
how conjunction conjunction
C/X/707/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/707/VCNC class abstract noun noun
C/X/707/VCVC won irregular verb verb
C/X/707/VCNC the first prize noun phrase noun
C/X/707/VCCON
J
of preposition preposition
C/X/707/VCNC the classroom 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/708/VC First, how did
you know the
competition?
C/X/708/VCNC first abstract noun noun
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C/X/708/VCINTE how interrogative interrogative
C/X/708/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/708/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/708/VCVC know irregular verb verb
C/X/708/VCNC the 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/709/VC The principal
announced the
Classroom 
Competition on
Monday in the
Flag Ceremony
C/X/709/VCNC the principal noun phrase noun
C/X/709/VCVC announced regular verb verb
C/X/709/VCNC the classroom 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/709/VCADV on Monday adverb adverb
C/X/709/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/709/VCNC the flag
ceremony
noun phrase noun
C/X/710/VC Okay. What did
you do then?C/X/710/VCINT okay interjection interjection
C/X/710/VCINTE what interrogative interrogative
C/X/710/VCVC did modal auxilary verb
C/X/710/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/710/VCVC do irregular verb verb
C/X/710/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/711/VC When we were
back to the
classroom, we
realised that
many desks and
chairs are old
and dirty
C/X/711/VCCON
J
when conjunction conjunction
C/X/711/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/711/VCVC were to be verb
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C/X/711/VCADJ back adjective adjective
C/X/711/VCPRE
P
to preposition preposition
C/X/711/VCNC the classroom noun phrase noun
C/X/711/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/711/VCVC realised regular verb verb
C/X/711/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/711/VCADV many adverb adverb
C/X/711/VCNC desk concrete noun noun
C/X/711/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/711/VCNC chairs concrete noun noun
C/X/711/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/X/711/VCADJ old adjective adjective
C/X/711/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/711/VCADJ dirty adjective adjective
C/X/712/VC Some had loose
legs
C/X/712/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/712/VCVC had modal auxilary verb
C/X/712/VCVC loose irregular verb verb
C/X/712/VCNC legs concrete noun noun
C/X/713/VC And then?
C/X/713/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/713/VCONJ then conjunction conjunction
C/X/714/VC In the
afternoon, we
talked and
agreed to come
on Saturday to
fix them
C/X/714/VCADV in the
afternoon
adverb adverb
C/X/714/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/714/VCVC talked regular verb verb
C/X/714/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/714/VCADJ agreed adjective adjective
C/X/714/VCVC to come irregular verb verb
C/X/714/VCADV on saturday adverb adverb
C/X/714/VCVC to fix regular verb verb
C/X/714/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
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C/X/715/VC What did we
bring to work
on Saturday?
C/X/715/VCINTE what interrogative interrogative
C/X/715/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/715/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/715/VCVC bring irregular verb verb
C/X/715/VCVC to work regular verb verb
C/X/715/VCADV on saturday adverb adverb
C/X/716/VC On Saturday,
each of us
brought 
something from
home, like soap,
cloth, a broom,
a mop, nails, a
hammer, a
duster, and so
on
C/X/716/VCADV on saturday adverb adverb
C/X/716/VCADV each adverb adverb
C/X/716/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/716/VCOBJP
R
us personal subject object pronoun
C/X/716/VCVC brought irregular verb verb
C/X/716/VCNC something abstract noun noun
C/X/716/VCCON
J
from conjunction conjunction
C/X/716/VCNC home concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCVC like regular verb verb
C/X/716/VCNC soap concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCNC cloth concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCNC a broom concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCNC a mop concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCNC nails concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCNC a hammer concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCNC a duster concrete noun noun
C/X/716/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/716/VCNC so on concrete noun noun
C/X/717/VC What did the
students do
with the desks
and chairs? 
C/X/717/VCINTE what interrogative interrogative
C/X/717/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/717/VCNC the students noun phrase noun
C/X/717/VCVC do irregular verb verb
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C/X/717/VCCON
J
with conjunction conjunction
C/X/717/VCNC the desks noun phrase noun
C/X/717/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/717/VCNC chairs concrete noun noun
C/X/718/VC Some of us
washed the
desks and the
chairs
C/X/718/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/718/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/718/VCOBJP
R
us personal subject object pronoun
C/X/718/VCVC washed regular verb verb
C/X/718/VCNC the desks noun phrase noun
C/X/718/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/718/VCNC the chairs noun phrase noun
C/X/719/VC Some furnished
them
C/X/719/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/719/VCVC furnished regular verb verb
C/X/719/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/720/VC Some fix the leg
C/X/720/VCPR some demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/720/VCVC fix regular verb verb
C/X/720/VCNC the leg noun phrase noun
C/X/721/VC So, we won the
competition
C/X/721/VCCON
J
so conjunction conjunction
C/X/721/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/721/VCVC won irregular verb verb
C/X/721/VCNC the 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/722/VC Yes. Now our
desks and
chairs are clean
and strong
C/X/722/VCINTE yes interjection interjection
C/X/722/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/X/722/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/722/VCNC desks concrete noun noun
C/X/722/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/722/VCNC chairs concrete noun noun
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C/X/722/VCVC are to be linking verb
C/X/722/VCADJ clean adjective adjective
C/X/722/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/722/VCADJ strong adjective adjective
C/X/723/VC And we won the
first Prize of the
Classroom 
Competition
C/X/723/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/723/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/723/VCVC won irregular verb verb
C/X/723/VCNC the first prize noun phrase noun
C/X/723/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/723/VCNC this 
classroom 
noun phrase noun
C/X/724/VC I heard that you
made garden
benches
C/X/724/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/724/VCVC heard irregular verb verb
C/X/724/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/724/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/724/VCVC made irregular verb verb
C/X/724/VCNC garden 
benches
noun phrase noun
C/X/725/VC How did you
make them?
C/X/725/VCINTE how interrogative interrogative
C/X/725/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/725/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/725/VCVC make irregular verb verb
C/X/725/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/726/VC My brother,
Rizal, and I
made the
garden benches
when my father
cut down the
old manggo tree
behind our
house three
weeks ago
C/X/726/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/726/VCNC brother concrete noun noun
C/X/726/VCNC rizal concrete noun noun
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C/X/726/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/726/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/726/VCVC made irregular verb verb
C/X/726/VCNC the garden
benches
noun phrase noun
C/X/726/VCCON
J
when conjunction conjunction
C/X/726/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/726/VCNC father concrete noun noun
C/X/726/VCVC cut down irregular verb verb
C/X/726/VCNC the old
mango tree
noun phrase noun
C/X/726/VCPRE
P
behind preposition preposition
C/X/726/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/726/VCNC house concrete noun noun
C/X/726/VCSAD
V
three weeks
ago
adverb adverb
C/X/727/VC We saw a big
piece of wood
C/X/727/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/727/VCVC saw irregular verb verb
C/X/727/VCNC a big piece of
wood
noun phrase noun
C/X/728/VC Then we had an
idea
C/X/728/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/728/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/728/VCVC had modal auxilary verb
C/X/728/VCNC an idea noun phrase noun
C/X/729/VC We told Dad we
wanted to make
garden benches
C/X/729/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/729/VCVC told irregular verb verb
C/X/729/VCNC dad concrete noun noun
C/X/729/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/729/VCVC wanted regular verb verb
C/X/729/VCVC to make irregular verb verb
C/X/729/VCNC garden 
benches
noun phrase noun
C/X/730/VC He agreed and
he would help
us
C/X/730/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/730/VCVC agreed regular verb verb
C/X/730/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/730/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/730/VCVC would modal auxilary verb
C/X/730/VCVC help regular verb verb
C/X/730/VCOBJP
R
us personal subject object pronoun
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C/X/731 Then, he sewed
the trunk into
three pieces
C/X/731CONJ then conjunction conjunction
C/X/731SP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/731VC sewed regular verb verb
C/X/731NC the trunk noun phrase noun
C/X/731PREP into preposition preposition
C/X/731NC three pieces noun phrase noun
C/X/732/VC 25 cm in
diameter and 25
cm in height
C/X/732/VCNC 25 cm noun phrase noun
C/X/732/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/732/VCNC diameter abstract noun noun
C/X/732/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/732/VCNC 25 cm noun phrase noun
C/X/732/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/732/VCNC height abstract noun noun
C/X/733/VC After that Rizal
and I rubbed
them with sand
paper to make
them smooth
C/X/733/VCCON
J
after that conjunction conjunction
C/X/733/VCNC rizal concrete noun noun
C/X/733/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/733/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/733/VCVC rubbed regular verb verb
C/X/733/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/733/VCPRE
P
with preposition preposition
C/X/733/VCNC sandpaper concrete noun noun
C/X/733/VCVC to make irregular verb verb
C/X/733/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/733/VCADJ smooth adjective adjective
C/X/734/VC After that we
dried them in
the sun for one
week
C/X/734/VCCON
J
after that conjunction conjunction
C/X/734/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/734/VCVC dried regular verb verb
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C/X/734/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/734/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/734/VCNC the sun noun phrase noun
C/X/734/VCADV for one week adverb adverb
C/X/735/VC When they were
dry, we painted
them, one
green, one red,
and one blue
C/X/735/VCCON
J
when conjunction conjunction
C/X/735/VCSP they personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/735/VCVC were to  be verb
C/X/735/VCVC dry regular verb verb
C/X/735/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/735/VCVC painted regular verb verb
C/X/735/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/735/VCNC one green noun phrase noun
C/X/735/VCNC one red noun phrase noun
C/X/735/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/735/VCNC one blue noun phrase noun
C/X/736/VC Finally, we
dried them in
the sun again
for three days
C/X/736/VCADV finally adverb adverb
C/X/736/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/736/VCVC dried regular verb verb
C/X/736/VCSP them personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/736/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/736/VCNC the sun noun phrase noun
C/X/736/VCADV for three
days
adverb adverb
C/X/737/VC Congratulations
! I‟m happy for
you
C/X/737/VCINT congratulatio
ns
interjection interjection
C/X/737/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/737/VCVC am to  be linking verb
C/X/737/VCADJ happy adjective adjective
C/X/737/VCPRE
P
for preposition preposition
C/X/737/VCOBJP
R
you personal subject object pronoun
C/X/738/VC Edo, you will
tell how your
class won the
Classroom 
Competition
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C/X/738/VCNC edo concrete noun noun
C/X/738/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/738/VCVC will modal auxilary verb
C/X/738/VCVC tell irregular verb verb
C/X/738/VCINTE how interrogative interrogative
C/X/738/VCPR your personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/738/VCNC class concrete noun noun
C/X/738/VCVC won irregular verb verb
C/X/738/VCNC the classroom 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/739/VC Yes, Sir We
won the
Classroom 
Competition 
because we
worked hard
C/X/739/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/X/739/VCINT sir interjection interjection
C/X/739/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/739/VCVC won irregular verb verb
C/X/739/VCNC the classroom 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/739/VCCON
J
because conjunction conjunction
C/X/739/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/739/VCADJ worked hard adjective adjective
C/X/740/VC The principal
announced the
Classroom 
Competition on
Monday in the
Flag Ceremony
C/X/740/VCNC the principal noun phrase noun
C/X/740/VCVC announced regular verb verb
C/X/740/VCNC the classroom 
competition
noun phrase noun
C/X/740/VCADV on monday adverb adverb
C/X/740/VCPRE
P
in preposition preposition
C/X/740/VCNC the flag
ceremony
noun phrase noun
C/X/741/VC When we were
back to the
classroom, we
realised that
many desks and
chairs are old
and dirty
C/X/741/VCCON
J
when conjunction conjunction
C/X/741/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
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C/X/741/VCVC were to  be linking verb
C/X/741/VCADJ back adjective adjective
C/X/741/VCNC to the
classroom
noun phrase noun
C/X/741/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/741/VCVC realised regular verb verb
C/X/741/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/741/VCADV many adverb adverb
C/X/741/VCNC desks concrete noun noun
C/X/741/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/741/VCNC chairs concrete noun noun
C/X/741/VCVC are to  be linking verb
C/X/741/VCADJ old adjective adjective
C/X/741/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/741/VCADJ dirty adjective adjective
C/X/742/VC Some had loose
legs
C/X/742/VCADV some adverb adverb
C/X/742/VCVC had irregular verb verb
C/X/742/VCVC loose irregular verb verb
C/X/742/VCNC legs concrete noun noun
C/X/743/VC In the
afternoon, we
talked and
agreed to come
on Saturday to
fix them
C/X/743/VCADV in the
afternoon
adverb adverb
C/X/743/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/743/VCVC talked regular verb verb
C/X/743/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/743/VCVC agreed regular verb verb
C/X/743/VCVC to come irregular verb verb
C/X/743/VCADV on saturday adverb adverb
C/X/743/VCVC to fix regular verb verb
C/X/743/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
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C/X/744/VC On Saturday,
each of us
brought 
somehing from
home, like soap,
cloth, a broom,
a mop, nails, a
harmmer, a
duster, and so
on
C/X/744/VCADV on saturday adverb adverb
C/X/744/VCADV each adverb adverb
C/X/744/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/744/VCOBJP
R
us personal subject object pronoun
C/X/744/VCVC brought irregular verb verb
C/X/744/VCADV something adverb adverb
C/X/744/VCCON
J
from conjunction conjunction
C/X/744/VCNC home concrete noun noun
C/X/744/VCVC like regular verb verb
C/X/744/VCNC soap concrete noun noun
C/X/744/VCNC cloth concrete noun noun
C/X/744/VCNC cloth concrete noun noun
C/X/744/VCNC a broom noun phrase noun
C/X/744/VCNC a mop noun phrase noun
C/X/744/VCNC nails concrete noun noun
C/X/744/VCNC a harmer noun phrase noun
C/X/744/VCNC a duster noun phrase noun
C/X/744/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/744/VCADV so on adverb adverb
C/X/745/VC Then, some of
us washed the
desks and the
chairs
C/X/745/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/745/VCADV some adverb adverb
C/X/745/VCPRE
P
of preposition preposition
C/X/745/VCOBJP
R
us personal subject object pronoun
C/X/745/VCVC washed regular verb verb
C/X/745/VCNC the desks noun phrase noun
C/X/745/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/745/VCNC the chairs noun phrase noun
C/X/746/VC Some furnished
them
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C/X/746/VCADV some adverb adverb
C/X/746/VCVC furnished regular verb verb
C/X/746/VCOBJP
R
them personal subject object pronoun
C/X/747/VC Some fix the
legs
C/X/747/VCADV some adverb adverb
C/X/747/VCVC fix regular verb verb
C/X/747/VCNC the leg noun phrase noun
C/X/748/VC Now, we have
brand new
desks and
chairs
C/X/748/VCADV now adverb adverb
C/X/748/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/748/VCVC have modal auxilary verb
C/X/748/VCNC brand new
desks
noun phrase noun
C/X/748/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/748/VCNC chairs concrete noun noun
C/X/749/VC You look tired
and sleepy,
why?
C/X/749/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/749/VCVC look regular verb verb
C/X/749/VCADJ tired adjective adjective
C/X/749/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/749/VCADJ sleepy adjective adjective
C/X/749/VCINTE why interrogative interrogative
C/X/750/VC I only slept for
three hours last
night
C/X/750/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/750/VCPR only demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/750/VCVC slept irregular verb verb
C/X/750/VCADV for three
hours last 
adverb adverb
C/X/751/VC beni is telling
udin that he
slept only for
three hours last
night
C/X/751/VCSP beni personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/751/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/X/751/VCVC telling regular verb verb
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C/X/751/VCNC udin concrete noun noun
C/X/751/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/751/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/751/VCVC slept irregular verb verb
C/X/751/VCPR only demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/751/VCADV for three
hours last
night
adverb adverb
C/X/752/VC At ten we heard
a cry from Mrs.
Wayan‟s home
C/X/752/VCADV at ten adverb adverb
C/X/752/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/752/VCVC heard irregular verb verb
C/X/752/VCADJ a cry adjective phrase adjective
C/X/752/VCCON
J
from conjunction conjunction
C/X/752/VCNC mrs. 
Wayan's 
home
noun phrase noun
C/X/753/VC She is our
nextdoor 
neighbour
C/X/753/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/753/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/X/753/VCPR our personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/753/VCNC nextdoor 
neighbour
noun phrase noun
C/X/754/VC She‟s 70 years
old and very
weak
C/X/754/VCPR she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/754/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/X/754/VCNC 70 old noun phrase noun
C/X/754/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/754/VCADJ very weak adjective phrase adjective
C/X/755/VC She lives alone
C/X/755/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/755/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/X/755/VCADJ alone adjective adjective
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C/X/756/VC We went there
quickly, and we
found her on
the floor
C/X/756/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/756/VCVC went irregular verb verb
C/X/756/VCPR there demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/756/VCADV quickly adverb adverb
C/X/756/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/756/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/756/VCVC found irregular verb verb
C/X/756/VCPR her personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/756/VCADV on the floor adverb adverb
C/X/757/VC She just fell
C/X/757/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/757/VCPR just demonstrative 
pronoun
pronoun
C/X/757/VCVC fell irregular verb verb
C/X/758/VC She could not
move her hand
and her legs
C/X/758/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/758/VCVC could not modal auxilary verb
C/X/758/VCCOM
P
more degree of
comparison
comparative
C/X/758/VCPR her personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/758/VCNC hand concrete noun noun
C/X/758/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/758/VCPR her personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/758/VCNC legs concrete noun noun
C/X/759/VC At 10.30, my
parents and I
took Mrs.
Wayan to
hospital
C/X/759/VCADV at 10.30 adverb adverb
C/X/759/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/759/VCNC parents concrete noun noun
C/X/759/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/759/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/759/VCVC took irregular verb verb
C/X/759/VCNC mrs.wayan concrete noun noun
C/X/759/VCADV to hospital adverb adverb
C/X/760/VC My father and I
sat in the front
seats
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C/X/760/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/760/VCNC father concrete noun noun
C/X/760/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/760/VCSP i personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/760/VCVC sat irregular verb verb
C/X/760/VCADV in the front
seats
adverb adverb
C/X/761/VC In the back
seats, my mum
was holding
Mrs. Wayan
C/X/761/VCADV in the back
seats
adverb adverb
C/X/761/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/761/VCNC mum concrete noun noun
C/X/761/VCVC was to be verb
C/X/761/VCVC holding irregular verb verb
C/X/761/VCNC mrs. Wayan concrete noun noun
C/X/762/VC In the
emergency 
room, a doctor
examined her
C/X/762/VCADV in the
emergency 
room
adverb adverb
C/X/762/VCNC a doctor noun phrase noun
C/X/762/VCVC examined regular verb verb
C/X/762/VCOBJP
R
her personal subject object pronoun
C/X/763/VC Then he said
Mrs. Wayan
had to stay in
the hospital
C/X/763/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/763/VCSP he personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/763/VCVC said regular verb verb
C/X/763/VCNC mrs. Wayan concrete noun noun
C/X/763/VCVC had irregular verb verb
C/X/763/VCVC to stay regular verb verb
C/X/763/VCADV in the
hospital
adverb adverb
C/X/764/VC When she was
already in the
ward, we went
home
C/X/764/VCCON
J
when conjunction conjunction
C/X/764/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/764/VCVC was to be verb
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C/X/764/VCADV already adverb adverb
C/X/764/VCADV in the ward adverb adverb
C/X/764/VCSP we personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/764/VCVC went irregular verb verb
C/X/764/VCNC home concrete noun noun
C/X/765/VC It was 2 a.m
C/X/765/VCSP it personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/765/VCVC was to be verb
C/X/765/VCNC 2 a.m noun phrase noun
C/X/766/VC You said your
little sister did
something 
funny this
morning, what
is that?
C/X/766/VCSP you personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/766/VCVC said regular verb verb
C/X/766/VCNC your little
sister
noun phrase noun
C/X/766/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/766/VCNC something abstract noun noun
C/X/766/VCADJ funny adjective adjective
C/X/766/VCADV this morning adverb adverb
C/X/766/VCCON
J
what conjunction conjunction
C/X/766/VCVC is to be linking verb
C/X/766/VCNC that abstract noun noun
C/X/767/VC Yes, last
Saturday, my
little sister,
Dina, did
something 
funny
C/X/767/VCINT yes interjection interjection
C/X/767/VCADV last saturday adverb adverb
C/X/767/VCNC my little
sister
noun phrase noun
C/X/767/VCNC dina concrete noun noun
C/X/767/VCVC did irregular verb verb
C/X/767/VCNC something abstract noun noun
C/X/767/VCADJ funny adjective adjective
C/X/768/VC She got up very
late, at six
C/X/768/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/768/VCVC got up irregular verb verb
C/X/768/VCADJ very late adjective phrase adjective
C/X/768/VCADV at six adverb adverb
C/X/769/VC She ran fast to
the bathroom
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C/X/769/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/769/VCVC ran irregular verb verb
C/X/769/VCADJ fast adjective adjective
C/X/769/VCADV to the
bathroom
adverb adverb
C/X/770/VC She thought she
would be late to
school
C/X/770/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/770/VCVC thought irregular verb verb
C/X/770/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/770/VCVC would be modal auxilary verb
C/X/770/VCADJ late adjective adjective
C/X/770/VCADV to school adverb adverb
C/X/771/VC She forgot it
was saturday
C/X/771/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/771/VCVC forgot irregular verb verb
C/X/771/VCOBJP
R
it personal subject object pronoun
C/X/771/VCVC was to be verb
C/X/771/VCADV Saturday adverb adverb
C/X/772/VC She took a very
quick bath, got
dressed, took
her bag, and
ran off to school
C/X/772/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/772/VCVC took irregular verb verb
C/X/772/VCNC a very quick
bath
noun phrase noun
C/X/772/VCVC got irregular verb verb
C/X/772/VCNC dressed concrete noun noun
C/X/772/VCVC took irregular verb verb
C/X/772/VCPR her personal subject possesive 
pronounC/X/772/VCNC bag concrete noun noun
C/X/772/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/772/VCVC ran off irregular verb verb
C/X/772/VCADV to school adverb adverb
C/X/773/VC She did not
even have
breakfast
C/X/773/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
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C/X/773/VCVC did not modal auxilary verb
C/X/773/VCADV even adverb adverb
C/X/773/VCVC have 
breakfast
irregular verb verb
C/X/774/VC After walking
for five minutes
she noticed that
no other
children were
going to school
C/X/774/VCCON
J
after conjunction conjunction
C/X/774/VCVC walking regular verb verb
C/X/774/VCADV for five
minutes
adverb adverb
C/X/774/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/774/VCVC noticed regular verb verb
C/X/774/VCCON
J
that conjunction conjunction
C/X/774/VCADV no other adverb adverb
C/X/774/VCNC children concrete noun noun
C/X/774/VCVC were going to to be verb
C/X/774/VCNC school concrete noun noun
C/X/775/VC Soon, she
realized it was
Saturday! So,
she walked back
home
C/X/775/VCADV soon adverb adverb
C/X/775/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/775/VCVC reaized regular verb verb
C/X/775/VCOBJP
R
it personal subject object pronoun
C/X/775/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/X/775/VCADV Saturday adverb adverb
C/X/775/VCCON
J
so conjunction conjunction
C/X/775/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/775/VCVC walked regular verb verb
C/X/775/VCADJ back adjective adjective
C/X/775/VCNC home concrete noun noun
C/X/776/VC She also
laughed at
herself
C/X/776/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/776/VCADV also adverb adverb
C/X/776/VCVC laughed regular verb verb
C/X/776/VCPRE
P
at preposition preposition
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C/X/776/VCADV herself adverb adverb
C/X/777/VC Then she
cahnged her
clothes, and
went back to
bed my naughty
sister!
C/X/777/VCCON
J
then conjunction conjunction
C/X/777/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/X/777/VCVC changed regular verb verb
C/X/777/VCOBJP
R
her personal subject object pronoun
C/X/777/VCNC clothes concrete noun noun
C/X/777/VCCON
J
and conjunction conjunction
C/X/777/VCCON
J
when conjunction conjunction
C/X/777/VCADJ back adjective adjective
C/X/777/VCPRE
P
to preposition preposition
C/X/777/VCNC bed concrete noun noun
C/X/777/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/X/777/VCNC naughty 
sister
noun phrase noun
C/XI/778/VC Don‟t forget it,
please!
My mom was
invited to a
teacher training
for one week in
Jakarta
C/XI/778/VCPR my personal subject possesive 
pronoun
C/XI/778/VCNC mom concrete noun noun
C/XI/778/VCVC was to be linking verb
C/XI/778/VCVC invited regular verb verb
C/XI/778/VCPRE
P
to preposition preposition
C/XI/778/VCNC a teacher
training
noun phrase noun
C/XI/778/VCADV for one week adverb adverb
C/XI/778/VCADV in jakarta adverb adverb
C/XI/779/VC Before she went
there, she wrote
many notes for
us, on a piece of
paper and then
stuck the paper
on the board in
the living room
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C/XI/779/VCCO
NJ
before conjunction conjunction
C/XI/779/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/XI/779/VCVC went irregular verb verb
C/XI/779/VCADV there adverb adverb
C/XI/779/VCSP she personal subject subject pronoun
C/XI/779/VCVC wrote irregular verb verb
C/XI/779/VCADV many adverb adverb
C/XI/779/VCNC notes concrete noun noun
C/XI/779/VCPRE
P
for preposition preposition
C/XI/779/VCOBJ
PR
us personal subject object pronoun
C/XI/779/VCPRE
P
on preposition preposition
C/XI/779/VCNC a piece of
paper
noun phrase noun
C/XI/779/VCCO
NJ
and conjunction conjunction
C/XI/779/VCCO
NJ
then conjunction conjunction
C/XI/779/VCVC stuck regular verb verb
C/XI/779/VCNC the paper noun phrase noun
C/XI/780/VC Hey, I got a
message
C/XI/780/VCINT
hey
interjection interjection
C/XI/780/VCSP
i
personal subject subject pronoun
C/XI/780/VCVC got irregular verb verb
C/XII/781/VC Mousedeer and
Crocodile!
What can we
learn from the
story?
C/XII/781/VCINT
E what 
interrogative interrogative
C/XII/781/VCVC
can 
modal auxilary verb
C/XII/781/VCSP
we 
personal 
pronoun
subject pronoun
C/XII/781/VCVC
learn
irregular verb verb
C/XII/781/VCCO
NJ from
conjunction conjunction
C/XII/781/VCNC
the story noun phrase
noun
C/XII/782/VC writing the
story
C/XII/782/VCVC
writing irregular verb verb
C/XII/782/VCNC
the story noun phrase noun
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Appendix 2 
FREQUENCY OF VOCABULARY DISTRIBUTION IN “WHEN 
ENGLISH RINGS A BELL” GRADE VIII  
Data Number Vocabulary 
Classification 
Code Frequency Percentage 
C/I 
Noun 
VCNC 88 31,88 
 
Verb 
VCVC 95 34,42 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 30 10,87 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 7 2,54 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 10 3,62 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 11 3,99 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 6 2,17 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 13 4,71 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 16 5,80 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 276 100 
C/II 
Noun 
VCNC 53 34,19 
 
Verb 
VCVC 39 25,16 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 16 10,32 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 5 3,23 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 12 7,74 
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Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 11 7,10 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 7 4,52 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 0 0,00 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 12 7,74 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 155 100 
C/III 
Noun 
VCNC 48 21,43 
 
Verb 
VCVC 50 22,32 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 15 6,70 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 16 7,14 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 58 25,89 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 12 5,36 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 11 4,91 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 0 0 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 14 6,25 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 224 100 
C/IV 
Noun 
VCNC 13 22,41 
 
Verb 
VCVC 14 24,14 
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Adjective 
VCAC 0 0,00 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 3 5,17 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0,00 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 11 18,97 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 4 6,90 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 2 3,45 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 1 1,72 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 4 6,90 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 6 10,34 
Total 
 
 58 100 
C/V 
Noun 
VCNC 61 42,96 
 
Verb 
VCVC 30 21,13 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 7 4,93 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 8 5,63 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 11 7,75 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 0 0 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 5 3,52 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0,00 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 2 1,41 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 14 9,86 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
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Particle 
VCPcC 4 2,82 
Total 
 
 142 100 
C/VI 
Noun 
VCNC 63 17,60 
 
Verb 
VCVC 128 35,75 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 15 4,19 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 18 5,03 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 14 3,91 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 88 24,58 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 0 0 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 22 6,15 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 1 0,28 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 6 1,68 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 3 0,84 
Total 
 
 358 100 
C/VII 
Noun 
VCNC 81 24,25 
 
Verb 
VCVC 86 25,75 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 22 6,59 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 27 8,08 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 49 14,67 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 2 0,60 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 53 15,87 
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Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 0 0 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 14 4,19 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 334 100 
C/VIII 
Noun 
VCNC 338 22,21 
 
Verb 
VCVC 346 22,73 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 130 8,54 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 147 9,66 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 315 20,70 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 1 0,07 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 130 8,54 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 13 0,85 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 102 6,70 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 1522 100 
C/IX 
Noun 
VCNC 64 15,27 
 
Verb 
VCVC 121 28,88 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 20 4,77 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 47 11,22 
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Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 109 26,01 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 0 0 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 36 8,59 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 8 1,91 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 14 3,34 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 419 100 
C/X 
Noun 
VCNC 147 22,48 
 
Verb 
VCVC 155 23,70 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 27 4,13 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 64 9,79 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 143 21,87 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 0 0 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 77 11,77 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 12 1,83 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 29 4,43 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 654 100 
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C/XI 
Noun 
VCNC 5 19,23 
 
Verb 
VCVC 6 23,08 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 0 0 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 4 15,38 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 5 19,23 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 0 0 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 3 11,54 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 0 0 
 
Preposition 
VCPrC 3 11,54 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 26 100 
C/XII 
Noun 
VCNC 2 25,00 
 
Verb 
VCVC 3 37,50 
 
Adjective 
VCAC 0 0 
 
Adverb 
VCAdC 0 0 
 
Determiner 
VCDC 0 0 
 
Pronoun 
VCPC 1 12,50 
 
Auxiliary 
VCAuxC 0 0 
 
Conjunction 
VCCC 1 12,50 
 
Qualifier 
VCQC 0 0 
 
Interrogative 
VCIC 1 12,50 
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Preposition 
VCPrC 0 0 
 
Expletive 
VCEC 0 0 
 
Particle 
VCPcC 0 0 
Total 
 
 8 100 
 
 
  
